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PREFACE
I HOPE this book "will be read by, two sets of people : by
my fellow teachers first of all, such as have been good
enough to read what I have written or edited in earlier

years : to them this exposition is a reshaping of ideas,

following tip the advances that have been made (espe-

cially perhaps in sociology) since we have begun to

reap the fruits of the movement referred to in Note II.

A writer is seldom able to assess the merits of his own
work : I .shall be curious to learn how far, in either of

these Sections, I have actually forged ahead.

The ground of Section I has been trodden and re-

trodden ever since men have written books on educa-

tion, and I have therefore cut down the exposition to

the smallest dimensions. In Section II new ground is

broken : so far as I am aware, no student in this coun-

try has hitherto sought to elucidate principles of

organization in a comprehensive scheme. The expo-
iSition will certainly be found defective, but it will at

least serve as a challenge both to students of politics

and to students of pedagogics. The general plan had
boon in my mind for a long time, and had in fact been

published in a book now out of print
x

: the conception
was due to the example of teachers in G-ermany, whose

System dor Ptidagogik usually paid attention to this

field, in contrast to corresponding books on Principles
of Education by English or American authors. But

i Outline of Education Courses, by Sadler, Findlay and others

(Manchester University Press, 1911).

Hi
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the right foundation for these studies has to be sought
in social and political theory, and it was only after

wide reading in sociology that the ground seemed to

be firm under my feet. And I should add that these

inquiries into sociology were not begun with the in-

tention of bringing education into relation with poli-

tics, but to find a more philosophic basis for doctrines

(which will be discussed in Vol. II) concerned with

corporate life within the school. The basis for Section

II in the theory of Institutions (Chapter VI) was a

by-product, so to speak, of investigations into prob-
lems which concern the teacher rather than the

organizer.
This first volume is therefore wxitten for laymen as

well as teachers, and the publishers issue the two
volumes separately, for, although they will present a
connected argument, the themes dealt with in Vol. I

concern the general public interested in education as

much as those who engage in teaching. Many of the

pages are encumbered with cross-references to other

parts of the book, and will, I fear, cause irritation to

,some readers. If, however, my insistence on the need
for "system" (p. 2) is warranted, I shall be pardoned
for an anxiety to hold the threads of the argument
together.

I am greatly indebted to proofreaders, to colleagues
in the Faculty of Education, Mr. and Mrs. Ewmg,
Miss Hindshaw, Di\ Jackson, and Dr. Olive Wheeler,
and especially to Professor Oavenagh of the Univer-

sity of Wales. If acknowledgment of help were ex-

tended, it would be dedicated to a host of fdencta.

For a book like this is the outcome of a life's experi-
ence: my teachers during sixty years (home, school,

university) atand foremost in grateful memory, and
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then one's colleagues and one's students, teachers in

fact though not in name, for "iron sharpeneth iron."

Education, to those who give their lives to it, is a

joyous adventure, just because the teacher is ever a

learner.

Gome, my friends,

*Tis not too late to seek a newer world.

J. J. FlNDLAY,
May, 1925.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

THE design of this book Is to present an ordered

sequence of thought, a treatment which can properly
be called systematic, or (if we like to be pretentious)
scientific. This endeavor is, in fact, the chief end to

be kept in view by anyone who hopes to profit by the

study of Education: a book on principles just helps
to put one's mind into shape; the conclusions, the

advice offered at times by the writer, may not be ac-

ceptable to the reader, but that is a matter of .small

importance. The test of value, either to a young
teacher setting out on his life's work or to an older

man or woman who has had more experience, lies in

the help it renders the mind in seeing the parts of our

problem within the entire region. Incidentally, no

doubt other objects are attained : information is af-

forded on many topics with which teachers and the

public in our day should be acquainted; and this not

only because such knowledge may be of worth, but

because current ideas about education are the ex-

pression of a social consciousness, a way of looking at

life and at school, which is in the air. The Act of

1918, for example, or the Dalton Plan may or may
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not be of abiding worth.; but the welcome they have

received in Great Britain is evidence that they accord

with, certain points of view which obtain in con-

temporary ways of dealing with the young. Mere in-

formation on such themes is pedantry; if, however,

we can fit the knowledge into an ordered scheme of re-

flection we are building up what we call a system of

education. One ought not perhaps to speak of it as

a building, for the .structure cannot be fixed in form :

on the contrary, it is a development, it grows and

alters its shape as a part of our entire mental de-

velopment. By every new experience, from men and

books, from the world outside of school and inside,

the system is modified
;
we discard and take up as the

game proceeds. The capital point is to keep in view

the coherence of an intellectual plan from wMch noth-

ing really vital to educational activity is excluded.

Hence the only way in which I, as the writer of this

book, can be of service is to set down my own system

as it stands at this stage in my own development. I

have made partial sketches of the kind in days gone

by. I do not propose to revise them ; as they stand

they continue to afford help to those who are good

enough to study them. What I now offer is a more

comprehensive handling of the whole field, brought

up-to-date; everybody's "system" has been knocked

about a bit since August, 1914.

Let us begin by clearing away one or two hin-

drances to the perspective. We must use our term
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"education" with some precision. In a sense it is true

that all experience is educative: we can admit that

children learn as mnch ont of school as they do in

school, but for the sum of the processes that influence

development, we had better use the term environment

or social environment. Education, as understood,

say, in Acts of Parliament, is a specific form of en-

vironment, of influence : a deliberate form, arranged

by adults and organized on plans designed to improve

the capacities and enlarge the outlook of the young.

This limitation in definition must not be taken as de-

preciating the importance of what happens to our

scholars apart from school. On the contrary, we<

constantly have to bear in mind that school influence

is all the time being aided or thwarted by other kinds

of influence : we make the limitation simply because

it is necessary to clear thinking. We define education

in terms of the corporation which we call school
1 be-

cause with such a definition we get something which

is manageable. Professor John Adams has sought

to introduce the term educand to signify anyone who

is subjected to the process of education; and there is

much to be said for Ms proposal, since it brings into

clear relief the distinction between a human being

open to all the wihds that blow and one who is ex-

pressly submitted to the process we call education.

I only hesitate to follow Ms example because new-

i Including all types of academy, from the nursery class to the

unirersity and the adult class.
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fangled terms meet with resistance. We had better

speak of scholar (pupil^ eUve, schuler) and this is

certainly a more sensible term to adopt than its

competitors "child" and "student" Unfortunately

"scholar" has been appropriated to signify the few

educands who compete for scholarships (p. 243) :

hence confusion may be created if we speak of all

educands as scholars. I shall in this book use several

terms indifferently to denote those who are subject

to education.

How soon does a young person, child, educand,

scholar, student, cease to be subject to education?

Here, again, definitions and limits may lead to con-

fusion. For the most recent type of school which

presses itself on public regard and claims public main-

tenance is concerned with Adult Education with the

needs, that is, of persons who have reached maturity,

after a period, more or less prolonged, of conventional

schooling. In its origin the Adult Education move-

ment was designed to help people whose schooling

had been scanty or had perhaps been wholly lacking ;

the meetings conducted in this behalf were called

Adult Schools, and the pursuits followed by the

.scholars were similar to those found in the primary

schools. At about the same period (since 1825) we

witness the rapid growth in Mechanics' Institutes,

where working men, largely on their own initiative,

sought in mature life to supply needs which had

been neglected in childhood and youth. After an-
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other forty years the Universities began to take a

hand in such endeavors, "extending" their teaching to

towns like Nottingham and Newcastle, where a real

enthusiasm for popular teaching to adults had been

aroused. While at first the needs of artisans had been

considered, the idea soon spread to other classes:

during the '80s of the last century University Exten-

sion Courses, attended chiefly by women of the middle

class, became popular : the idea of education as a fea-

ture in a developing life, regardless of age limits, be-

came more familiar and has at last been admitted

into the public scheme of organization, although the

narrower use of the term, both in law and in common

usage, limited to the needs of the rising generation,

is firmly lodged in our ordinary speech.

For the distinction between adult and minor is

based on intrinsic phenomena which confront every-

one: the minor, whether or no he has reached the

legal age, is dependent on the adult community, and

looks to his elders for guidance if not for support.

He is subjected to schooling just because he is a

minor : when he escapes the tutelage of his elders and

shares public responsibilities with them he ceases to

need education in the sense that we commonly use

the term. He may thereafter attend classes, read

books, frequent the concert-hall or theater for the

benefit of his mind and heart, and such activities, in-

cluding physical exercises, may be arranged for him,

just as are the municipal libraries and parks; here
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the distinction between environment and education

becomes finely drawn out and depends upon the point

of view of the adult who seeks the experience.

There are unfortunate groups in the community

who, while adult in age, are deficient in capacity:

some have permanent physical defects which prevent

them from pulling their weight; others suffer from

mental and moral disabilities. All alike are a charge

on private good-will, or on the body politic, and are

now regarded as coming within the scope of education

as well as of charity. Thus regarded the entire com-

munity may be divided into three parts, the first

two being persons of normal capacity, (i) minors,

(ii) adults, and the third (iii) comprising all,

whether minor or adult in age, who are defective;

education, as treated in this work, is the provision

made by the second group for the welfare of the

other two. There is, of course, an immense gulf be-

tween the first and the third : we educate the normal

child in the confident belief that he will remain

normal and be able in due course to hold his own; in

the case of many defectives we entertain a like hope,

but many of them cannot apparently be either edu-

cated or re-educated. We say "apparently," for it is

the height of presumption to assume that our present

knowledge of human nature, physiological, mental,

spiritual, is the limit of what may be achieved in

years to come. This caution seems to be especially

needed as regards the unfortunates who appear in
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the courts of justice and are imprisoned as injurious

to their neighbors. We notice this problem in Chap-
ter VII; for the moment let it be taken for granted
that it falls within the province of organized edu-

cation.

With the scope of our study thus defined we can

mark off the sequence of themes which will engage our

attention. The processes of education are conducted

day by day in schools 1
: land is secured, buildings

are erected, .teachers are chosen, scholars are sum-

moned; authorities and their agents administer the

proceedings. We comprise all such activities under

the term Organisation, as treated in Chapters VI to

XII below. From this middle point other themes are

suggested. On the one side we have a preliminary

question : What is all this activity for? What pur-

poses have you in mind when you scheme and agitate

to set the schools in motion? Motives and ideals

should at least receive a passing notice
;
even though

the educational edifice is so firmly established we shall

do well to examine the foundations. Let us not,

when arranging our systematic theory for education,

attempt to bring teachers and children together un-

til we have some notion of what may result from their

intercourse. Inquiries in this field are usually treated

under the rubric Aims of Education, and will engage

our attention in the next four chapters. When the

objective is determined, and when the community

iFor definition see pp. 41, 137.
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has organized a plan for education, the actual busi-

ness has not yet begun: school-keeping only begins
when teacher and pupil meet. This third division of

a "system" may be designated the Practice of Educa-

tion, comprising an inquiry first into the social or

corporate life of school, and secondly into the pursuits

(technically called curricula) with which the young
folk are occupied. And since these pursuits, although

discreetly chosen, may miss the mark unless they are

conducted with good sense and skill, a final Section

will be devoted to principles of Method. Thus the

system of Education as here set out comprehends five

topics, of which the first two (Aims and Organiza-

tion) are covered in the present volume.



SECTION I

THE AIM OE AIMS OF EDUCATION



"... In the writer's view ( I ) a theory of the End or Purpose or

Value of social life is one thing and a theory of its actual conditions

another. Dealing with the same subject-matter, they are intimately
connected but must never be confused. That a thing is good is one

thing, that it exists or will exist is another. But (2) both inquiries

are not only legitimate but necessary to the full understanding of

social life, and (3) the question of supreme interest in their relation

between their respective results. It is only when we have a clear

appreciation of the End, and unbiased description of the facts, that

we can describe finally how far the End is realised in the facts, or

how far appreciation of the End is an operative condition in tho

actual movement of society." Hobhouse, /Sfocit&Z Development, pp.

12, 13.



CHAPTER II

A FIRST VIEW

BOOKS on education may be usefully compared with,

manuals written for other professions especially on

the theme now before us. In medicine and in law, for

example, very little space is allotted to aims: some-

thing is said about ethics in relation to professional

etiquette, but, for the rest, it is taken for granted that

everyone knows what a solicitor or a doctor should

achieve; discussion about ideals or function seems

impertinent, or at least not pertinent. Exponents of

Education have usually adopted a different line of

treatment; they spend much, time on ethics and phi-

losophy and sometimes elaborate an extensive range
of "values" in professional practice. There is only

one justification for this exposition: while in law

and medicine there exists a common ground of agreed

opinion, a rough-and-ready philosophy of behavior,

no such, agreement can be found as to aims or ends

in the profession of teaching. But, surely, it will be

said, this is a gross overstatement; are we to accept

the position that the whole body of persons, lay and

professional, engaged in caring for children and

students, are working in the dark, setting tip schools

11
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all over the world without any definite idea of the end

in view? The dilemma is resolved so soon as we ad-

mit that teachers and schools, although bound to-

gether more or less in a profession (Chapter VIII)

are a most heterogeneous company ; they are split up
into variegated types, each of which has its own views

and purposes : and the only common bond is their de-

votion to the young, to the rising generation. Now
each of these types has its own tradition, its own

ideals; these traditions and ideals embody an ethic, a

view of conduct as a whole which settles in a rough

way the end or aim assumed by the organizer sitting

on a committee and by the teacher on taking a post in

a given type of .school. Few persons in any walk of

life pursue a systematic train of argument before

adopting it : They rarely think out a theoretic scheme,

such as this book offers, beginning with aims and con-

cluding with practice ;
actions here, as elsewhere*, are

the sequel to the ebb and flow of experience, con-

scious and unconscious. Whatever may be naid in

textbooks or on platforms aboxit educational <m<ls we
have to get on with the job; we must work under the

direction of school principals and of committeoH, we
must cooperate with colleagues: why distress our

minds with remote problems raised by the moralist

and the psychologist? There is something to be said

for this point of view : it IB the protest of the practical

man. Jung
1 would perhaps call him the extrovert,

l Psychological Ty$est chapter aai
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over against the theorist, the introvert. He is reluc-

tant not only to discuss first principles, but any prin-

ciples at all, nnless he is convinced "beforehand that

his daily work will benefit by attention thereto. This

reluctance is certainly justified when a teacher is

faced with the immediate problems of the class-room :

the theoretical teacher, so-called, who is dreaming of

individuality or freedom, or even of the latest theory
of intelligence, when his boys need help in solving

quadratic equations, is out of harmony with his en-

vironment.

And yet we have to account for the fact that many
of the wisest men, alike in ancient and modern times,

have thought it necessary to meditate on this theme,

and an explanation may be sought in distinguishing

two types of calling or employment. There are all the

accepted and necessary functions concerned in keep-

ing life going, the individual life and the life of so-

ciety. The two professions mentioned above are here

classed with the industries and trades; no anxiety

about aims obtrudes itself when a man sells tea or

make steam-engines, although he may find even in

these, if he likes, thorny problems of ethics lying in

wait for him. But since life is more than meat, since

men, and the community of men, find desires and in-

terests that carry them beyond the normal fulfilment

of the daily round, a number of occupations have

evolved that stand apart from the solid ground of

necessary function. Such are the callings of the
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minister of religion, the artist, and the teacher; we

may add to them, if we like, the journalist, the poli-

tician, and the groups who are vaguely called social

workers. Mankind needs help from such workers

partly, as we have said, because man is not content,

like the animal, to complete the round of Ms existence

from birth to death
;
the plea, for example, of what is

called education for leisure is based upon necessities

which have evolved as the race finds time to give play

to thoughts and sentiments extending beyond the

"trivial round, the common task." Furthermore, ex-

perience shows that our cleavage between the neces-

sary functions and the extra, additional interests of

life must not be pressed too far. For the purposes of

thought, and to some extent of practice, it may be well

to separate religion and art from trade and industry ;

it is necessary that the physician, when restoring his

patient to health, should ignore the ultimate problem
as to whether either his own or Ms patient's life is

worth preserving; but, since the man who toils at the

daily round is the same man who, after the toil, gives

play to the freedom of his inner life, we see that the

concerns of art, of education, of religion may suffer

if they are relegated too much to a separate com-

partment and handed over to the exclusive charge of

a professional class or caste. Thus, your merchant

middleman performs a necessary function, but he is

an enemy of society if he is unjust and grasping ; if,

that is, his conduct of this business of exchange is not
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informed, at the back of Ms mind, by desires spring-

ing, at long last, from Ms convictions as to the ulti-

mate ends of life. I instance the trader because the

relations between ethics and economics are in this

epoch acknowledged to be both very important and

very difficult to handle; but similar relations can

readily be traced by the reader in every calling which

men pursue.

'Now this contrast between normal occupations

which sustain the community and the extra employ-

ments concerned with progress and with ideals leads

to an uncomfortable situation on both sides. The

man of the world who provides us with bread and

butter tends to distrust what he sometimes calls the

unpractical persons who speak of a better world; to

continue our quotation from Keble :

The trivial round, the common task

Would furnish all we ought to ask,

Room to deny ourselves, a road

To bring us daily nearer God.

Since our every-day life involves us in all the prob-

lems of morals and art and religion why set apart

special professors who are exempt from the trivial

round and therefore on that very account are likely to

go astray and to lead us astray? Are there not risks

involved in carrying to such lengths the principle of

the division of labor ? Indeed there are ! False proph-

ets, swollen with spiritual pride, degrade the offices
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of religion, pedants make a fetish of learning, the cults

of artistic vanity often lose touch with the sensible

world which it is their mission to interpret (Chapter

IV), and those intrusted with the care of children

can all too easily be infected with such vices. If,

then, these callings are to be classified apart from

those designed to carry forward the every-day busi-

ness of mankind they need at the same time to keep

their feet on the solid ground. The separation may
be a practical necessity, but it is only one of empha-

sis. The aims and ideals which we profess in our

temples and .schools and academies are a snare and a

delusion unless they can be squared with the purposes

of common human nature. The situation, in fact, IB

an illustration of the lack of harmony which we dis-

cuss below.

And the professors, artists, clergy, teachers also

feel uncomfortable at least they should. For they

too are men, pursue as they may, and indeed should,

their ideal to the uttermost, they are still one with

their kind; and this sense of unity works out into

practical policy. They discover modes of discharg-

ing their function which by disguising its ideal na-

ture will rank them among the more accepted and

humdrum callings; they organize in groups which

follow a routine and occupy a recognized place in the

social order. Thus the clergy attend to burials, mar-

riage and baptism. The artist becomes builder or

craftsman, producing a structure which is useful,
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although lie pleads for some element of the ideal to

be included. And the teacher, he too deprecates the

attempt to exalt his spiritual functions; he would

fain "put off the prophet" ;
he is willing to be called

a pedagogue, a child-minder and nurse; or, at best,

an instructor imparting useful knowledge. It is only,

indeed, by some such compromise that a large body,

average men and average women like their fellows,

can conduct their professional life. They will not,

or should not, deny the exalted nature of their func-

tion, but they keep it in the background, claiming

for themselves, in matters of the spirit or of the ideal,

no more and no less than George Herbert's servant

who "makes drudgery divine. 37 In the teaching pro-

fession our own epoch has witnessed the working out

of this compromise with great precision. The organ-

ized bodies of teachers place themselves alongside the

rest of the professions and trades; they make no spe-

cial claim to advance moral or spiritual progress be-

yond what is attained through "the influence of a

good home and interests outside school life."
x

They

are certainly set apart from their fellow citizens in

the belief that, by exercising oversight of the young,

a finer prospect of advancement in grace and virtue

will be achieved, but they make no claim either in

moral qualities or in spiritual insight other than that

witnessed among reputable men and women in many

walks of life. They certainly accept obligations as

regards what is called the Training of Character, but

1 Board of Education: Suggestions to Teachers, p. 6.
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their efforts in this direction are determined by the

distinctive conditions under which groups of scholars

are brought together to pursue a common life in class-

room and play-ground. If, for example, the reader

will turn to the volume * issued by the Board of Edu-

cation, he will see how all the means described for the

formation of character spring from the social situa-

tion created by placing a staff of adults in charge of

a company of other people's children. The teacher's

success in employing these means does not depend

upon exceptional qualities as a reformer in morals

or a pioneer in social progress, but upon his under-

standing of child-nature and his enjoyment of a life

spent in the .society of the young.
So much being granted, it .still remains true that

education is to be classed with those callings in life

where emphasis is laid upon the advancement of man-

kind, upon progress in the fullest and highest sense

of the word, rather than callings which are concerned

with keeping life in being. Teachers are concerned

with the artists,
3 the clergy, social workers, and the

1 ^Suggestions, as above.
2 Some artists would repudiate our company. All they seek, if we

accept their own account of themselves, is to practice their art.

But Browning, a prince among artists, knew them better;

God uses us to help each other, so

Lending our minds out.

Lippo Lippi*

The clergy, too, might well emphasize their spiritual office apart
from social service; and many teachers think of scholarship mor
than scholars.
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like, in the improvement of human nature. It is a

necessary article of their creed tliat human nature 1

can change, and that ,such change can be effected by
the contact of mind on mind

?
and by efforts designed

expressly to achieve it.

All the institutions of culture since man began to

realize himself have been based upon the inner con-

viction that the individual can not only maintain him-

self in health and sanity, but can be altered, amended,
can grow in sentiments, tastes, aspirations; apart
from some faith of this kind (whether or no it is con-

sciously felt as an inspiration) the teacher's inter-

course with his pupil becomes repulsive. At this

point, however, we need to inquire further, for, while

educators have always admitted an obligation as re-

gards the single individual, they are by no means so

clear when contemplating the fortunes of mankind

as a whole, or of .separate classes or nations within

a community. Until recently this aspect of educa-

tional aims was seldom faced either by educators

or moralists, although Plato was an illustrious excep-

tion. Educational theory concerned itself almost

exclusively with the single pupil, and ignored the

problems of corporate life and social contacts sim-

ply because the thoughts of men were not open, as

they are in this epoch, to a vista of social develop-

ment. Theology bade men look for a better world

"beyond the grave" ;
the historian pointed ,sadly to the

"decline and fall" of ancient empires, although hope-

i Compare John Bewey, Human Nature and Conduct, pp. 106-125.
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ful at times that our own civilization would meet with

a "better fate. But when, early in the nineteenth cen-

tury, the philanthropists and politicians embarked on

schemes of universal education and other plans for

social advance they were committing themselves to a

creed of progress which was presently .submitted to

sharp criticism. They did not appreciate the issue,

but took it for granted that if the individuals of one

generation could acquire knowledge and practice

virtuous habits these would somehow be transmitted

to the next : just as "the iniquities of the fathers" had

been "visited77

upon the children, so might the virtues

be handed down. We cannot, alas ! share the optimism
of the generation for whom Harriet Martineau wrote

in her History of the Thirty 7ear$* Peace, for since

her day the whole story of evolution has been handled

from a new standpoint. Darwin's researches first of

all set men to seek for laws affecting the improvement
of animal breeds, and presently, under the leadership
of Francis Galton, to treat the problem of human

progress from the standpoint of the biologist and the

breeder. Exhaustive research has been expended on

the propagation of both plants and animals in order

to ascertain how "characters" are inherited; biologists

have disputed much as to the interpretation of re-

sults, but, so far as any conclusions can be accepted
as final, we may on the whole adhere to the negative
dictum associated with the name of Weissmann, viz.,

that acquired characters are not inherited (the few
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exceptions in the human race, alcoholism and the

like, need not detain us). Putting the thesis in posi-

tive terms, as applied at least to the higher animals:

the young are only endowed with racial qualities

and character handed down through their immediate

parentage from a remoter ancestry: hence (the eu-

genist sometimes concludes) the progress of the spe-

cies depends upon the selection and mating of the

best specimens.

Looking back, it is remarkable how the entire prob-

lem of eugenics has been ignored as affecting educa-

tion, although the practical breeder had always taken

it into account in the training of animals. The stock-

breeder, e.g., aims at cultivating definite points in a

breed of poultry; he does not neglect to house and

feed them with due care, so as to maintain them in

good condition, for their immediate well-being will

repay him both in commercial returns and in higher

satisfactions. But, since his main purpose is to care

for succession, i.e., for the progress of the species, he

mates and excludes from mating with the sole idea

of .securing a progeny endowed with just those points

which in his eyes constitute the progress of the spe-

cies. And, in conducting this scheme of supervised

selection, the breeder follows the principle of "nat-

ural selection" which first Darwin elaborated in The

Origin of Species. The eugenist, thereupon, bids us

trace the operation of similar laws in the progress of

mankind; he traces the .succession of stocks in fami-
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lies of distinction and contrasts these with, the

calamitous results of indiscriminate mating in degen-

erate stocks,, such as that of the notorious Jukes

family. He avers that until modern times the rise

(or fall) of powerful tribes or nations was due to

causes (some natural, .some designed) which elim-

inated (or alternatively, fostered) the inferior stocks.

He points to many conditions in our modern humani-

tarian civilization which encourage dysgenic mar-

riages. If these, he says, multiply in any race at the

cost of "good" families that race is doomed, in spite of

any theories of progress based upon belief in envi-

ronmental agencies.

These conclusions are not to be lightly dismissed;

the evidence is too strong. I, for one, am prepared

to believe that if some superman were to possess

powers (exercised without the knowledge of his in-

feriors) adequate to control the mating of our species,

he could reproduce and establish in mankind a whole

cohort of desirable "characters," physical, mental and

moral- But, Bince no one proposes to interpolate

such a deus e machina into the working of the uni-

verse, the biologist has to content himself with mak-

ing applications of eugenics more consonant with the

facts as we have to face them
;
the.se are, at any rate,

sufficiently) important to demand close attention from

the student of education. The positive recommen-

dation only concerns those who deal with mental de-

fectives or idiots: they must be segregated so as to
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prevent the propagation of dysgenie characters. Be-

yond this the community can do nothing to control

the course of racial progress positively, except it be

to bring the adolescent under such wholesome influ-

ences as will lead young men and women to respect

the functions of sex, and to recognize courtship and

marriage as factors in the welfare of humanity as well

as in personal and momentary well-being. To say that

attention to such considerations is not likely to af-

fect consciously the choice of a mate is beside the

mark; all considerations touching upon sex are

treated by the young with reserve and should be

allowed to take chiefly effect on the subconscious.

What racial well-being demands is that each sex

should be so influenced in forming estimates of de-

sirable qualities in the other sex as to look for and

select, albeit without reflection, these qualities
1

. Eo-

mantic love is not going to be banished by the eugen-

ist
; indeed, he would be a .short-sighted biologist who

would venture to rule out "romance" from the list of

desirable "characters'' in man or woman ! But we now

know enough of the workings of the human mind to

recognize that choice, although to all appearance

"free," is governed largely by memories and .sugges-

tions of which we are unaware : if, then, the educator

can implant wholesome ideas from childhood onwards

on these delicate matters of sex, he is approaching,

as nearly as human agency can approach, to the con-

trol of racial destiny. I emphasize "if," since it is far
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easier to admit the eugenist's demand than to satisfy

it.

On these two recommendations all thoughtful per-

sons are agreed, although they differ as to the proper

modes for carrying them ont : we are confronted with

a much more thorny problem when asked to view the

entire course of human evolution from the breeder's

standpoint. If he accepts this view, the educator

is driven back upon that individualistic attitude

which, as we noted, was characteristic of the school-

master in the old days : he will .still believe that edu-

cation may do much to increase the happiness and

efficiency of the single man, but he will only look for

advance in the human species as a result of suitable

mating.

Now, as regards the individual child, the eugenist

stands on firm ground ; you cannot "make a silk purse
out of a sow's ear" ; education, whether scholastic or

otherwise, cannot so change a man's inherited nature

as to obliterate the limitations of native endowment.

The converse is no less true, and equally important to

bear in mind: talent will forge ahead and play its

part in spite of the thwarting influences of bad en-

vironment and of mean schooling. Since Galton's

death great progress has been made, by means of In-

telligence Tests and otherwise, in measuring and re-

cording many qualities or "characters" which are

fixed or given from birth. These are unalterable
;
the

educator can only achieve results with his pupil OB the
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basis of these data; in common parlance, Nurture

cannot expel Nature. But, then, why should the

educator want to make such transformations? The

infinite variety in temperament and capacity corres-

ponds to an infinite variety of functions which human

beings discharge. The only doubt would arise if,

among the inherited "characters" or types, the psy-

chologist were able to identify tendencies which would

rank certain individuals as vicious, and therefore by

their very constitution unfit to live among their fel-

lows. Leaving out of account those dysgenic charac-

ters to which we have alluded above, due to inheri-

tance from a feeble-minded .stock, there is no evidence

that anti-social or wicked behavior can be diagnosed

as a "character," which can be isolated as an element

due to inheritance, and therefore incapable of influ-

ence either by the will of the subject or by environ-

ment.

The investigations of Binet and his successors have

laid a foundation for the understanding of individ-

uality which is already exercising a potent influence

on the teacher's work; they have only made a start,

and it seems likely that much of their work will be

revised so soon as further advance is made by the

pathologists in research on the unconscious mind.

Meanwhile, the teacher has to keep resolutely clear

as to the foundation principle on which all tests of

intelligence and capacity are based : they measure and

record the unalterable factors provided by inheri-
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tance; just so far as the diagnosis fails to separate

elements of heredity from qualities due to environ-

ment, just so far will the value of the conclusions

diminish.

It Is all the more necessary to keep this principle

in mind since in some quarters the results of investi-

gation are interpreted in a spirit of class or of racial

prejudice, sometimes even on behalf of sex antagon-

ism. Persons of superior scholarship or of fortune

are led to assume that the distinctions between classes

in western civilization or of castes in the eastern

world indicate distinctions in inherited characters.

The evidence presented by Galton is taken to imply

that membership by birth in a distinctive group in-

tellectual, artistic or noble is ipso facto a warrant

of inherited power, and conversely that membership
in a class of lower .social grade or in an inferior race

can be assumed to mark a lower caliber. The educa-

tional inference from such judgments readily follows:

these families or classes, it is argued, merit special

attention both in education and in other forms of nur-

ture, so that they may render back to the community
a full measure of service proportionate to the high

qualities with which they are endowed. Briefly it

must be replied that there is no scientific evidence, in

the records of any homogeneous community such as

Great Britain presents, to warrant this social preju-

dice. (I do not extend the discussion to foreign peo-

ples, because it would carry us beyond the bounds of
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our study.) What Galton proved is that a good stock

of human beings, if well nurtured, will breed "true/
7

just as a sound strain of animals will repeat the char-

acters of ancestry; he did not show, nor attempt to

show, that the .sources from which desirable charac-

ters spring are derived from any one rank or class.

On the contrary, there is abundant evidence (espe-

cially in democratic countries, where passage from

class to class is made easy) that variations in ca-

pacity, so distinctive of mankind in contrast to the

limited variability of other species, are to be wit-

nessed in all ranks, in all classes and in all races.

Whatever claims may be advanced for providing bet-

ter nurture for one class rather than another, these

are not buttressed by the researches of biologist or

psychologist.

We have now got all the help we can from eugenics;

we accept fully the great fact of inheritance, as (in

J. A. Thomson's phrase
1
), the first determinant of

life, and, therefore, the first fact from which aims of

education are to be traced. Positively the eugenist

bids us help the young in matters of sex and marriage;

negatively he warns us that our hopes for progress

must be bounded by what we can effect with the indi-

viduals of the present generation, here and now un-

der our direction. Whatever happens to posterity,

we can render some help to the young as we find

them about us here and now. We get back, in fact, to

i IE Ms What w Manf
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the attitude of earlier generations of schoolmasters

(p. 140) who had little concern with education on the

large scale, either for the present multitude or for

the future race, but kept their attention on the indi-

vidual pupil. This attitude has been strongly rein-

forced in recent years by reaction from the pressure

of institutional life, alike in the State and in many
of the operations of trade and industry. In educa-

tion a striking illustration was afforded in Professor

Nunn's masterly exposition of Data and First Prin-

ciples: he roundly declared that "Educational efforts

must, it would seem, be limited to securing for every-

one the conditions under which individuality is most

completely developed." And the reforms now attract-

ing so much attention under the names of Dalton and

Montessori are meeting with wide acceptance by vir-

tue of appeal to the same trend in opinion. This

movement in thought answers both to common sense

and to psychology; a protest against the collectivism 1

of the early nineteenth century is needed and must be

maintained. At the same time, I am not prepared to

admit that the dilemma of "the one and the many"
can be used to provide a basis for the aims of the edu-

cator, any more than for the aims of any other social

worker. Individuality, as I see it, is not an aim, but

a datum, a bedrock fact
;
the physicians, for example,

may organize public health for millions, but the or-

il take the term from Dicey: Law and PuUic Opinion in ih

Century*
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ganization operates, or falls to operate, in the single

life, and with countless variations in each of the mul-

titude. The advertiser and the politician, equipped
with the loudest of loud speakers, cannot reduce their

clients to the level of factory products. But sociality

is equally a fact, a datum of all organic life; while

the responsibility of a man to himself, his right and

duty to assert himself, has to be maintained, it is no

less evident that the type, the class, the city, the uni-

verse of society confronts our minds and that our

consciousness of fellowship increases with the pas-

sage of time ,side by side with our inner experience

(Chapter III) of the expanding self. It is equally

dangerous to stress individuality as to stress sociality.

It is indeed fatally easy for a man to reinforce his ego-

istic impulses, to develop his lust for power and Ms
claim to indulgence by appealing to a philosophy

of individualism. Certainly Professor Nunn's book

gives no warrant for such degradation of the teacher's

office, but there is evidence enough that men are all

too ready to exaggerate their own value, denying to

the alter an equal claim to development.

We cannot, therefore, find an aim for education in

the dilemma between ego and alter, since the aims of

life, its purposes and ideals, are only to be discerned

as we seek for some goal which both the one and the

many are to achieve. Granted that the individual is

precious, that the many, in Church and trade and

State alike, are precious, what are they here for?
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Here is still the unanswered problem, and, though, we

may be unable to solve the riddle, let us envisage it

as clearly as may be. The positive help that we se-

cure from pointing the contrast is to be delivered

from the superstitions of collectivism. Whatever our

aims may be we do not achieve them wholesale; the

biggest of schools, the most comprehensive scheme of

regulations only achieve their purposes so far as the

single life of scholars, one by one, is actually molded

by the machine. That teachers and organizers should

keep this fundamental feature in mind is all to

the good, and educational theory should never leave

it out of account.

The antithesis will meet us again when we enter on

subsequent Sections dealing with the organisation of

education and with school and class management;

meanwhile, let us pursue our inquiry from the point

where we diverged (p. 28).

Since Nature (heredity) cannot eerve as a criterion

for progress, we are thrown back upon Nurture, upon
environment. The child when placed in our hands is

not a tabula, rasa,, a blank sheet on which we are to

inscribe our teachings; far otherwise, he is a store-

house of memories and sympathies, of family traits,

national idiosyncrasies, of a Living Past 1" which
stand ready to be united with, and interpreted by, the

events and circumstances of the present. Here, as it

seems to me, is one of the leading ideas which may
iF. S. Martin, under that title; eomp, Munn, loc. cit*, chapter iv
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guide the educator, and it is a question not so much
of progress as of maintenance and of renewal. Just

as the physical sustenance of man and Ms develop-
ment in bodily powers depends upon the energy of

the ,stm, daily expending heat and light on organic

existence, so our mental and spiritual advance relies

on the perpetual renewal of human energy through
social experience. If for a moment these influences

are relaxed, if man ceases to care for the nurture of

the young, then the race "falls Tback into the beast,"

The Past cannot be inherited except through steady
effort and discipline : a very labor of Sisyphus. Each
new generation has to reshape for itself the whole

structure of conscious thought and feeling, of adap-

tation, which a million years of struggle and hope in

our ancestry have put at our disposal. Here, as I

see it, is the first, unvarnished fact about existence

that provides an aim for schooling; children come to

school and we teach them because without school-

ing they would "go under." Granted that we find no

ideal of perfection, either for the single life or for the

community, granted that progress, even if discerned

at all, is so very slow it can be dropped out of the

account, none the less the wheels of life must run just

to bring the youngster to the point which the father

and mother have reached. Let us be as idealistic and

progressive as we please in our visions of the future,

or as sceptical as our temperament will permit, we

stand on common ground when we cherish in children
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all that we find of worth, in human experience as it

has gone from strength to strength. This is true

conservatism, transcending the bounds of party or

nation : it informed the policy of elders, parents and

priests, ages hefore the schoolmaster came upon the

.scene: it dives beneath those matters of curriculum

to which we so zealously attract the child's regard.

Through a thousand channels of suggestion and con-

trol this impulse keeps contact between the uncon-

scious memory (the mneme of Semon and Professor

Nunn) of the separate life and the current experi-

ence of the world of here and now. If the reader

will contemplate for a moment the helpless incapacity

of a newborn child and then mark its changes at one,

five, fifteen, twenty years an impression will be gained

of the scope of this operation : paralleled, if we like

to make the comparison, in the animal world, but

the difference is immense and comparison may easily

mislead us. And, be it noted, that in civilised timeB

the strain of this endeavor has increased with the

centuries. A schoolboy of the present age knows far

more in many fields of learning than ripe scholai'B

could profess in earlier times, and he acquires this

knowledge with less discomfort : it is true that he may
be deficient in some fields of experience, e.g., in music

and allied arts, in which boys of ancient Athens would

surpass him. Our only point at the moment is to

realise that these acquisitions, in science, languages

and the like, are brought to his attention just because
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they now belong to the world in which he lives: he

cannot inherit them; all that Ms ancestry provides is

capacity, more or less, for uniting himself to them, so

that he can "carry on."

I am satisfied that in some such terms as this: we

must describe the ordinary function of the ordinary

teacher : it is a distinctive function separate from that

of any other social worker, since it is concerned ex-

clusively with the welfare of the rising generation.

The others clergy, artists, statesmen are concerned

with progress, with the next steps; the teacher comes

along in their wake and confirms the advance, con-

solidates the position, so that his young charges, when

grown to years, can advance a further step, if they

are so minded, in social evolution*

The novel feature presented by our modern world

appears not so much in the rate of progress as in the

method. The eugenist, with Ms analogies between

man and brute inheritance, cannot help us here. For

man has become a designer ;
ever since he became con-

scious of himself, as individual and as community, he

has taken steps, as the biologist points out, to shorten

the process of racial evolution; he utilizes the social

heritage, which is e^tra-organic* which stands, that

is to say, outside of the natural scheme of things.

Here, for example, is a lad who intends to be a car-

penter. He has no innate carpenter-faculty; he has

just so much of those racial memories relating to

i J. A. Thomson, loc. cit.
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tools and material as mankind has fostered since

hands were first adapted to these ends; but we can

place apprenticeship and technical instruction at Ms

disposal and make Mm in a few years a master of his

craft with powers far beyond those even of a medieval

workman. Onr argument is, that since we can do

this, we must do it, and schooling looms so large in

our world because we have acquired, more or less,

the arts by which the young can learn. There is

still some flippant talk about "the failure of educa-

tion77

;
some arm-chair critics question the need for

careful training and equipment in pedagogic arts.

The plain fact is that the social fabric, livelihood,

culture, moral and spiritual life, all depend for their

sustenance upon the foundation laid in early years.

Put boys and girls in the hands of stupid or indiffer-

ent teachers, and you simply deprive them of so much

power and excellence necessary to enable them to play

their part in the world in which they find themselves.

You cannot control their ancestry, or many of the

forces, good or bad, which environ them in the home
and on the streets: so be it; but you can, provide

nourishment, .suited to our day and generation, within

the area of education, and it is therefore the first and

the direct purpose of schooling to see that this pro-

vision is made.

Our philosophy of education would be greatly re-

lieved if we could stop at this point and pass on to

the next section, where we consider how this aim is
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to be realized for the multitude of the nation's chil-

dren. I have said that this view of aims for education,

conservative in the best sense of the word, satisfies the

ordinary teacher in the ordinary school. And yet it

does not satisfy, because the ordinary teacher, how-

ever much he may regulate or repress his inner life

in order to work with his fellows, has ideals and

hopes which are extraordinary. The Living Past has

evolved in the ebb and flow of conservatism and prog-

ress, transforming the old into the new; he himself,

and all his comrades who care for the young, teachers

and administrators alike, are made so that they desire

not only to "carry on" but to advance. We saw at the

beginning of this chapter that many aims have been

set down in text-books of education, and we attributed

this diversity to the difference between a static world

whose men follow clear-cut occupations and a dyna-

mic world where the self-sustaining energy and out-

look of social workers leads each man to follow his

own star. He will seek for the betterment of his kind

on principles which seem valid to himself though they

be the .scorn of all around Mm. Are we to confine

him, just because he is a teacher of the young, within

the limits of conservatism, appointed solely to adjust

relations between the old world and the new? He

rebels against this injunction on two grounds ; firstly,

because he is a man, unique in himself; and he can-

not suppress his individuality: secondly, because he

knows that the voyage on which his pupils are em-
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barked is a spiritual adventure, for which the past in-

deed provides equipment but cannot give complete

direction. Unless the pageant of life be reduced to

a game of chess in which he and his pupils are

pawns he will search for an end to his endeavors

that will give both Mm and them .some sense of con-

tact with the future. We trace to sentiments of this

kind those passionate pleas on behalf of freedom and

individuality which are heard in every teacher's con-

ference and provide the stock-in-trade of the educa-

tional reformer. We examine our pupils' endowment?

we modify their environment, not as laboratory ex-

perts working to a set design but as attendants on a

self-governing organism that weaves its own web and

fulfills a destiny beyond our ken.

The reader will see at once that we are hung on the

horns of a dilemma! For, since every teacher is a

personality, there will be as many aims for education,

as many ideals for the development of the young, as

there are teachers to foster the ideals. And BO there

are : one teacher is a devout Catholic, convinced that

the only road of salvation for the young lies in obed-

ience to the sovereign control of Ms creed; a fellow-

teacher is passionately'devoted to natural scicmeo, and

reste his hope for education in the fearless search for

knowledge. How can two such minds, looking at ex-

perience from, opposite poles, be yoke-fellows? And

yet the necessities of the ease compel them to fall into

line and act under forms of agreement which may
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reconcile their inner views with the common purposes

of a profession.

This tragic situation for it has all the elements of

great tragedy is not resolved, but is seen in clearer

perspective if we recognize it as an example of an

eternal conflict, witnessed in every walk of life. In

religion and morals it takes shape as war between

free-will and fate; in politics it presents us with the

individualist, in conflict with government; it touches

the child at every turn of life, and to the end of it.

So much being granted, we find ourselves in the com-

pany of all good men who are united by desires for

progress, but are isolated by the barriers of personal

outlook and vision. Since no common formula can

be found, except in the vaguest forms of words, to

unite the idealists who work among their adult fel-

lows, why should the teacher of the young seek for

such a formula? Why not let him rest content with

having performed an adequate service when he has

introduced the young to the field of battle, and leave

them free as to the future? If we like we can join

with Herbart in declaring "the one aim of education

is morality," or discourse (p. 18) on the Training of

Character ;
so soon as we come to grips with such ex-

pressions we find how little they avail us to bridge the

gulf between man and man, between school and

school.

I, for one, am not distressed to find this baffling

enigma confronting our educational philosophy.
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What the encounter affords me is a recognition of the

limitations imposed upon human vision. If, indeed,

we knew the course of progress, we were gods rather

than men. In any event, compromise is inevitable.

None of the institutions which aim to capture the

child can gain all that they seek; but, when once the

grounds of disagreement are disclosed, plans for co-

operation, fitted to each situation, can be adopted

not absolute or final, but as the next step in progress.

Succeeding sections, where we consider the Organiza-

tion and Practice of Education, will illustrate the

working of such compromises. The school, when all

is said, is not an appropriate venue for a new gospel

(p. 15) ;
the reformer can only ask that our children

should be so educated as to remain sensitive to the

intimations of adventure. For, in the nature of

things, any plans for reconciliation between these

mighty opposites are provisional, since the young, on

whose behalf our agreements are contrived will before

long take matters in hand themselves. Those of us

especially who hold by freedom and individuality

may cease to be so solicitous even on behalf of that

dogma. If we really believe in freedom, an a quality

inherent in human nature, we shall look for it to as-

sert its sway, though thwarted at many points. The

psychologists confirm this expectation, describing to

us the course of contrariant
*
impulses : any excessive

pressure, whether in custom, morals or religion, pro-

*M W. Keatingo, Suggestion m
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votes the young to beat up against tlie wind. Let us

rely on tMs resilient quality in those who are to fol-

low us, asking only that "the path to freedom in the

school" shall not be wholly barred.

We need not, then, attempt to draft a prospectus of

aims and ideals which we can certify as adequate to

carry forward the traditions of the past to the con-

summations of the future, but we should explore the

foundations further, and see how men strive for unity

amid the diversity of values and of institutions.



SOME AMBIGUOUS TERMS

It may be well here to indicate the sense In which a
few terms are employed, since these will frequently recur

throughout the book. And by taking them In order I can

show the plan followed in succeeding chapters,
Institution. "The whole or any part of the established

and recognized apparatus of social life. This would include

actual laws and customs." (Hobhouse, Social Develop-

ment, pp. 48-50.) Compare also Maciver, Community,
chapter Iv. I would ask the reader to keep this term sepa-
rate from various words used to denote groups of persons
who support one or other of men's institutions : group is the

most vague and general, and I prefer it as less ambiguous
than Association, which Hobhouse and Maciver adopt, i

prefer corporation at times, Indicating a juristic person.

Every Individual is concerned to maintain various Insti-

tutions, and to modify them; he does so by joining with
other persons m group activity.

Organisation. Institutions are abstract : they take con-

crete shape through the process of grouping persons to-

gether on their behalf ; they stand for customs, sentiments,
ideas which many share; but, until actual personw take
action to realize the force of an institution, we get no fur-

ther. This process we call organisation. Groups may bo

highly organized, and then we call them by various tutmen,

differing according to the Institutions, one or more, which
they embody (Chapter VI). To the soeiolo#iHt civilization

is viewed as the evolution of complex organ izations to meet
the demands of institutions old and new : and man shows an

40
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increased capacity to throw himself, on one or other side of

his personality, into these activities, with evil as well as

good results to himself.

Authorities (with a capital A). When a group is well

organized and is viewed in its executive aspect it is often

called an Authority, as in the L.E.A, Other terms are Ad-

ministration, Government (capital G), Staff, etc. Some-

times those who give orders are separate persons from the

agents, those who execute them; the latter are then called

officials, or ahused as bureaucrats (Chapter XII). There

are two other activities of group life, preliminary to the

actual performance of work. First comes deliberation, or

discussion
;
this again may he organized or may only proceed

informally. When organized it may become a parliament

(the name, I suppose, meant originally a talking society

where certain institutions became articulate and let the

monarch, as executive, know their mind) . Secondly, legis-

lation, the making of rules, laws, statutes : these may only

be resolutions in a minute-book, or a "gentleman's" agree-

ment of which there is no record
; they are common acts of

mind, carried into execution in due course. The constitu-

tion of Authorities becomes, therefore, the central problem

of organization, for they represent institutions (either on

democratic or other principles; their powers and duties

spring from the force of the institutions for which they

stand.

In this book schooling and education appear as institu-

tions derived from and resting on many other institutions,

some of which have a special interest in fostering education

(Chapter VI). Thus, education as an institution stands in

the middle of a series; it acquires its power from indi-

viduals who share the aims of education and seek satisfac-

tion, not only in the solitude of individuality but in the

cooperations of group life. When we have taken stock of
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these aims, in Section I, we begin a survey of organization

by seeing what institutions are specially concerned to foster

and create the institutions of education. This gives the clue

to the Authorities needed if the organization is to proceed

harmoniously. The sequence Aims, Institutions, organiza-
tion by Authorities is witnessed in every sphere of group
life.

Employing the terms as used by Maciver and Hobhouse,
the Authorities are one type of Association and they estab-

lish another type, for which the generic name is School

(p. 3).



CHAPTEB III

THE SUPBEME AIM

LET us review the ground so far covered. Observing
that man is a species evolving through physical hered-

ity we recognize an obligation to foster in the young
(by the teacher's aid or otherwise) a healthy attitude

toward sex-relations, and hence we may properly in-

clude attention to this theme among the aims of edu-

cation (see Chap. IV (a), below). If, however, racial

progress were of no concern the individual, as we find

Mm in the presence of comrades and teachers, is

rightly regarded as the center point in all plans for

schooling; eugenics can do nothing to help him at the

moment. Although we decline to accept the mere con-

cept of individuality or, for the matter of that, the

complementary concept of .sociality as a key to our

problem we see it in clearer perspective when we bear

in mind that, whatever be the goal of education, it

must be sought in the single life, rather than in

theories of mass production, or collectivism. Educa-

tion, viewed as Nurture rather than as Nature, ex-

hibits each individual as the embodiment of a Living

Past (p. 30, above) ;
we acknowledge the force

of those conventional views about schooling which
43
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stress the importance of maintaining tradition
;
from

this standpoint education seeks to shorten the re-

capitulatory process, equipping the young with the

mores, the arts and sciences which will enable them

to "carry on." But since life, in all its manifesta-

tions, is not static but dynamic, any further reflec-

tion meets the barrier which confronts the teacher

along with all social workers; while we should aid the

young to use the past in the service of a momentary

present, the future looms before them and us
;
educa-

tional theory may seek to evade this issue, but it pur-

sues us like The Sound of Heaven?

It is obvious that we are here confronted with is-

sues that have no exclusive concern with places of

education; they spring from our philosophy of life,

by which I do not mean the wisdom of the academy,
but from those ideals or ideas which every man enter-

tains about himself and his universe. Even if one is

little inclined for introspection, and seldom sits apart

to meditate upon the drift of life's current, impulses

that well up from forgotten or neglected sources are

always at hand, to check or deflect the course one fol-

lows, and it is to such impulses that the appeal must

be made if a reference to ideals is to be effectual.

We saw at the outset that a teacher rarely sets out

in deliberate thought to arrange a theory of education

based on his philosophy of life; but those who ex-

pound principles of education are compelled by the

i Titl0 of Francis Thompson's poem*
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nature of things to rest their case on their philosophy.

We study the Great. Educators not only because they
have been eminent practitioners in the art of teach-

ing but because they exhibit their practice in the light

of more fundamental truths. The recent work by Gen-

title,,
1 The Reform of Education, is a conspicuous ex-

ample. And while, since every man constructs Ms own

philosophy, these expositions are never transferred

in toto from the mind of the master to the mind of

Ms disciples^ they at least serve as a chaEenge, in-

viting the student of education to test the coherence

and validity of his own rendering. Now I will take

the reader into my confidence and confess that I write

this chapter with reluctance, not so much from a

sense of modesty or lack of equipment, although I

might well plead for forbearance on that ground, but

because the task in itself is the most difficult of all

those to which a student of education has to turn his

mind. The difficulty is partly, one of expression;

language fails, and hence the poets are commonly our

best interpreters. And this expression must be both,

concise and definite : it must have relation to the style

and accent in which the present generation is feeling

its way to a finer sense of values. All I can attempt

to do, after such reading and converse as opportun-

ity has afforded me, is to give a personal impression,

;without attempting any exhaustive analysis.

The foundation of all discourse on these themes

English translation. Published by Bean Brothers, 1923,
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seems to rest upon a distinction between the inner life

and the outer. Some psychologists speak of this inner

life as "the self" that finds subjective interests in one's

own thoughts, feelings and intuitions, over against

an outer, objective world which from every quarter

plays upon the self, but cannot in the nature of things

be identified with the inner life. An illustration will

show how sharply everyone makes this severance,

A company is sitting at table, chatting about the

weather or the latest music, in fact, about public or

external matters
;
if one of the company suddenly re-

fers, let us say, to "the judgment to come" as in the

classic instance of Paul and the Procurator Felix,

or upon private habits and images usually tabooed

in polite conversation, this change is felt as an in-

trusion; we laugh it off, as the humorists very prop-

erly do when they handle great themes in public

print. Now the boundary between public and private,

between inner and outer, varies greatly with the occa-

sion and the individual
;
but the distinction seems to

^o to the root of experience. Instead of speaking of

"self" or inner life, we might use the term "spirit
3"

;

unfortunately, however, the spiritual life is often

conceived as something cut off from the objective

world, and flourishing in .some ecstatic realm where

mundane affairs are contemned : in the popular mind

any reference to spirituality is confounded with pro-

posals for converse with the dead. In speaking

then, of the human spirit, it will be understood that
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the reference is to the self, the inner life. And, to

dwell for a moment longer npon terms, I do not

identify this inner life with, personality,
1 for this

term has relation to the appearance (which is at

times a mask, persona) presented by the self to so-

ciety ;
"one man in his time plays many parts," and it

is common for egoistic natures to attach value to

the impression their personality makes in this or that

company, at the expense of inner development. It

is all the more important that teachers should bear

this distinction in mind, for the importance of play-

acting is now widely recognized; the drama, to the

actor, at least, is the partial assumption of another

personality; to act Shylock you must be Shylock,

Without ceasing to be Henry Irving.

Now, since the inner life, this self, alters from day

to day, we can regard progress, in a word, as the ad-

vancement or enrichment of this inner life (we are

thinking only of the individual). This advance is

sometimes called self-realization ; sometimes, as with

Socrates, a great &tep is taken in a finer awareness of

the self (yvu6i oeaurov) . Clearly such advance is con-

joined with intellectual power (p. 67) achievements

are possible, for example, in the inner life of a

scholar, that are denied to the barbarian. But the

psychologists warn us that this self has an uncon-

aciouB as well as conscious relation to experience, and

i Compare Jung, PsyeliologM types, p. 590, I find Ms definitions

rery, serviceable.
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the barbarian who relies on his intuitions may be

leading a more effectual life than the .scholar who

seeks to reduce his experience to logical form, but

fails to achieve harmony. Conjoined also is this ad-

vance with refinement of feeling, with increasing

mastery over tools, with heightened power over the

world of things and events. And yet advance in

knowledge, in refinement, in control may be obtained

without progress of the spirit. This progress, so far

as words can forecast the program, concerns the rela-

tion of subject and object; relations between the self,

separate and finite, a body-mind, which can measure

and record, forget and recover
;
over against the uni-

versal (.spell the word if you like, as Gentile does, with

a capital II ) the infinite; in a developing sense

of the whole, past, present and future. So soon as

the writer introduces the name of God into the dis-

course the- danger of misapprehension begins, espe-

cially in writing about education; for some readers

may confuse what is here set down as a plea for up-

holding this or that institution of religious observ-

ance (p. 107). The principle at issue surely extends

beyond the bounds of any formulated creed; it seeks

to record, in the simplest language of common experi-

ence, that man as we know him (either in evolution

from the most primitive types, or in development

from infancy) is engaged on a quest to relate and

harmonize himself not only with the current flow of

the object about him but with the last things, the
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universe of things. In the language of religion this

is called the search for God.

Some such statement, expressed either in the scien-

tific speech of the psychologist or in the theological

language of the spiritual man"forms the keystone to

all doctrines of progress, and therefore to the founda-

tions of education.

A successful, healthy development of the self, an

all-round "development," incorporates every kind of

good that a man may attain, in an increasing appre-

hension of relations which we call godlike or divine or

infinite, since other language fails us to portray the

situation. If it is questioned whether children grow-

ing up to be men and women do make such progress

we must rely upon our own interpretation of history,

and of the behavior of those among whom our lot is

cast. Such interpretation should by no means be

confined to the evidence offered in those varieties of

religious experience which William James analyzed.

"God fulfills Himself in many ways."

This view of reality seems to put the individual in

the center of the picture, and to some extent quite

justifiably, for you cannot constitute a program of

social or religious reform as a substitute for indi-

vidual advancement; the single soul may find his

life by losing it, or he may not. We may grant that

an excessive cultivation, on the conscious plane, of

solitary habits of meditation, as, e.g., in the cult of

Buddhism, perverts the inner life to egoism and can
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be charged with, producing error both in philosophy

and religion, yet we cannot, if we fairly examine our

inner behavior, believe that any man is helping prog-

ress when he plunges neck and crop into the activities

of organization in church or school, in social or po-

litical effort, without inner reflection. Let it be

admitted that there remains an antinomy between

individuality and sociality, which multiplication of

words cannot reconcile. Yet among our spiritual con-

ceptions we should certainly include a sense of the

infinite worth of mankind. Belief in the communion

of saints is not limited to the Apostles' Creed. It in-

spires all that is worthy in patriotism, and yet "pa-

triotism is not enough." What we should deprecate

is any attempt to confine our aims for education, i.e.,

our spiritual apprehension, to one aspect of experi-

ence, to a view which, when pressed to an extreme, as

it is in our day, threatens to destroy our sense of

human worth, striving to accelerate the millennium

through mass agencies.

This at least is clear: progress in society is only

progress so far as actual individuals (pp. 28-31

above), one by one, are advanced; whether our social

effort be concerned with promoting decent houses for

our neighbors, with teaching their children to read,

or with helping them in the pursuit of the Universal.

In every case, achievement can only be made for and

with the single soul. Some teachers are wpeaking of

individual teaching as if it were a discovery; they
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would be nearer the truth, in declaring that there is

no other way either of learning, whatever activities,

with numbers in a classroom, may be embraced

under the word "teaching."

It appears, therefore, that there is only one aim in

education : the nurture of the human spirit; other

aims, those, e.g., which claimed our notice in Chapter

II, and others which will need attention in a moment,

are valid just so far as they can harmonize with each

other and with the acknowledgment of the single pur-

pose here set down. Expressed so simply, does it

need so many words and hesitancies to expound it?

The hindrance is not so much in an intellectual accept-

ance of it, by way of theory, as in a lively apprehen-

sion of its consequences, for the stress and interest of

the objective values, one and all, urging their claims

upon attention, make it all too easy to expose the

current of spiritual experience to the hazard of cir-

cumstance.

Eeduced to such simple terms, this unified aim

appears as just a redraft of what the wisest and

greatest of men have said in countless forms of

speech, ever since man ascended to some realization

of himself. In matters of schooling those Great Edu-

cators to whom I have referred arrive at a like con-

clusion, although the channels of approach are di-

verse. Those, for example, who have influenced

theory in our epoch: Arnold of Rugby and his con-

temporaries, Herbart, with his single aim front-
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ing many-sided interests, Froebel, who familiarized

English teachers with the antithesis of inner and

outer, speak with no uncertain voice. Even John

Dewey, who exercises so remarkable an influence on

American education and appears as an unsparing

critic of loose thinking and cheap sentiment, is seen,

with all his reserve, to be in the company of those

who witness to the supremacy of the human spirit.
"

, . . When a sense of the infinite reach of an act

physically occurring in a small point of spaee> and

occupying a petty instant of time, comes home to us,

the meaning of a present act is seen to be vast, im~

measurable, unthinkable* This ideal is not a goal

to be attained. It is a significance to be felt and ap-

preciated. . . . It is the office of art and religion to

evoke such appreciations and intimations^ to en-

hance and steady them until they are wrought into

the texture of our lives."
* The accent, the intellectual

presentation, varies must indeed vary, since appre-

hension is a matter of feeling as well as of thought,

and the art of speech falters in its utterance.

Since these relations of inner and outer can only

be brought to consciousness by efforts of thought, an

important contribution has been offered in what IB

called the New Psychology especially welcome to an

epoch which is ready to yield to intelligence while

reluctant to trust its intuitions, still less to bow to

authority. The pathologists who investigate on the

i Dewey, Humm> Nature and Conduct* j>.
263*
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objective plane the behavior of abnormal minds im-

press people whose ways of thought refuse to accept

the findings of introspection; the phenomena were

first observed in cases of mental disorder, but the

interpretation applies equally to the behavior of nor-

mal minds. I make no pretension to have mastered

the full import of these researches, so as to discrimi-

nate closely between the conclusions of Freud, Jung
and the late Dr. Elvers: it may well be that their

conclusions are only the prelude to a more ample

view of the subject-object principle. And I am very

sure that the layman, however ardent he may be in

the search for truth, should abstain from probing

into Ms own consciousness by the procedure of psy-

cho-analysis, unless he and others wiser than himself

are convinced that his behavior needs to be examined

in the dry light of science. For the average man it

should be sufficient to acquaint himself with the de-

scription of complexes, repression and the like, just

as he satisfies himself in other fields of research.

We conclude that both the wisdom of the ages, and

the researches of the psychologist confirm the common

sense which we attain by introspection; what, then,

are the obstacles to the application of this philos-

ophy to the practice of education? Taking a wide

view of modern history, it would appear that for

many people the symbols and ideas of earlier epochs

which nourished the inner life of earlier generations

no longer satisfy; they cannot stand the criticism of
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advancing knowledge. Hence, by reaction, the world

of objects suffices as the boundary of the orbit; men

find scope for adventure in ideals of a lower order,

in material progress from coal to electricity, in social

and political reform from Bentham to the League of

Nations; new symbols and systems are created in

these regions which compensate for the loss of spir-

itual insight; the infinite and the universal drop into

the unconscious, as matters beyond our ken. But

this is surely a passing phase, even though a century

or two be needed to redress the balance. Nor need

we be anxious to hasten the advent of a better har-

mony between outer and inner, for the ideals and

adventures of our modern world are not in vain.

Material progress is a good thing ;
social and political

reform are even more valuable, both to the race and

to the individual who gives his mind to them; their

final worth lies in the aid they afford to the spiritual

life, which, as we saw, cannot flourish in a vacuum.

Let us consider the situation as presented in the

school. Whatever obstacles the bias of our epoch

may offer to the translation of theory into practice,

the individual, teacher or social worker, if his own

apprehension is clear, will be making the translation

all the while. He will be aware that the experiences
to which he invites his pupils affect their inner con-

sciousness at the same time that they develop intel-

lectual and artistic powers. It is for Mm to see to it

that the life of the spirit is not .suppressed; to some
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extent Ms operations can decide what is kept on the

threshold of consciousness and what descends into the

limbo of the forgotten. But have we any such power?

Our schemes of school management and of curricula

handle public matters on the objective plane; is it

possible to bring these outer, external interests into

touch with the inner self of our scholars, each one of

whom is a personality? And, if we could, have we

the right? Are we so confident either in our psy-

chology or in our intuitive sympathies with the young

as to warrant the intrusion? In our general prac-

tice we abstain
; only on rare occasions, and by invita-

tion, do we break in upon reserve. Even the clergy,

in discharge of their office of spiritual guidance,

hesitate before they step from their public role to the

intimacy of an individual approach. The reader will

now see why I confessed to reluctance in handling

the topic of this chapter : any attempt to bring the

outer world of speech and argument within the pri-

vate circle of the self is a delicate task; an expositor

needs to be careful indeed lest by multiplying words

he thwarts the work of intuition. The inner life

pursues its way in silence, even though the adver-

tising agents at Wembley propose to boost religion

with rounds of applause.

Perhaps the .situation becomes clearer if we recog-

nize that it is not after all the teacher who by any

conscious act at any given moment influences the

scholar as a self, but the objects themselves, the
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knowledge., tie art, the social situation. Let us try

an illustration. Humanistic studies, literature and

Mstory are objects of interest to all children and to

many adults. As the average man or cMld pursues

tlie story lie gets from it a widening grasp of Ms

fellow men, of institutions and personalities; Ms

knowledge grows and Ms taste becomes selective.

So far as any conscious apprehension is concerned, he

may rest there; no "appeal," as we say, is directed

either by the test or by the teacher to the inner life.

And yet, when the story is of such quality as to make

.such an appeal we cannot doubt (if we are con-

vinced of the reality of spiritual experience) that the

relation is established, whether or no the subject be

conscious of the process, whether, i.e., the deeper

meaning of the story comes into the focus of attention.

Por tMs reason we pay attention to the quality of the

story, the "classic" element, as we say, in good litera-

ture and drama; those who teach and who organize

curricula have it in their power to give or withhold

nurture which is not only of objective value as art

and history, but of supreme value as nurture for the

soul. In the Mstory of pedagogics the record by
Herbart of the effect of the Odyssey on the mind and

heart of his pupils is widely known
;
and it does not

stand alone.1 We recollect, however, that Herbart

was the teacher, and that the little boys who read

their Homer, with no consciousness of supreme values

i Browning's poem called Development offers a genial comparison.
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undoubtedly helped to gain the best out of tlte

situation because their teacher ?s attitude, whatever

(words he might employ, was that of a man in touch

with the infinite. The rest of us, scantily endowed

with philosophic insight, are not excluded from the

temple.

The same point of view can be sustained in dealing

with pursuits such as arts, science, school games,

which may seem on a superficial survey to have no

relation to the inner self. If, for example, the search

for truth be one expression of man's spiritual urge,

it would seem that, both in the ordering of a science

curriculum and in the method of handling it, young

people can either be arrested in their search or be

helped on their path of progress. The current speech

of educational reformers in this field describes the

process as the approach to intellectual freedom, or

as "the method of discovery," and sometimes such

principles become elevated to symbols, which play

strange pranks in methodology.
1 But the perversion

of wisdom should not lead us to scorn the wise. The

plea for liberty, which as we have seen, is stirring the

waters on many seas, is a protest against the pressure

of numbers in the classroom (the throng distracts

attention and hinders self-realization) ; against the

pressure of multiplied subjects (each of which in it-

* With no disrespect for the so-called Heuristic Method, which is

sound enough in its basis, but has been grotesquely caricatured by

weak disciples (see Browne's essay in Educational Methods and

Management, edited by Sir John Adams, 1924) .
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self stands for some large principle of human need,
but cannot get breathing-room to live and so reach

the human spirit) ; against the pressure of vulgar
ideals which invade the temple; "the world Is too

much with us."

Enlarging, then., our brief formula, we repeat that

the aim of schooling, in all Its occasions and pur-

suits, is to help our pupils to see themselves and
their neighbors in the light of the Universal. If it

be replied that this is mere verbiage, a program
plainly impossible, fit only for philosophers or saints,
the answer is implied in what has been set out. Aims
are not achievements, even the finest examples of

"the good*' life may not be accepted by a critic as

models of perfection. The enigma confronting us in

Chapter II as to the meaning of progress remains:
we have no terms, other than the abstractions of a

vocabulary of morals, in which to define perfection
of character or beauty of holiness. Progress is not

arrival, but an ever-expanding prospect, a prospect
opening out, as the child grows from infancy to ma-
turity, in busy exchange between the inner and the
outer. Having secured this standpoint, we can now
turn to the varied scene of objective values, and, by
further definition, see how each in turn makes its

contribution to development.



CHAPTER IV

CONSTITUENT VALUES

WE need a classification here. "We have to analyze
the powers of man, to ask ourselves, in Professor

Thomson's phrase, What is man?* apart from that

unique fact about Mm which we have labeled the

inner life or the human spirit.

(a) The "body-mind. The first feature in this de-

scription concerns Ms bodily structure: he is body-

mind, or mind-body. There are many theories as to

the relations between body, mind and spirit, theories

on which we need not enlarge; for our purpose it is

enough to note that education, as now conceived,

takes physical welfare into account, and formerly neg-

lected it. The child's body provides him with his first

experience of a material world, of matter and move-

ment. He presently discriminates other objects : the

persons about him, clothes, the room, all the phe-

nomena, so to speak, of space and time.

Now ho does at least two things with this material

world: first, he has to get sustenance from it, and

here the psychologists explain his nature, parallel

to that of other animals, as dominated by appetites

and instincts. We may take these processes for

iSee p. 27, above,
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granted, and get at the fact underlying them; the

importance of just living and continuing to live as a

body; the consciousness of livelihood as an object

present to the imagination. It appears that the phys-

ical frame, with its organs, limbs, eyes, ears, has

evolved largely in response to this need; we shall see

in a moment that the aims of physical education

should keep this racial purpose in mind. As the

child develops he becomes aware that there are many

ways of obtaining sustenance, and eventually he

finds interest in a vocation. The great majority of

mankind value their vocation (p. Ill) as directly

concerned with securing sustenance: food, clothing,

shelter; a minority find other vocations, and a few

seem, as we say, to have nothing to do. But with

them also appetite and racial memory hold good;

excess of idleness is as unhealthy as excess in

toil.

The body, too, is concerned with survival; hence

the importance attached to eugenics (p. 21 above),

and to control of sex, both as appetite and as in-

stinct. I cannot follow the conclusions of Freud,

based on a singular interpretation of morbid pa-

tients, as answering to the facts of infancy in normal

development; if only for this reason, that, while the

cravings of hunger, thirst, physical movement are

manifest and must be satisfied in infant life, sex pre-

sents a problem for the future unless, indeed, atten-

tion is precociously called to secondary organs of sex
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by excessive fondling. Nurses and parents too often

forget that the self as a whole is concerned in what

affects any part of it. In some cases infantile sex

desires are stimulated which heighten the task of

self-control in later years, and these account for

some at least of the instances cited by the Freudians

to support the theory of infantile sexuality. The

issue is confused by an extended use of the term

"sex" to include sentiments to which we commonly
attach the word 'love/' but to discuss the contro-

versies thus aroused would carry us beyond our

province in this book, and in any event are not to be

treated, by the utmost stretch of the imagination, as

merely an affair of physical education. The out-

standing fact about the body is that all the appetites,

whether for sustenance or for the satisfactions of sex,

have to be controlled, and that the little folk are

much at the mercy of their elders as to whether good
or bad habits shall be formed. I need not dwell on

the theme, for everyone knows how restraint in in-

fancy simplifies enormously the tasks of normal life

for the adult; the newborn babe at least leads the

simple life. These are the first problems of physical

education and in my judgment they surpass in im-

portance all the measures taken in later years by
teachers and schools to promote the child's physical

well-being.

Whatever falls to be said on the place of physical

education in schools will be found in Vol. II. Here
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we are only concerned with the foundation principle.

The body, viewed apart, is not evil, but good; the

appetites are there, given, as we say, some to be

fulfilled here and now, all to "be controlled and sub-

limated in the interests of the higher nature. The

old heresy, in spite of St. Paul's dictum,
1 treated

the child as having only one organ, the brain; the

new heresy threatens the organism at the center,

for its exalts instincts and appetites as imperious

powers, which have us at their mercy.

(&) Art. Thought requires us to separate the self

from the body; we have spoken of the child as doing

this or that with Ms body. In passing to another

region of values this separation is still to the fore,

but the organs are now concerned with other demands

made by the self on the objective world. The body-

mind displays tastes, likes and dislikes
; impressions

of color, form, smell, touch, invade it. While these

are essential to its sustenance as an animal, enabling

it to distinguish what is useful from what is harm-

ful, we cannot regard them merely as functions of

livelihood. The infant ascends to a higher stage of

self-realisation by finding pleasure and pain in the

movements of Ms organism as it responds to the

movements of the outer world. The term "art"

seems adapted to indicate this realm of experience;

sometimes, of course, a distinction is made between

useful art and fine art, but these adjectives do not

* "Know ye not that your body is a temple of the Holy Ghost?"
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seem helpful to clearness of thought. It seems

better to confine the word "art" to those affinities

between the self and the material world which we

experience when problems of livelihood are not in

the focus. This restriction of art to sensuous experi-

ence may not commend itself; poetic art, which Mas-

singham defines as "the balancing of refined and

harmonized values/'
* has a wider reach, and yet if

we view language as a kind of music we may bring
it within the circle. I would rather contemplate art

as a form of experience that the self must cherish and

seek to harmonize with the rest. If we like we may
speak of the art of life or the art of thinking, but if so,

we are using one term to cover separate conceptions.

Art is, therefore, individual: if we could conceive

of a single self growing up in the outer world apart

either from racial history or from contact with Ms

species, we should still postulate relations between

bodily organs and stimuli outside the self which, pro-

vide the basis for art. We commonly speak of feeling

as the mental process by which art does its work

as distinguished from thinking. Since thinking and

feeling stand in opposition language cannot get far

in describing the province of art; when you record an

experience in the phrase "I feel" or "I dislike" you
are intellectualizing a mood which is lost as soon as

it becomes an object of reflection. The artist lives in

his own world, and if we who see or hear his work do

i Letters to X, p. 196.
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not feel with Mm, so be it; lie has done his part when

he has shown his taste by his works*

Yet art does not stand aloof from the rest of our

experience: it provides both animals and men with

signs, and we call language (using the terminology

of the next paragraph) an institution. More than

that, some of these signs become symbols, invested

with permanent emotional attributes, embodying in

one image the experience of an epoch.

(c) The Institutions of Society: Morals. Among
all the objects of the external world the mo,st attrac-

tive to the infant, as to the man, are his own species,

the alter which is the theme of sociology. Eesponse

to his kind is no doubt made on the levels of suste-

nance and art; but only a very primitive view of the

attitude of child to parents would regard him as

loving and honoring them because they feed him.

These are subordinate to relations which we call

moral or social. These two terms are not identical,

but they cover very much the same ground: our be-

havior is the result of human intercourse. A man
has also moral relations with the animal world, and

our sense of right and wrong in this sphere has de-

veloped in historic times; we know little of the mind
of animals, still less of the structure of plants, al-

though Bose's researches give a hint as to factors

in their nervous organization which some day may
establish for us a code of conduct extending even to

the lowest form of organic life, But it ,seems evident
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that our conscience, in dealing with lower orders of

creation, develops out of the feelings and the reflec-

tions engendered by human intercourse: if we can

speak of loving our dog we do so because the senti-

ment of love has developed in social attachments

within our own species.

This whole field of human relations is grouped by
the sociologist in the term "institutions." * We need

not enlarge on the aims of education in this sphere ;

the self becomes man, a moral man, a man of char-

acter, through these relations; long before the child

is ready to apply his intelligence to such abstrac-

tions, i.e., to form concepts of virtue and vice, his so-

cial intercourse has laid the foundation in habits, in

the control of instinctive impulses, and in social senti-

ments. The ground-plan of compromise between the

rival claims of institutions is already outlined when

he goes to school and divides his affections between

the elders of his family and his school fellows. We
need not anticipate here what falls for consideration

later: the grand institutions of religion and of civil

government await him in the offing as he steers his

course on the high-seas. Just a word of caution on

the current fashion to erect the State into an august

symbol of worship, and speak of citizenship as the

supreme or even the sole end of education. The

word has a good sound, and provides a text for clap-

trap at prize-givings; sometimes the speaker uses it

iSee above, p. 40.
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as eqniTalent to morality as a whole, sometimes lie

really does mean to exalt the State to the detriment

of other institutions and inspire patriotic fervor. It

will be seen that this book by no means encourages

indifference to civic virtues,
1 but educators must not

allow legislatures or officials to mark the limits of

our faith and prescribe the code of duty.

It is scarcely necessary to add that moral values

are preeminent, if we arrange a hierarchy of values

from those concerned with sustenance onwards.

"Conduct," said Matthew Arnold, "is three parts of

life"; but mathematical comparison is misleading, for

we are behaving at all times while we are conscious.

Health and art, intelligence and feeling, are not parts

of morality : they are aspects of a life, of a self which

cannot be conceived apart from them; our imperfec-

tions and failures in conduct are more significant just

because we are human and our fellows, also human,
afford us the chief avenue by which the spirit finds

activity and nourishment.

It is useful, however, to distinguish within the

sphere of morals between values of a lower and

values of a higher order. Institutions of courtesy
and good manners, of law and order, provide conven-

tions which in normal situations demand our accept-

ance. "Discipline" is a term which has many impli-

1 1 may be allowed to refer to treatment of this theme in History
tmd its Place in Education, pp. 34-7.
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cations; it implies acquiring and following the pre-

scriptions of the code. True, the self seeks for free-

dom moral freedom no less than physical or

aesthetic; but there is only one kind of freedom

that is absolute and unconditioned, and it may be

possessed by an Epictetns in chains. "Stone walls

do not a prison make." Freedom of the spirit is the

goal, the supreme reward of a life which lives among
and enjoys the institutions of society. Occasions

arise when a man must be "a law unto himself/
7 but

he must be sure of Ms ground, convinced that for

him and in Ms case the conventions of his family, of

the State, or of vocation are unrighteous. His moral

education consists indeed in the development of a con-

science, of standards of value, which enable Mm to

say that for me not for anyone else this is right

and that is wrong. To attribute, however, to a child

such maturity of judgment and refinement of feeling

is a gross error: no one can entertain it who looks

back upon his own development and recalls his in-

debtedness to the discipline of society.

(d) Intelligence. The contrast noted above be-

tween thinking and feeling reminds us that we must

include the products of intelligence
1
among the

forces which relate the outer world to the inner life.

In the popular view thinking often stands as the first,

if not the only, aim of education. English schools

iSee Eeport of Consultative Committee (Board of Education,

1924) on the Psychological Testa of Educable Capacity, App. IX.
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came into existence for the purpose of instruction;

physical and social needs were satisfied through other

channels, taken for granted as concerns of universal

obligation for which no scholastic provision was

needed. The theorists in due course took a further

step: they divided the mind into separate compart-

ments, or faculties, and bade the teacher use the ac-

quisition of knowledge as an instrument for train-

ing these faculties : schemes for training the memory,

cultivating the judgment, etc., were elaborated. Forty

years ago such devices formed the stock-in-trade of

many discourses on education; they gained a foot-

hold both in the notes of lessons prepared by students

in training colleges and in public opinion
1

: recipes

are still advertised and purchased as infallible nos-

trums for training mental powers. It should be un-

necessary in these days to fight over again the battle

of formal training: the high percentage of chaff has

been effectually winnowed from the modicum of

grain, the experimental psychologists have confirmed

again and again the a priori verdict that Herbart

delivered many years before quantitative studies of

life were devised.
2

They are now seeking on other
1 Thus a writer to The Times (August 4, 1924) writes, apropos of

Simplified Spelling: "We hear a great deal of the need for mental

gymnastic In education. We make children acquire such 'useless'

knowledge as the ability to write verses in a dead language with

the avowed purpose of training their minds. May not our present

system of spelling, cumbrous as it is, have a very real value as an
educational exercise ?"

2 For the most recent pronouncement on this theme see ^Report of

Consultative Committee, loc. clt.
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lines of research to discover by Intelligence Tests

(see p. 24) how far we can postulate a single distinc-

tive quality or feature in mind to which we can affix

the label Intelligence.

These researches have not only a negative effect as

criticism of outworn beliefs: they help us to see

where the office of Intelligence needs supplementing.
The power we possess in the control of conscious

thought is so magnificent that it may betray the edu-

cator into the abuse of power; the symbol of Truth

formulated knowledge set down in black and white

fills his soul, until he comes to believe that by

knowledge alone men can solve the riddle of exist-

ence. Jung's warning is therefore timely :

"That intellectual apprehension of the psychic process

must lead to paradox and relativity is simply unavoidable,

for the reason that the intellect is only one among divers

psychic functions which Nature 1 intends to serve man in

the construction of his objective values. We should not

pretend to understand the world solely by the intellect;

we apprehend it just as much by feeling. Therefore, the

judgment of the intellect is, at best, only half the truth,

and must, if it be honest, also come to an understanding

of its inadequacy." Concluding passage in "Psychological

Types/
9

Pride of intellect, as fostered by an earlier genera-

tion, has led to a reaction among educational reform-

ers : these tend to regard thinking as a subordinate

function that can be laid aside when the subject de-

the capital N.
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sires "not to think," or when those who direct a pupiPs

attention bid him cease from reflection. But we can,

and indeed must, exercise our intelligence, even when

deliberate attention responds to impulses of emotion.

We do not think, i.e., compare, define, arrange because

we keep a special machine which can be set in motion

or stopped at will; we are intelligent, more or less,

and every item of contact with the outer world pro-

vides matter for thought. It is not so much that we

inherit an instinct of curiosity which contends, suc-

cessfully or not, with other instincts
;
instead of say-

ing that we want to know, let us say that the accumu-

lation of knowledge is as natural a function as breath-

ing; the comparison is the more apt since we breathe

out as well as breathe in
; forgetting goes along with

remembering. There are many ways of knowing; the

brain is worthy of all honor, but muscles play their

part; the whole body is alive with energy to "know

how" things are done, to acquire accomplishments.
We distinguish knowledge from skill in our curricula,

but the intelligence works its way into every nook and
corner of our activities. Small wonder, then, that the

control of knowledge has been stressed unduly in pro-

grams of education, for here is something that can be

got at; we can make people think with Five Steps
1 or

other intellectual machinery. For the products of

thought, unlike those of art or of morals, are im~

i The reference here is to a plan for preparing school lessons wMch
will be discussed in the last section.
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personal, objective in the extreme. "We are only jus-

tified in the insertion of a personal experience, as the

author of this book occasionally permits himself to

do, on grounds of art: some readers feel that such

disturbance to pure thinking is bad form. Pure in-

telligence fulfills its highest office in an impersonal

search for Trnth, the approach to the Universal.

This brief outline must suffice as a ground-plan for

educational aims : each of the divisions we have made

is conceived by us apart and because each lodges a

distinctive claim mind versus body, institutions

versus morals, thinking versus feeling; conflicts are

set up; each of them contend, shall we say, for mas-

tery of the spirit. The fact of conflict is not in itself

to be deplored; peace and tranquillity are noble

ideals, but they are not to be won until man has

overcome his "last enemy." We have a choice of

terms that indicate an attitude less absolute than that

of peace or rest, terms which suggest the holding of a

balance, the arrangement of the competitors in order :

thus the area of conflict is narrowed, and a limited

peace is attained no doubt with a prospect of fur-

ther conflict. Compromise, harmony, rhythm, bal-

ance, concord, are such terms, and I select harmony

as being the least liable to misinterpretation. Bi-

ologists would prefer us to regard "adaptation" as

covering the field; I cannot, however, regard Hen-

ley's "unconquerable soul" as satisfied by Herbert

Spencer's "adjustment of organism to environment" !
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Our final step in defining educational aims is, there-

fore, to find ways by which these varieties of ex-

perience can cooperate in the culture of the human

spirit. The theater of conflict and of approach to

harmony is an organism which changes from infancy

to maturity and old age. The teacher's province

stays at maturity; up to that point he needs to trace

the steps, the stages of that "Growth of the Self"

which Professor Nunn * sketches with animation in

the fortunes of Jack. "Harmonious development'
7 was

a favorite phrase in the older pedagogics, and has

fallen out of fashion
;
I revive it because I think that

the psychology of our time can put a fuller meaning
into it; the harmony is no longer confined to a bal-

ance of mental powers, nor the development to the

growth of faculties.

Consider it well : each tone of our scale in itself is nought ;

It is everywhere in the world loud, soft and all is

said:

Give it to me to use ! I mix it with two in my thought,

And, there! Te have heard and seen: consider and
bow the head!

* * *

"Why rush the discords in, but that harmony should be

prized ?

Robert Browning, A"bt Vogler.

iLoc. cit. p. 28*



CHAPTER V

HARMONIOUS DEVELOPMENT

ADEQUATE data for genetic psychology, sometimes

called child study, were not available for educa-

tion until the physiologists made a start. Their re-

searches establish definite points, such as the average
date for cutting the first teeth, for the maximum

weight of brain, for the onset of puberty in each sex;

experimental psychologists follow suit, and indicate,

with a confidence not so universally shared, the age of

sixteen years as a limit to the growth of intelligence.
1

These milestones on the road of life cannot be ig-

nored, whether we follow a dualistic hypothesis and

regard body and mind as separate entities running
a parallel course, or accept what I suppose is the

monistic view offered in this book, assuming the

self to be a unity, in which mind and body are mani-

festations or appearances of an inner life.

The anthropologists have contributed their quota
to these theories of parallelism. The Herbartians of

the Ziller-Kein School, with little warrant, I think,

from their master, made a bold plunge with a Culture-

epoch Theory based upon slender equipment in an-

i See Report of Consultative Committee, loc. cit.
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thropological facts. Stanley Hall, with equal cour-

age and better insight, has pictured the course of

child development in stages which carry back to the

most primitive types of humanity. Now, while these

speculations should certainly be treated with caution,

they by no means deserve the ridicule which some

scientific men have poured upon them. For the con-

cepts of racial memory, and of instincts of the body-

mind throwing back to the earliest epochs, are

irrational unless we are ready to allow some cor-

respondence between the individual life and the

stages of racial evolution. All we can safely do with

these investigations is to use them as supplementary
evidence: the basis for any view of child develop-

ment rests on observation and experiment with chil-

dren of our own time; if the results of such investi-

gations are found to present points of analogy with

the findings of the anthropologist so much the better.

Pictures and other forms of art afford a ready means

of comparison. Take, for example, the collection

made by Kerschensteiner 1
of children's drawings

from five to fourteen years of age. When these are

placed side by side with a series of representations

in color and clay made by primitive races the line of

development in the child-mind is unquestionably seen

to correspond with the products of imagination

among savage peoples.

Among all conclusions taken over from natural his-

tory to education the most serviceable is perhaps the

Enttoickelung tier Zeichnerischen Begatiwig. (Munich, 1906.)
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explanation offered by Agassiz of infancy as a time

of dependence or helplessness, which, "extends" pari

passu with the evolution of organs and their capacity
in animals, and with the evolution of civilization in

the human species. "The meaning of that period of

helplessness, or infancy, as I see it, lies at the bottom

of any scientific or philosophic understanding of the

part played by education in human life."
x From this

point of view education is contemplated in time

periods, during each of which latent powers, ready
for exercise, emerge, while others are postponed.
Butler points out that the most gifted specimens
of humanity to-day are sometimes afforded an edu-

cation extending over thirty years before they are

expected to forage for themselves, and render to

society a return for what they have received. And
this return, which has to be compassed within an-

other thirty years before the fruits of endeavor are

rewarded with a pension, will surpass in its quality

what a lower type of capacity will produce from fif-

teen to seventy. This law supplies the justification

for the extension of schooling, for the withdrawal of

children and "young persons" from the responsibili-

ties of service in the conviction that their expanding

powers will be better adjusted to the opportunities

of modern society. We shall see in a moment how

Stanley Hall has sought on this principle to explain

adolescence as a period of postponement.

The application of this doctrine encounters grave

i N. M. Butler, The Mea,nwg of Education.
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difficulties when we endeavor to control the occupa-

tions of children and young persons in our systems

of schooling: if the child is .sheltered unduly from

the exercises of what is called practical life, habits

of dependence may be formed which inhibit the youth

and man from desire to balance the account between

himself and society. The baffling feature in human

nature, as compared with the animal world, lies in

the variety of talent and capacity. Thus, while we
are safe in pleading that postponement of economic

responsibility is justified for all who display fine

qualities in character and intelligence, we cannot be

so certain about the average that is, we cannot be

certain as to the value of any given scheme of educa-

tion, which society may here and now devise, as war-

ranted to meet the needs of a multitude, wherein each

individual differs so greatly from his fellows. Limits,

it is true, are fixed to some extent by the stages

of physical growth to which mental progress and the

development of the inner life must correspond: thus

the most gifted of children, a Mozart who produces
fine music, a Jackie Coogan on the stage before six

years of age, are still in the stage of childhood. How-
ever solicitous parents and tutors may be to develop
the genius of a gifted child, he must (along with

the commonplace children about him) wait upon the

physiological and mental changes of adolescence to

appreciate the significance of art and of learning,
The educator has to steer as best he can between
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precocity and retardation, the Scylla and Charybdis

of school organization. There can be little doubt that

in these days professional zeal tends to copy the devo-

tion of anxious parents, looking for immediate results,

putting old heads on young shoulders.

Oh! if we draw a circle premature,

Heedless of far gain,

Greedy for quick returns of profit, sure

Bad is our bargain !

Kobert Browning, The Grammarian.

It cannot, however, be denied that our wholesale

schemes of school classes and standards involve

grave risks in arrest of development. When the

eight-year-old is offered infant toys and occupations,

when the twelve-year-old, ready for thought in mathe-

matics, has to be content with "doing sums," the

teacher may doubt whether the scholastic machine

which makes each pupil keep in step with his fellows

is worth the pains we spend upon it. For the man

who never "grows up" either in intellectual or social

insight, the man who leaves boyhood without the

desire for .self-development, is in no better state than

the one who is forced to "put away childish things"

before he has ceased to be a child.

One or other in these stages of development are

often picked out as significant or important beyond

the rest. How often are we reminded that if we can

only lay a right foundation in infancy we may trust

the child to build wisely from that foundation;
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others/ impressed by the storm and stress of ado-

lescence, would seek to put the weight of endeavor

into the period of .secondary education; others again,

conscious of the need for helping young men and

women to see their way amid the political and social

distractions of these times, regard Adult Education

or University teaching as the important task. These

partial enthusiasms find no support in laws of devel-

opment. At each stage the individual can accept all

the help tHat Ms capacity warrants; at each stage the

pupil is a self-governing organism and will respond to

his environment according to the measure of his ca-

pacity. No one portion of a man's life is more valu-

able or important than any other. We may discover,

on looking back, that at some earlier stage failure

or loss has been incurred
;
so be it, the past is past ;

the

one important period of life for either pupil or teacher

is the present moment.

Those who make these comparisons tend to ignore

one of the essential facts about development. They

regard these .stages as a succession of compartments
from each of which a new self emerges, independent
of its earlier existence; the youth is bidden to put

away childish things, to be a man; maturity is re-

proached when it displays the vestiges of youthful

effervescence. To a degree, of course, this is sound

psychology, but it is surely more in accordance with

experience to recognize each stage as contributing its

le.g, Arnold of Eugby (p. 86, below).
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own quota to tlie making of the whole man
; only com-

plete In adult power If lie has retained, in physical

organs, in attitudes and mental powers the memory
of that mode of life which possessed Mm in each of

the earlier passages of life's journey. Space only

affords opportunity for one illustration : we may take

it from the reference we hare made above to the dis-

tinction between the personality and the inner self.

The mature adult character displays its virtue in re-

lation to society, those many institutions, many indi-

viduals, with each of whom a well-balanced character

seeks harmony, displaying a distinctive "face" in each

situation, not by artifice but by sympathy. But

whence does this power of varying the personality

finds its source? how comes it that one man in his life

can "play many parts"? Its origin is evidently to

be traced to the play-time of life, to infancy:

A wedding or a festival,

A mourning or a funeral
;

And this hath now his heart,

And unto this he frames Ms song.

Then will he fit his tongue

To dialogues of business, love or strife
;

But it will not be long

Ere this be thrown aside,

And with new joy and pride

The little actor cons another part-

Yet this is only the beginning : the child still desires

to play, although he has passed into a stage where
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the sensible Is realized apart from the phantasies of

infancy; youth and manhood though burdened with

the "inevitable yoke/' also make a play of life, and

perform their parts with ease if infancy has pursued

a genial course.
1

Let us now glance at the sequence of stages, not at-

tempting an adequate sketch in terms of psychology,

but noting a few features that may help us in suc-

ceeding chapters.

It is seldom realized how very modern is the re-

spect that educators pay to infancy. Wordsworth

was anticipated by Traherne; Froebel and Montessori

trace back through Pestalozzi to Locke in recognizing

the need for basing intelligence on sense-perception.

The pendulum has now swung across; we learnt in

the nineteenth century that "happiness, our being's

end and aim," could at least be applied to the care of

our little ones. The infant's happiness is largely a

matter of physical adjustment: diet, exercise and

sleep are the things that matter, and they are so es-

sential that the physician who controls the nursery

and the nursery school is liable to overlook the sub-

conscious effect of other environing influences. Hap-

piness is a state of harmony at the moment; the baby
is happy when his physical organs are working

normally, with freedom for incessant activity in limbs

and voice, eyes and ears, and with the atmosphere of

1 1 have developed this theme, as regards History, in History and
its Place in Education, pp. 42-9; and in The Children of England,

pp. 152-4 and 198.
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love which is the foundation of social relations,

FroebePs Mutter und Kose-lieder is a classic, for with

all its faults it touches the heart; no "Gifts," Froe-

"belian or Montessorian, can replace this primary con-

dition of service rendered by mother or nursery-

teacher in the spiritual guidance of infants. Psy-

chology is helping us to some comprehension of the

steps by which social sentiments are formed in the

depths of the unconscious; the sketch of Jack to

which I have already referred, in Professor Nunn7s

volume 1
offers a lively example of the aid which

genetic psychology can now render to parents and

teachers, all the more valuable because in main out-

line the conclusions confirm the intuitions of wise and

loving parents. We hesitate to follow the psycholo-

gists only in matters on which, they themselves are

not agreed. Jung tells us that the early history (of

infantile .sentiments) does much to determine whether

the child will "become an 'extrovert/ finding his

business in outward things, or an 'introvert,' con-

cerned mainly with his own feelings and thoughts."
2

Jung credits this distinction to heredity, as a factor

in the make-up of each one of us, while others would

rely upon environment to effect marked change in the

disposition.

i See p. 72, above.

a Nunn, loc. cit., p. 145. Professor IsTtmn does not adopt this view,

but I regard it as a typical case of the over-confidence with which

the psycho-analyst claims authority to reveal processes in the un-

conscious mind.
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As soon as the infant can talk and can walk a new

era is opened, the sense of power is enormously ex-

tended; lie becomes an explorer into every nook and

alley of Ms world
;
the sights and sounds of nature,

in city streets or country lanes, help to reshape Mm.

It would be foolish to decry the plans for develop-

ing intellectual power now taken over in our infant

schools from the systems of Froebel and Montessori :

for the child is now ready to discriminate, with ever-

increasing detail, between great and small, heavy and

light. The error is to suppose that these experiments,

encouraged on the floor of a school-room, can replace

wider contact with a less organized but more varied

and natural world.

At the close of infancy there ensues a period which

we used to call years of "transition"
;
the psychologist

stresses their value as a time for "consolidation."
1

Both at this time (say, between six and eight years

of age) and at the later period of transition (twelve

to fourteen) health tends to be disturbed and there-

with the behavior often gives anxiety to parents and

teachers. The transition is the halting-place between

two modes of existence : the childhood into which the

infant emerges is a life in which the self stands apart,

conscious of the ego and the alter. Stanley HalFs

description still stands 2
:

, loc. cit., p. 147.

2 Tlie first paragraph in Stanley Hall's Touth. He worked out

the theme more fully in Adolescence and in earlier writings.
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"The years from about eight to twelve constitute a unique

period of human life. The acute stage of teething is

passing, the brain has acquired nearly its adult size and

weight, health is almost at its best, activity is greater and

more varied than it ever was before or ever will be again,

and there is peculiar endurance, vitality, and resistance to

fatigue. The child develops a life of its own outside the

home circle, and its natural interests are never so independ-

ent of adult influence. Perception is very acute, and there

is great immunity to exposure, danger, accident, as well as

to temptation, Eeason, true morality, religion, sympathy,

love, and esthetic enjoyment are but very slightly de-

veloped.
"

He then proceeds to speculate on the recapitulation

theory to winch I have referred above.

Youngsters during this* period often display an as-

surance and confidence in contrast to the vagaries

of the years that follow : hence it is sometimes called

The Period of Stability. We must not, however, take

stability to mean pause or standing still; far from it.

The child applies a new principle to the conduct of

life; if he is felt to be selfish, over against other selves,

Ms attitude is due to the need for finding harmony

between himself and the positive realities of Ms

world. We saw (pp. 60-63) that these phenomena ap-

proach him from two directions : livelihood on the one

hand, art on the other. The other two types of value

which contribute to Ms development (pp. 64-71) serve

as means to these practical ends; he is a pragmatist,
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and the pragmatist philosophy has met the situa-

tion.
1 The institutions of society, more especially the

school, are used by the child to bring these basic in-

terests into relation with the self, and they render

this aid, in general terms, by assisting Ms intelli-

gence.

The reader may well demur to this description as

far-fetched, because in ordinary children we do not

witness efforts towards the arts as enjoyed by adults,

nor in modern civilization do we expect the child to

work for Ms livelihood. And yet racial heritage and

the constitution of organs and limbs between them

are the basis for the self on the platform so far at-

tained
;
the urge to live as a physical being, the urge

to use, and to enjoy the use of, his concrete world

seem to be the starting-point for all the child's activi-

ties. Only, of course, the starting-point, for the mind
is now awake and we call the child a practical person
because he applies Ms intelligence in the ascending
effort to make of himself a new creature. Two illus-

trations, in advance of what will be set out in the sec-

ond volume, must suffice at this point. As regards

i It is significant, to my mind, that tlie country in which prag-
matism is most at home has interpreted childhood in those years of

stability and worked out a pedagogy which conforms to the type.
Students of philosophy in Europe who are familiar with William:

James and John Dewey as leaders in philosophic thought are often

unaware of the profound influence that they have exerted on the

practice of American schools: James, Talks to Teachers; and Dewey,
The School and the Child, School and Society, and Educational
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art, it is BOW recognized that childhood is the time

when music,, vocal and instrumental,, eurhythmies and

poetry are fonnd congenial. These are pursued "both

as outlets for emotion and as whetstones for thought.

The dry bones of grammar are rightly discarded, for

they are unpractical; but children are ready enough
to appreciate the rhythms of poetry and to discrimi-

nate forms of speech, as Mr. Caldwell Cook has shown

in his work and play with the youngsters of the Perse

Grammar School.1 And during the last fifty years,

since John Hullah and Curwen first made singing an

intellectual exercise for the young, we have been aware

that the voice and the ear are waiting, from the age of

six onwards, for submission to intellectual discipline :

and now Dalcroze has completed the harmony by

teaching the child to organize the rhythms of trunk

and limbs.
2

As regards livelihood we have come to see that the

handicrafts and domestic work take high rank among

the pursuits of young children, not solely or chiefly

as preparatory to the employments of adult life, but,

at the moment, giving scope for interests which the

child feels to be vital. Through such occupation he

gets at science, gets at mathematics, gets at history

and geography, for these "subjects," as we call them,

*The Play Way in Education; and the Perse Play Books. Mr,

Lambourn (Rudiments of Criticism) was an earlier pioneer at Ox-

ford in the same field.

* Rhythm, Music and Education, 1922. Comp. p. 324, below.
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are in Mm, as in the race, the outcome of thought

applied to the reality in which he exists.

Thus childhood completes its tasks, the little man
who has never lost, one hopes, the spirit of play that

followed him from infancy, finds new fields for life's

adventure. About the age of twelve or thirteen comes

a second period of transition or consolidation; our

organizers fix on this time as appropriate for change
from the primary or preparatory school to the sec-

ondary school (p. 168), and rightly so, for a new life

geeks a new habitat. Whether the higher standards

of a primary school or the lower form of a secondary
school take charge of these later years of childhood,
this period cannot be regarded as a completion of edu-

cation, and the Legislature has at last taken notice of

the ensuing stage by comprising the earlier years of

adolescence in the clauses of the Act of 1918 deal-

ing with young persons. The more familiar term,

"youth," will serve our purpose better to indicate the

years from fourteen to eighteen; "lads and lasses" are

the best terms to use, but we are not likely to revert

to the homely language of our forefathers. I need not

delay to sketch the psychology of this stage : it has
received the solicitous regard of students ever since

Arnold of Rugby
1

described it, with unnecessary
vehemence, as "the dangerous period" through which
the lad must be "hastened." There is no need for

haste; the youth himself is all too willing, when once

i
Stanley, Life of Arnold, chap. iii.
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he finds Ms foothold in the new country, to forge

ahead. Stanley Hall is surely nearer to the truth

(whatever be the worth of his analogy with racial evo-

lution) when he speaks of "postponement.
59 For the

youth has now his life's quest in full view
;
no longer

is he satisfied with the moving spectacle; he sets out

to learn the nature of man and to place himself in

relation to the Universal. As we associate with young

persons, in the family, the workshop or the school,

we find them to be companionable, for although we

know much more than they and often in pessimistic

mood exclaim, "If youth but knew!" we err if we

interpret their lack of conscious purposes as evidence

of weakness. They accept our discipline among the

other conventions by which they and we adapt our-

selves to the social milieu, and they need it, for they

are passing through a stage between the stability of

childhood and the freedom of the adult; but their

strength lies in the development of self-regarding

(not necessarily selfish) sentiments which keep in-

violate the sanctuary of the human spirit. Their

strength, over against our weakness, lies in their hold

upon the future; try as we may to shape them to the

settled pattern of our time they will, each for himself,

break the mold and shape the clay anew. It is well,

therefore, that our modern systems of education ac-

cept the demand for varied types of curricula and of

schools : science for one, humanities for another, the

craft shop for a third, the fine arts for a fourth; free-
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dom is the watchword/ for it can now be applied to

the selection of pursuits as well as to the marmer in

which these are followed.

"Whatever pursuits are either chosen or prescribed

for him, the adolescent uses them, unconsciously per-

haps, as aids to explain himself to himself. If this

statement appears vague to my readers I can only

ask them to recall what memories they have of their

own life at this stage and to supplement the memories

by experience gained in intercourse with youth

intercourse, that is, on those occasions when formal

instruction being in the background, the adolescent, in

the frankness of exchange, affords a glimpse of his

hopes and fears. My interpretation can only be my
own; as I see our young people, gay with the exuber-

ance of new powers, eager to test new values in

experience, I regard them as facing the great insti-

tutions of mankind, of sex, of property, and of re-

ligion, devouring all that comes to them from teachers

and books, from science and art to help them to a

realization of the self. In each of these fields they

shape and reshape their ideals; sometimes with rapid

alternations of "storm and stress/' but often in the

even flow of a current whose surface IB unruffled,

whatever under-currents may be suspected in the un-

conscious. I am convinced that most of the prominent

writers and teachers who have described adolescence

i Only in contrast to the discipline congenial to the earlier stages,

For it must still be a limited freedom (see p. 57, above)*
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have been biased; they are themselves exceptional na-

tures, sometimes, like Thomas Arnold, precociously

developed; they strike a note of alarm which it is

well to hear, since we need to be alive to peril, but,

as I have said above, I hold that all periods of life

are equally important and equally exposed to peril.

Adolescence is but the first stage in a new orientation

towards existence: "storm and stress," retreat and

advance, may be witnessed at every halting-place on

life's road. An educational ideal which is fraught

with anxiety and strain is not appropriate to the slow

maturing process of evolution; we should welcome the

realism of Bernard Shaw, who warns us that "ethical

strain is just as bad for us as physical strain . . .

although it may be of use in emergencies." What

distinguishes our age from all previous epochs as re-

gards adolescence is the rapid pace at which young

persons garner the fruits of learning, if they are so

disposed.

The later years of adolescence may once more be

regarded as a period of consolidation, till finally the

young person, now become student or worker (though

students, sometimes, work!), attains to twenty-one,

an age at which the State once more marks the be-

ginning of a new period by admitting the young man

to the franchise.

Looking back over the successive stages of the long

road from infancy to adulthood, making a reckoning

of what is gained or lost we are impressed above
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all by the immense variety of differences. We divide

them into types : the dominant sex if it may still be

so labeled, contrasted with women; the wealthy and

semi-wealthy using their resources to provide a shel-

tered upbringing for their children, over against

working classes:, and in each of these we witness

profound differences in taste and capacity; we sort

them out as clever and stupid,
1 coarse or refined;

the psychologist would separate them into extroverts

and introverts, subdividing these again as exhibiting

bias towards intuition, or feeling or intellection,

and again he distinguishes them on lines of inherited

temperament. With every advance in psychology a

new standpoint is offered, and the organizer, seek-

ing to make use of the science in planning his schemes

of education, is apt to be bewildered. No wonder
that the latest exponents: of reform (p. 28) give a

prominent place to individuality, and insist that all

our attempts to describe and classify types must

yield to the necessity for letting each human being
work out Ms own salvation. But we plan for mil-

lions and legislate for types ;
we plant the child amid

the crowd of a school
;
hence it becomes our concern,

before following up the development of children under
the charge of teachers in the Practice of Education

to review the principles on which a community or-

ganizes education for the many as well as for the

individual.

i On Intelligence Tests see pp. 68 and 270.
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CHAPTER VI

THE INSTITUTIONS 1 THAT FOSTEB
EDUCATION

FURNISHED with some philosophy of aims and ideals

the student of education proceeds to investigate the

organization through which these aims are to "be

achieved. He observes the school as an association/

assembled day by day in one spot, with teachers, one

or more, responsible for the concourse of scholars who

"attend" for a few years and then give place to their

successors. Who provide the meeting-place? Who ap-

point the teachers? Who regulate the attendance of

the scholars, imposing conditions as to age and at-

tainments? Who has authority to determine the spe-

cific aims of each school, defining its relations and

functions with regard to all other schools? These are

problems certainly of professional interest, affecting

intimately the fortunes of the teaching profession, but

they are public concerns also. The teacher, in his

own sphere, planning a Time-table, helping children

to learn lessons, claims his independence and shuts

out the public ;
behind him, however, stands the adult

i For the technical sense in which these terms are employed, see

p. 40.

93
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community who place their children in Ms hands

(pp. 6 and 319).

Now, since all institutions have their roots in the

past and are never the outcome of pure speculation

(if indeed speculation can ever be "pure" ) ,
the history

of education is a necessary foundation for principles

of organization. The beginner finds interest in the

story of great educators and pioneers; presently the

history of schools and colleges claims his attention;

finally, Professor Adams helps him to get behind the

minds of the conventional historians and sketches

The Evolution of Educational Theory (1912) . Or the

student looks abroad, for the example of our neighbors

must be reckoned among the forces that promote re-

form : thus the New Learning came more or less from

Italy by way of the Ehine; the English Continuation

School is partly the result of experiment in Munich

and other cities of Central Europe;
1
so a branch of

study called Comparative Education 2 takes shape.

English folk have never been over-eager to copy the

devices of their neighbors, yet no one will deny that

these inquiries into foreign systems of education have

had great influence both consciously and at the back
of men's minds. In Britain this impulse may be dated

from 1851 (the year of the first International Exhibi-

*M. E. Sadler, The Continuation Sohool (Manchester University
Press, 1907).

2 Peter Sandiford and others (under this title, 1918).
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tion) ;
with the Bryce Commission of 1895 it became

fully recognized as an indispensable aid to education.

We shall be content in the following sketch to garner
the fruits of these prolonged inquiries, keeping our at-

tention on the immediate task, viz., the exposition of

principles on which men are acting in our own day
and our own country. At the same time, since our

English system has largely taken shape since 1902,

references to recent history will be frequent, and these

chapters may be viewed as a sketch of development
since that date.

The theory of organization springs from activities

of "groups" in the community that specially repre-

sent this; or that institution. In one sense it may be

said that all the institutions of mankind stake a claim

on education, since all alike look to the future and

therefore desire to influence the young ;
but some have

a better title than others, and I select eight whose

claims can scarcely be challenged. These I arrange

in order as follows : Family and Class give prominence

to individualism in education
; Religion and Vocation

provide respectively for the spiritual and the secular

needs of man. The institutions of Culture take two

forms: Art and Learning in general, in contrast to

the expert knowledge represented in the vocation of

Teaching. Finally, the institutions of the State, both

national and local, have come to full recognition in

our own epoch. This order is not adopted as an order

of importance, but for convenience of arrangement.
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In this chapter I shall seek to define their province;

thereafter we can trace the sequel in the forms of

organization which are devised to adjust their claims.

It may be questioned whether these eight institu-

tions include all that should be admitted to a voice in

organization; I trust that after they have been re-

viewed, one by one, the list will be recognized as com-

plete. Some, e.g., may hold that a specific role should

be assigned to the institution of property, but it is

really subsumed under the rubric Vocation (compare

p. 284). The economic needs of schooling need con-

sideration, and are surveyed in Chapter IX, but they

play a part subservient to the ideals of all institu-

tions which inspire the aims of education.

Family. No one who reflects upon the life of chil-

dren will dispute that the influence of parents and of

others in the circle of a family is paramount in guid-

ing the disposition of the young, certainly of infants,

and very often up to maturity. It is quite true that

in modern times, and more especially in the environ-

ment of crowded cities, this influence is checked by
vivid contacts both in the school and on the streets

;

true also that families, in all ranks of .society, differ

immensely in the strength of domestic ties. None the

less, the obvious conditions of helplessness and in-

timacy during the first year of a child's existence es-

tablish sympathies and controls which under normal

circumstances hold sway, quite apart from those tra-

ditions and conventions which reinforce the bond.
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Intimacy and sympathy: These two terms express

concisely the basis on which the family makes good

its claim. Because of these ties the family group is

affected vitally by the fortunes of its younger mem-

bers : if they do well, then the stability and happiness

of the rest are vastly promoted ;
if they fall by the way

the rest of the family are deeply concerned to find a

remedy. It is in vain for critics, whether philoso-

phers or writers of problem fiction, to deny the pro-

nouncement; the facts of life, biological and spiritual

alike, are against them: biological, because man, al-

though something more than an animal, still shares

with beasts and birds the instincts which lead every

species to foster its young; spiritual because, with

every access of range and insight man ascends to

regions where loneliness and solitude are hard to en-

dure unless he shares the new illumination with those

who have passed with him through lower levels of

experience.

I am not forgetting that there is something 10 be

said on the other side : the younger generation even

before Bernard Shaw had a quarrel to pick with

father and mother; what the latest advocates of eman-

cipation have done is to bring more to consciousness a

lack of harmony that had always existed within the

family and to display the energy of other institutions.

Culture (especially the drama), incitements to

amusement, ambitions in one's vocation, the spread

of political
ideas all these offer avenues of escape
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from the home and make it inevitable that parents

should accept, should indeed go out to meet, this new

attitude in their young people. Beadjustment, how-

ever, is not destruction : bachelors and spinsters, who

have outgrown or escaped from one home and have

not found another, may be excellent critics of family

institutions, but are scarcely likely to undermine the

conservative impulses which have so far sustained the

human race. If, and when, the daring prophecy of a

biochemist a
is fulfilled and human life from its start

is put in the care of skilful surgeons under the aegis

of the State, then no doubt the family as we know it

will disappear; but that time is not yet, and I only
refer to such weird .speculations to remind myself
and my readers that the most cherished institutions

of mankind must not be content to rely solely on tra-

ditional sentiments.

The practical result of these movements away from

the family is to justify resort to a boarding-school

(pp. 175 and 302) for families where temperament
or circumstances render it difficult for the child to

combine home influence with education in a day-

school
;
in former times the roving impulses of young

men were encouraged by wise parents, and the eman-

cipation of women implies
1 a .similar recognition for

young women: most educators, e.g., approve of

sending students to college or university at a dis-

tance, cutting them loose from the nest; the argu-

i (J. 8.) Haldane, in Dceralus; or, Science and the Future, 1924.
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ment is weaker at earlier stages of development, but is

strong enough to explain the popularity of boarding-

schools in certain classes of society. Such schools,

whether for wealthy or indigent classes, certainly

tend to "institutionalize" their inmates that is, they

cultivate sentiments of attachment to other institu-

tions, to religion, to class, to public life in general, in

contrast to the narrower circle of the family.

The family is thus seen to be an expression and out-

growth of individuality; whatever a man may demand

for himself, the ego, he asks also for those who "be-

long" to him, his partners, his successors. If we

choose to mark the distinctions of sex we may say that

the demand is more intense among women who are

mothers, for they suffer more and risk more on behalf

of the young. It is from men that other institutions,

during historic epochs, have mainly been derived and

by men that they have been mainly controlled. And

yet it would be unjust to stress this distinction of sex,

since in civilized epochs the principle of monogamy
has been exalted by both sexes, and the foundation

of harmonious family life rests upon this principle,

i.e., upon equality of sacrifice and service for the

maintenance of the common stock. This maintenance

is, of course, seen superficially in providing one's

children with what we call the necessities of life, food,

clothing, housing, with something put by for the fu-

ture, in providing even an excess of these, so that the

youngsters may step forward and ascend the social
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ladder : but it is also seen in deeper currents of anx-

iety, in desires, not always expressed or even con-

sciously felt by the elders, that the young folk should

le of the best rather than have of the best; that they

should grow in grace and wisdom, and thus be "a

credit to the family/
9

exhibiting behavior that will be

approved by the best people. All such strivings, we

say, can be set down as an expression of individualism

as opposed to collectivism: in the history of schools

during the nineteenth century, when the collectivist

energy of the State was aroused to remedy the neglect

of other groups, one can see how the opponents of

State control always turned to "the parent" for sup-

port. They deplored the decay of parental responsi-

bility when it was proposed to introduce medical in-

spection; they founded Parents' Leagues
1 when the

State threatened, rightly or wrongly, to interfere with

religious instruction. Quite recently they relied on

parental jealousies to hinder the success of a scheme

of continued education in London.

This last instance suggests a misgiving which is

shared by many devoted friends of education. They

tell us that there are two types of parent; they admit

that many are actually self-sacrificing, but they point

to the notorious case of "half-timers" in Lancashire

and Yorkshire as an example of individualism pushed

to its logical extreme; here the grown-up folk ap-

peared to care little for children, and willingly de-

iP. 300-
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prived tliem of schooling in order that the family as a

whole might secure a higher weekly wage. It was

only in 1923 that this unhappy survival of old-time

customs was finally brought to an end; if the law

is enforced no child in Great Britain can now be with-

drawn from school until he passes Ms fourteenth

birthday. Now, while one shares in the general grati-

fication that this long-drawn-out controversy, between

factory and school has at last ended in an adequate

recognition of the rights of childhood, one ought not

to allow this and other evidences of parental individ-

ualism to warp one's judgment. It must be borne in

mind that the whole movement in this country for

compulsory schooling is only two generations old.

The grandparents of these factory children were

brought up in a society which viewed the labor of

children in a different light : they believed that work,

constant work, was part of the necessary discipline of

childhood, and in so believing had memories not only

of their own severe upbringing, but the tradition of

ages, reaching back to the time when the settlement

of races in agriculture and domestic industry gave a

chance for advancement to humble folk at the price of

unremitting toil for the whole household.
1

Hence,

while greed for children's earnings has always played

its part in the resistance of peasants and of operatives

to the extension of schooling, it is wrong to attribute

1 1 may venture to refer to my own book, The Children of England,

for the elaboration of this theme.
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the whole of their resistance to such a motive. Bather

we should say that the primary source is to be traced

to a tradition, a social consciousness, of which the

family and the group of families in any neighborhood

are the inheritors.

For such a family, living in its narrow circle of

hamlet or city street, normally tends to maintain its

stock by the conservation of old customs. Adults, if

they will, may adopt new-fangled ways and heretical

opinions, but for children the path of safety is the old

path. This theme has been so often trodden both in

biography
a and in romantic literature as to need no

extension here. Thus it comes about that tendencies

which at one moment display the family as the main-

stay of individualism, asserting the right of man and

woman, when parents, to do as they will with their

own, appear presently as the allies of stability and

conservatism, determined to protect the young from a

too sudden introduction to the novelties of a world

in which parents would fain protect their children

from ill-balanced and radical change.

Class. The illustrations here adduced have been

taken from the humbler classes, for whose welfare the

State has been increasingly solicitous during the last

hundred years. We might equally well have chosen

our examples from families of fortune. The most hon-

orable motive that any man can advance for making

money is that his children will reap the benefit; he

may well be mistaken in his logic, but the motive itself

i Edmund Gosse's Father and 8on> is a modern example.
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can scarcely be questioned. And the wealthy family
uses tMs money to control the children's education

according to the ideals and traditions that the parents
hold as to what is right and proper. This feature of

educational history should not he ignored, for it pre-

sents in the most favorable light the claims of the

family to a yoice in education; wherever family
means have made it possible to assert the claim, it has

always been made and always admitted. Now, as in

earlier days, public provision is made for schooling in

public organizations ;
but such provision is rarely en-

forced upon the children of those who can provide

education from their own resources. Some of the

Western States of America appear to be emulating
the example of ancient Sparta, desiring to compel all

classes to place their children under State discipline.

It is not the purpose of these chapters to discuss the

relations of wealth and poverty; men have differed,

and will continue to differ, as to the virtues of the

poor and the benefits accruing to "private" wealth.

Our only concern here is to note that three types of

schooling ( Chapter VII ) have emerged from the use

of wealth by parents: the private tutor, the private

school,
1 and what we know in Great Britain as the

Endowed and Proprietary Schools. The first is the

clearest example, since the parent in this case does

not send his child to school, but he creates a "home"

i "Private" in the British, rather than in the American terminology.

In the United States all schools are called "private" if they are

not maintained by public authority.
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school for his child; lie is the sole organizer of the edu-

cation, exempt from the interference of any other in-

stitution.
1 A glance at other countries shows us that

such individualism is sometimes regarded as exces-

sive
;
in Germany, for example, a child cannot be ex-

empted from attendance at a "recognized" school un-

less the State is satisfied with the tutor's competence

for his office, yet even with this caveat the authority

of the family is patent. We are not at this point con-

cerned to discuss the demerits or otherwise of private

tuition (p. 141), it plays a great part still in certain

branches of art, such as music and dancing, as well as

among exalted classes of nobility. In private and in

endowed schools the dominance of parents is not so

absolute, and yet, since the continuance of these

schools depends upon adequate patronage, they are

always conducted so as to meet with the approval of

the class of families who resort to them.

Parental influence, in fact, spreads into a larger

sphere which is commonly viewed as class education.

We have noticed how the family in all ranks seeks to

identify its members with friends and neighbors of

the same social standing; style in manners, in lan-

guage and in taste is communicated to the young by

putting them together at school. But this motive is

no longer obtruded
;
a few obscure schools still put out

prospectuses admitting only "the sons of gentlemen,"
but these are survivals of an epoch when class distinc-

i But compare p. 142, below.
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tions rested on law as well as on custom, wlien each

man accepted Ms station, keeping apart both from

those above and from those beneath him in the social

order. Since the epoch of the French Revolution

democratic ideas have relegated these usages to a

more limited sphere; those who found schools at the

present day open them to pupils of any class who are

able to profit by the course of education. It is indeed

an offense to popular sentiment when proposals are

made that countenance the separation of one child

from another on the ground of social upbringing.

And I may perhaps be criticized for introducing so

thorny a problem into a survey of education.

But we are only concerned to get at the facts, and

the fact remains that, in the most democratic of so-

cieties, in New Zealand for example, or in the Middle

and West of America, every family which is jealous

for its integrity desires for its children a social en-

vironment at school corresponding to the domestic

influences of the home; and families which cannot se-

cure such an environment in the common school seek

other means to achieve their end, if they possess the

needful wealth. The terms "class" and "class distinc-

tion" are offensive, but the underlying idea persists,

and extends far beyond the provision made for school-

ing. My American friends, for example, object to our

European exclusiveness on the railway, separating a

First Class from a Third Class; such labels, they say,

would not be tolerated in a democratic country. But
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they admit that this distinction between the New

World and the Old is only an affair of labels, for

when an American wishes to escape from the crowd

he buys a seat in the Pullman. In every large city we

may observe separation by class silently operating in

the schools of congested areas as well as in the graded

avenues of the suburbs.

There is only one justification, from the public point

of view, for the endeavor to recognize social distinc-

tions in the sphere of education : the desire to spread

among all children those advantages which have

hitherto been enjoyed only by a few. The school

should not be a leveller, reducing every child and

every home to the standard of the lowest
;
on the con-

trary, whatever distinctive virtue can be found in any

social milieu should be studied, reshaped, and then

appropriated so as to add variety and richness to the

whole field of education. Only in this way can the

past be utilized to help the present. Many examples

could be quoted to show how the community has bene-

fited by transfer from the few to the many. In Eng-
land an illustration is to hand in methods for fostering

corporate life, first cultivated in the exclusive atmos-

phere of "Public" boarding-schools but now adapted

to the very different circumstances of municipal

schools, both primary and secondary.

I have considered the institutions of Family and

Class together since, in contrast to the institutions of

religion and of democracy, they appear as separatist
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or individualistic.
1

Christianity goes out into "all the

world"
;
the State comprehends all the children of a

nation
;
in the family every child is a precious excep-

tion. The conflict between individualism and collect-

ivism is unceasing, and it will be our task in a later

chapter to note how compromise is being sought in the

organization of education : meanwhile, there is little

dispute that class can no longer be recognized in edu-

cation law, however much it plays a part behind

the -scenes. With Family the case is different. In

Chapter VII we shall see how compulsion interferes

with parental rights, and in Chapter XII we shall

note the relation of parents and authorities in the

school to which parents and guardians entrust their

children.

Religion. The institutions of religion also advance

their claims on principles grounded in human nature,

although the method of approach is different. One

person may abstain from religious observance, and

deny the reality of spiritual experience, as another

person abstains from domesticity; he may even resent

the intrusion of religious institutions into public life

as an offense
; but, once more, let us observe the facts.

The individuals who hold such views are exceptional,

although they may be persons of singular probity and

worth; they will not deny that the phenomena dis-

cussed in Chapter III are witnessed in the great mass

i In An Introduction to Sociology I have treated Class and other

institutions more fully than is possible here,
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of mankind, whatever strictures they apply to the

convictions professed, which they contemn as relics

of superstition.

Snch being the case, we cannot wonder that the in-

stitutions of education have sought a close alliance

with those of religion ; indeed, it was only in modern

times, i.e., since the Protestant Eeformation, that a

severance began to be made between the two
;
and it

was only in the last century that a theory of compro-

mise was adopted in England and Wales culminating

in the Acts of 1902-3, by which an approach to har-

mony was achieved between secular powers and spir-

itual powers in the control of school children. The

conflicts which this compromise allayed were inevi-

table; not, however, because the disputants differed as

to the importance of religion; they differed as to

the varieties of expression by which this importance

should be manifested. They quarreled, in fact, because

they esteemed religious influence so highly; each party

sought to enforce its own views both as to the nature

of this influence and the method by which it should

operate. We have hitherto spoken of religion as if

all adherents in the community were of one mind : if

that had been the case, if the union or reunion of

religious bodies had been achieved, no difficulty would

have been encountered in organization. Here, as in

the case of Class, the organizer is faced with lack of

homogeneity. In all parts of the world where a com-

munity accepts a single form of religious observance
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the "separate" school *
is not needed, for the problem

of religious instruction gives no concern; it is because

men differ, because their differences cut so deep a fur-

row in the inner life, because a man's relations to God

are felt to be of supreme importance both for himself

and for his offspring such reasons underlie the tragic

conflicts which have been witnessed both in our own

and in foreign countries. During the last twenty

years the virulence of these disputes has abated, and

it is possible for a student to reflect upon the princi-

ples at issue in a judicial frame of mind. At the same

time, he will not make the mistake of assuming that

the smooth waters on which we now sail will never

be agitated, or that the problem may be ignored be-

cause a compromise has been reached which serves

for the time being. Let us note the principles which

are at stake and see how far this compromise contains

elements of permanence.

The cardinal principle which has issued from the

dreary controversies of the nineteenth century is

based on the doctrine of toleration, a negative doc-

trine (thou shalt not persecute), which has played

so conspicuous a part in our national history from

the sixteenth century onwards, alike in religion and

politics. The man who tolerates is not indifferent as

to the essential quality of his creed; on the contrary,

i This term is used on the continent of Europe 8 equivalent to

what we now call "non-provided."
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he looks to It as an anchor which should hold together

the whole society. He believes that his faith will

finally conquer; hut he is content to forego the exer-

cise of power. He refuses to force his opinions on

those who differ from him, and therefore allows free-

dom and equality both in opinions and practice, al-

though such opinions and practices may be alien to

the deepest impulses of his nature.

This doctrine took its own trend when applied to

the school. Men of conservative disposition were

loth to allow toleration in a community of children,

for they were impressed by the need for retaining the

young in obedience to settled ordinances; it is only

the mature minds, they said, that can be broad-

minded. They realized that if once the school became

public (i.e., secular in its attitude towards religion)

the child's affections might be alienated subcon-

sciously, but quite definitely, from the family altar ;

and, with every advance in the efficiency of the State

system, the peril of defection would be increased.

Those, on the other hand, among whom toleration

had become itself an article of faith looked to the

school to foster in youthful minds a new .spirit a

spirit of comprehension. Children,, they said, are not

ripe for understanding the deep mysteries which di-

vide grown men; let them at least be united in com-

mon worship of the Father of all mankind, united in

a society where the antagonisms of creed, of poli-

tics and of class are postponed, until men and women,
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grown to years of discretion, can reconcile adherence

to a distinctive group with an attitude of comprehen-
sion and good-will. Students of the nineteenth-cen-

tury history can see how these currents of opinion,

which no logic can reconcile, fought for mastery both

in political parties and in individuals like W. E.

Gladstone, whose story both as a churchman and a

statesman is typical of his epoch. As a result, three

forms of compromise emerged : we shall better appre-

ciate their value after we have noted the functions

allotted to the State, the "secular arm," which has

stood as rival both to the Church and the Family in

making claims upon the life of childhood.

Vocation. A man's occupation, the calling by
which he seeks Ms livelihood (p. 60) has always

made a claim upon the institutions of education : the

movements for technical instruction which gathered

strength during the last half-century can be paral-

leled by similar endeavors at earlier epochs in

the Middle Ages, for example, when apprenticeship

was more important to the majority of city boys than

the grammar-school education. It is not surprising,

therefore, that recent efforts to extend the influence of

the State in our epoch, in opposition to ecclesiastical

control, have been powerfully aided by those who

stress the importance of livelihood, now seen to be

dependent upon the secular studies of men of science.

For, since the era of the Industrial Eevolution, the

functions of government have been viewed more and
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more as concerned with trade and industry. The po

litical theory which derived from Jeremy Bentham

sought to enable men to find their happiness in the

freedom of their vocation, emancipated from all inter-

ference, whether in religion or in trade; but when it

was realized that the State, through education, could

promote, as well as hamper, the enterprises of trader

and manufacturer, it was easy to discard the individ-

ualism of the ?30s and appeal to Government to give

technology an important standing in the educational

system. Using the terms "technology" and "voca-

tion" in a broad sense so as to include professions as

well as trades and humbler employments, we have to

admit the ever-increasing prestige of places of educa-

tion which pursue aims specifically vocational.

In former epochs the family accepted the chief re-

sponsibility for vocation; the girl learned domestic

crafts in the home (as she still does for the most part,

unless she is excluded from the kitchen) while the boy

either followed his father's trade or was apprenticed

to a neighbor. Even to-day the craftsmen keep close

to this age-long tradition, especially the small farm-

ers, who tread the old paths, growing stock and their

crops as a family concern. Apprenticeship has had a

checkered history.
1 Up to the seventeenth century it

supplied the chief means of education, in the best

sense of the word, to a large proportion of English

youth; for the master accepted a double obligation:

* The Children of England, loe. cit., pp. 98-100.
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lie contracted both to instruct big pupil in tie myster-

ies of the craft and to train Mm in right behavior.

The Industrial Bevolution, expanding the power of

the machine in contrast to the handiwork of tool and

bench, hastened the decay of a system which had al-

ready been undermined, in England, at least, by the

dominance of commerce; in Napoleon's phrase Eng-
land had become "a nation of shopkeepers" before she

extended her world empire by means of factory prod-

ucts. The nation has not yet come to realize the loss

which our epoch has sustained by the disappearance

of that old-time control 1 which industry exercised

over the adolescent. When legislators first saw that

some modern substitute must be found for medieval

apprenticeship they thought almost wholly of techni-

cal instruction, of "subject/' so-called, which would

help lads to a reasonable grasp of the processes of in-

dustry. They ignored the deeper currents of adoles-

cent life which demand the inspiration of human in-

terests, turning a technical pursuit into a vocation,

that is, a calling, which provides both discipline and

vision to the youth who finds life opening out before

him.

In vocations which we call professional rather than

industrial such needs have been met more easily, for

the secondary schools, based on the grammar and en-

dowed schools of an earlier age, were reshaped so as

to give the future solicitor, doctor or merchant some

i Compare p. 86 on Adolescence.
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discipline and culture before embarking on Ms career.

The professions, in fact, were able to look after them-

selves, and advanced their prestige and their corpo-

rate position right through the nineteenth century:

rivalries in method have emerged, e.g., between the

Medical and Law Schools, and. professional articles

based on traditional modes of acquiring skill; but

these rivalries have only stimulated the energy with

which professional men have entrenched their posi-

tion. .The influence of vocation on education is indeed

most clearly witnessed in the powers entrusted by the

State to medical and legal corporations; they settle

the qualifications in respect of liberal education which

the neophyte must display before admission to voca-

tional study, and thus exercise powerful control over

the secondary school curriculum
;
and they determine

absolutely the course of study when these entrance

requirements have been satisfied. Both law and pub-

lic opinion agree in enabling the Councils of these pro-

fessions to exclude from practice all unauthorized

persons; thereby not only giving to their clients a

guarantee of qualified service, but .securing themselves

against the mischiefs of unrestricted competition.

Other professions, more recently and less thoroughly

regulated, look with envy upon the status of those an-

cient corporations ; they may become incorporated or

even secure royal charters; in some instances, as in

the callings of architect and surveyor, exclusive privi-

leges have been granted; but the public look with a
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jealous eye upon further extensions of corporate

privilege.

Meanwhile, in all branches of trade and manufac-
ture the influence of Trades Unions, Chambers of

Commerce and the like advances, although it may still

be said that the promotion of vocational education

is not so much affected by the direct interference of

such bodies, taking formal responsibility for the

fortunes of schools and colleges, as by the force of

public opinion acting through the organs of govern-

ment and leading these to spend money and care on

this branch of educational enterprise. In other

words, vocation as an institution is also effective

where the direct control of vocational associations is

not admitted.

Culture. Some little care is here needed in sepa-

rating the sphere of various institutions. Technical

science is commonly encouraged as an aid to Vocation,

to the resources, i.e., by which men gain their live-

lihood and expand their wealth; but in itself it

belongs to the realm of culture, to the institutions of

art and learning. We must not permit the manufac-

turer or merchant to assume control of learned corpo-

rations on the mere ground that he helps us to bread

and butter. Learning stands on its own feet, and is

sufficient unto itself. There is a specific branch of

learning and of art, pursued by teachers, for the pur-

poses of that profession. Teaching is also an institu-

tion, a human function and purpose : it has its own
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demands to make in the organization of education:

these demands should be kept apart from the claims

of scholarship, art, science, when pursued on their

own account.

The man or woman of culture, while ready to take

a hand in teaching, at times indeed most eager to help

the young to follow in his steps, looks at the world of

education with different eyes. He is, par excellence,

the specialist; his calling takes him away from or-

ganization; he does one thing, and does it well. But

since this single aim of his tends to be thwarted if the

public treat it with neglect, he too finds it necessary,

in spite of his antipathy, to pay some attention to

public affairs; he has to take his part in associations,

with their presidents, their secretaries, their commit-

tees, to give corporate expression to the unique func-

tion which he and his kind discharge in the body

politic. The man of letters, the painter, the biologist,

the economist, expect to be consulted about school

affairs; the subjects they profess are sometimes re-

garded as important items in a curriculum, but their

standing in these concerns rests on a wider basis, on

the assumption that culture, the hallmark of the edu-

cated man, gives them an insight and power beyond
that of the average citizen absorbed in industrial or

professional life. I regard this assumption as valid,

but then I belong, willy-nilly, to the intelligentsia;

"the man in the street" fights shy of culture, and when
he is somewhat of a humorist often holds us up to ridi-
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cule both with, pen and pencil. But the claim persists,

and on second thoughts our man in the street accepts

the position. For he too accepts culture as one of the

constituent values of life (p. 67). His own tastes

may not extend beyond the penny newspaper and a

game of billiards, but he is seldom churlish enough to

try to limit his fellows within these bounds. More

often than not he admits his deficiencies, blaming the

schools for having neglected his capacities in child-

hood; certainly in a country like ours, with a long tra-

dition of regard for eminence in literature and art,

men who are willing to offer their contribution to

public affairs are seldom given the cold shoulder, un-

less they offer their services in a contemptuous and

intolerant spirit.

It is not so easy to make an inclusive list of groups

which can be said to represent culture. The Uni-

versities are commonly accepted as filling the bill:

they are definitely organized under Eoyal Charter;

they have a prestige which has been greatly enhanced

during the last fifty years or so, and they have act-

ually been entrusted with considerable authority in

matters of education (p. 307). In legislation the

representatives of Universities find a place in the

House of Commons; this representation is, however, a

small affair in comparison with the role assigned to

Universities in the oversight of secondary and techni-

cal education. Now and again a distinguished poet

like Tennyson or a great man of science like Kelvin
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has been invited to make Ms contribution in the

House of Lords, but these should be classed with hon-

orary titles rather than as the recognition of a claim to

authority by artists or men of science.

We may perhaps be liable to confusion if we as-

sign to the Universities the duty of representing cul-

ture. For they have to discharge a double function :

they are repositaries of learning, but they are also

"schools," exhibiting the most advanced type among
all corporations which take charge of youth. From

this second point of view they take a conspicuous place

in the teaching profession ;
their representatives, for

example, constitute one-fourth of the membership of

the Teachers' Eegistration Council. It might, there-

fore, be held that the claims of culture are amply sat-

isfied by identifying the University as an academy for

culture with the same corporation when viewed as a

school.

And yet this solution, although one that has been

accepted as convenient and easy to manage, does not

cover the whole ground. Culture is by no means con-

fined to Universities and Colleges : most branches of

art find scanty recognition in them, partly because

scholastic traditions are alien to the temperament of

the artist; and even in the pursuit of knowledge one

can scarcely regard the Koyal Society or the British

Academy as associations which can be left out of ac-

count. These two bodies occur to one at random;

every reader can mention others, both in London and
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the provinces, which stand for the same ideal at a

lower range. Here, as in the case of all institutions,

we sharply distinguish the organized influence of cor-

porations from the vague and yet effective influence

of public opinion.

Teaching. We assign a separate place to teaching

since the end in view is more specific; it is an off-

shoot of the institutions of culture and of educa-

tion. The terms "teacher" and "teaching" now mark

off a vocation, professing distinctive skill and ex-

perience, which in our modern jargon we label "ex-

pert." The recognition of the expert as such, the

connoisseur, is a modern notion as applied to educa-

tion, although it has long been admitted in the insti-

tutions of religion and in vocations other than teach-

ing. The peculiarity of the teacher's position, which

justifies us in giving a separate place to Teaching as

an institution, is that he must not only know his job,

as a vocation, but must be somewhat of an artist or

scholar, a man of culture. He plays a double role:

to the young he stands as a representative of taste and

learning, not exclusively, but as one of the channels

through which culture reaches them; among Ms fel-

lows he represents a vocation, an expert calling. As

we shall see in Chapter VIII, the institution of

teaching is represented by many who do not identify

themselves with the profession, for, like all great in-

stitutions, it springs from a universal impulse the

impulse, that is, to communicate, to share knowledge
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with, our neighbors. When this impulse is organ-

ized in a body of persons who make a vocation out

of it we see an institution emerging with a narrower

and more precise range than can be assigned to Cul-

ture as we have defined it. Teaching corporations

justify their existence in the public eye when their

members take pains to ~be what the terms "vocation"

and "profession" imply (p. 196).

I have dwelt on this aspect of teaching as an or-

ganized calling because of its bearing on the themes

we shall consider in the final chapter. The argument

falls into line with one of the most-debated doctrines

in modern political theory doctrines which are not

wholly modern, for the historians and lawyers trace

them back at least to the Middle Ages and the Holy
Eoman Empire. The expert, whether a workman

who holds by Guild Socialism, or a physician pro-

tected by the Medical Council, claims for Ms corpora-

tion a distinctive position within the body politic as

a juristic personality.
1 In spite of the distrust which

the advancement of these claims by teachers may en-

counter, they are certain to be pushed further, for the

movement falls into line with a powerful tendency of

our times; it will not be repressed by prejudice or

by premature zeal of some teaching corporations to

force the pace ;
it must seek to be harmonized with the

last of the institutions in our list, viz., the State,

i For an admirable summary see Ernest Barker, Political Thought
from Herbert Spencer to To-day, pp. 175 to 183. He gives also the

necessary references to Maitland, Figgis, Sidney Webb, etc.
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which is often regarded as the enemy of all the rest.

The State (Nation and Locality). Political insti-

tutions are of two types
*

: national and local. Before

distinguishing the two, let us observe the foundation

on which the intervention of the State in education

is justified. The question may be deemed superfluous

at the present day, especially since the Act of 1918 has

asserted the right of the State to supervise, or at least

to investigate all forms of organized education. And

yet the claim is in one sense very modern (Chap-
ter IX) : so far as financial aid is concerned, it was

less than a hundred years ago that the central Gov-

ernment began to give money from taxes for this pur-

pose ;
and only since 1870 have local authorities been

empowered to seek aid from the rates. But in another

and much more vital sense the claim of the State has

always been in evidence. We may go back at least

to the time of King Alfred and witness the zeal with

which some of the rulers of our country fostered

schools. For this claim does not rest upon the

Budget or upon the City Treasurer, although the phi-

losophy of our grandfathers held that 'Tie who pays

the piper calls the tune"; it abides in the nature of

things; in the desire of a community to use the organs

of government in aid of all great affairs which are of

universal interest and involve concerted action. This

is not the place to expound a theory of politics or to

iA third, already come to life in the activities of the League of

Nations, might be included, but we must be content with a short

notice of this institution in the last chapter,
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review the doctrines of political philosophy which,

from Plato and Aristotle onwards, have sought to

reconcile the one and the many. At bottom there is

no reluctance to accept the general thesis, "man is a

political animal"; and when he ceases to care for Ms

rroAic he is less than a man. Where men differ is in

reconciling the rights and duties of ourselves when

organized as citizens with our rights and duties as

partners, in other institutions, and our right also as

individuals (Chapter IV), who have something which

we call our self to dispose of when all our social du-

ties are discharged. Here, again, it is beyond our am-

bit to discourse on the relation between self and neigh-

bor. He who warned us that a man must lose Ms life

in order to save it gave a foundation for the duties of

a citizen which the philosophers can scarcely better.

What distinguishes the State from all other institu-

tions that control education is its comprehensiveness

of range; it has its say in every problem of education,

since each separate problem affects the whole, and it

makes its claim on every school, on every child and

student, since each and all are members of the body

politic.

Now the very magnitude of this claim gives the

ground on which its rivals and opponents find occasion

for resistance thereto
;
if it were pushed to the extreme

of logic, as has seemed likely at times in crude collec-

tivist theory, it would reduce public welfare to> the

mechanism of a factory, engineered by that bureau-
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cracy which is the object of such frequent scorn.

When parents, churchmen, traders, teachers protest
at large against state interference they are making
a particular protest against a general doctrine; the

special interference which they resent may or may not

be a proper intrusion of the public will into procedure
which had better be left alone. But when their re-

sistance takes shape as a theory of general opposition
to the rights of the commonwealth, on behalf of indi-

vidualism or of laissez-faire all round, then they are

beating against a stone wall. What such persons have

to do (if I may repeat) is to find some compromise
between their own activities and those of the State,

which will allow the program of education to advance

without denying either the prerogative of the State

or the capacity of other corporations which also func-

tion for the common good. Evidently, therefore, the

first rubric by which one limits the exercise of these

overriding powers is abstinence. Wherever the Gov-

ernment finds a piece of education well done it should

leave well alone. For example, the general law re-

quires that children should attend school; there are,

however, the rights of the family, and the law permits

a child to be educated in its home if the magistrate

to whom appeal is made is satisfied that the home

(here regarded as a place of education) provides what

is requisite.

This rule of abstinence is hard for our adminis-

trators to accept : some local authorities show jealousy
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of private or endowed schools which are not under

their management; if their theory of politics were

more generous they wonld rejoice to find so many

efforts made to multiply the resources of education;

they would join hands with them and commend

their efforts to public notice. No doubt some of

the "Independent" (p. 223) schools are more or less

inefficient, although in some cases they foster vir-

tues which state schools fail to exhibit. But, unless

their deficiencies are so grave as to cause obvious

injury to the young, by what right do officers of

State, relying on the public purse, depreciate or hin-

der their welfare? They represent the wishes of some

families as regards their children; or they represent

the efforts of some groups, religious or vocational, or

of traditional tastes, to foster specific virtues and

specific talents. It may well be that, along with ex-

cellent features, abuses may be witnessed which de-

tract in the eyes of many citizens from their merits :

sectarian animosities, class animosities tend to be In-

culcated, insensibly perhaps, but none the less quite

effectively. Such results are deplorable; and pro-

gressive citizens become restless when they find the

wealth of individuals expended in raising up a gen-

eration of children who may perpetuate the errors of

our fathers. But what is the alternative? Are we

justified in calling in the State to prevent our neigh-

bors from holding foolish opinions about education

and establishing schools in which their opinions are
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upheld? Or are we so certain of the efficiency of state

organization that we are ready to use its resources to

stamp out the varied efforts of other corporations? I

at least (if I may intrude my own opinion) would in-

trust the State more readily with the provision of

our food than allow its officers to act as the sole

fount of education and ignore the claims of other in-

stitutions. I would carry this doctrine of abstinence

further than seems warranted "by the opinion of our

time. For the necessities of the case have thrown

upon Government the duty of actually establishing

schools as government property and of conducting

many kinds of association, from Eoyal Colleges to the

primary and secondary schools provided by Local

Education Authorities, meeting the needs of an im-

mense population. To cavil at these great efforts is

folly; those who write, as is still sometimes done, of

"the failure" of public education ought to know better.

To speak of a rule of abstinence while millions of chil-

dren are hungering for intellectual food is nonsense,

or worse; the job had to be done, and done quickly,

with the best administrative machinery that can be de-

vised. The mistake is to assume that schemes of edu-

cation in which the State, as local or central govern-

ment, is corporation sole, represents the best theory

of political action in education for all time. The

whole structure, powerful as we find it to-day and

wonderfully effective in many respects, is but of yes-

terday when viewed as an experiment in politics. Its
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mission has been to establish firmly in all ranks of

society a belief in the necessity of education both as a

minimum for every child and young person, in ample

supply at all stages of development for all who care

to profit thereby.
1 As this article of political faith

extends, statesmen and officers of State will be more

ready to yield to a public opinion which also cherishes

the other institutions which we have reviewed.

The rule of abstinence is negative : it just admon-

ishes the State to hold its hand when other groups

can adequately discharge any of the functions which

a complete organization prescribes. If they cannot,

either from their own weakness or because the opinion

of the day refuses to accept their aid, then the State,

central or local, must not abstain but must see that

the task is done, even though by enlarging its own

sphere it leaves a mistaken impression of the ideal

relations which Government should establish between

itself and its citizens. Are there not, however, some

functions which the State and the State alone can

fulfill? We answer this question by reverting to the

feature that distinguishes the State from the insti-

tutions previously examined. To it alone falls the

task of comprehensively reviewing the entire field, of

investigating the needs of all citizens, of .superintend-

ing the operations of education and thereupon of

enacting such laws as shall secure that the work is

See Preamble to Education Act, 1918.
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done, either by its own fiat, or, preferably, through
the agency of some other corporation.

Mow these duties are onerous and involve the exer-

cise of large prerogatives. They give a supremacy to

the decisions of Government over and above all other

groups, even when the doctrine of abstinence is ad-

mitted to the full. The State claims to stand both

as an "authority/' ready to make provision of educa-

tion, sponsor for all the children of the nation, and as

an arbiter, judging and deciding between the rival

claims of other associations. From this supremacy
there is no escape ;

men must at some point submit to

universal rule .since they must live in communities.

When passive or active "registers" reject the com-

mands of officers of State their resistance may be well

grounded; other groups whose functions we have dis-

cussed will not relinquish their ideals, and at long
last they will assert their freedom, sometimes at the

cost of life. But their conflict with the State does not

issue in a rejection of State prerogative; rather it

gives them, sooner or later, the freedom which they

seek within the body politic, sanctioned by the State

itself.

3STo other solution is possible, for the alternative is

anarchy, which is not a system of government, but a

description of men ?B behavior when they will not obey

and cannot rule. We can readily see how at the

present epoch, when the State has been compelled to

assume such immense powers in education, men have
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become afraid of Government, jealous of the power of

state officers, acutely sensitive to the evils that may
ensue when so large a province in moral and spiritual

development is relegated to the control of a bureau-

cracy. These fears are not confined to the institutions

of education; the entire field of operations included

in social welfare is viewed with a like anxiety; we

alternatively appeal to the State for help and fend it

off. The right mode of composing this conflict is to

examine the issues which it raises in detail, separating

point by point the various tasks which fall to be dis-

charged by this or that authority in our day and our

country; after such a review we should be better able

to lay down principles which may harmonize the rela-

tions of all the institutions which are admitted within

the circle of authority in education.

Locality. I have used the term State to include the

institutions and the associations both of central and

of local government, and have based the claims of

both institutions on the common ground of citizen-

ship. Yet the two spheres should be discriminated,

for they continue to present difficulties both to the

Legislature and the Executive; more particularly

since the Act of 1918. Antagonism has been displayed

both in the Press and in the council-chamber.1 In

the period when public education first came under

State supervision the history and theory of locality

iA lively contest took place in 1917 before the Bill became law,
and has been renewed since 1921. (See p. 233, below.)
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was little understood
;
all branches of social welfare

suffered under a like disability, through a failure to

recognize the principles of behavior on which local

authority rests.

Side by side with our expansion in nationality and Em-

pire the domestic neighborhood-life of the common people

has survived, from the days when every district as well as

every county, was a law unto itself. We know, too, that

this same Anglo-Saxon bias towards local independence, in

sharp contrast to continental custom, has been carried by
our people, first to America and then to our own Colonies

and Dominions. It is not, therefore, overstepping the mart

to say that Part III authority
1

(in a country town or as a

collection of villages) is a self-perpetuating government,

living a corporate life, which will claim to be kept alive,

however much it may need to be reformed. And because it

does possess this quality the trend of legislation, when one

surveys the long story of the past, has been, and wiE be, to

use the people of the area, in every possible instance, for

the common good.
2

Adopting the technical language of the

sociologist, the people of such an area are a "community"

sharing a real life which to them is as interesting as is the

larger community of nation or of Empire. It is beyond our

purpose to consider why the Anglo-Saxon race, as distin-

guished, say, from the peoples of Germany or France, has

displayed this local habit so markedly; the historians tell

us that it had a good deal to do with the early establishment

of political liberty in England.

A critic might accept all that has been so far advanced

and yet might question whether a difficult task like educa-

1 As defined in the Act of 1902.

2 A recent example is the transfer (1924) of Juvenile Employment

from the Ministry of Labor to the L.E.A.
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tion should be managed locally. Every function in modern

government, lie would urge, must be assigned, according to

its nature, to an area most appropriate for its efficient dis-

charge. "We propose to educate the children of the nation ;

before we entrust the children of Billington our good old

Saxon settlement to the people of Billington, you must

convince us that they are competent for this particular

task. But, on the contrary, it is for a wider authority to

make out its case ! Billington has to surrender its autonomy
as regards tramways and post office, because, in these in-

stances, rural management manifestly spells failure. But
the local community abides as the natural source and au-

thority for local affairs
; its title is still supreme ;

it yields

Its claim only when its disability can be proved.

How then, does the case stand with regard to the children

and the schools of Billington? These children certainly

are the children of the nation, but it is an arrogant usurpa-
tion of central power when it thrusts the nation to the fore-

front and claims the children as the property of the nation

rather than as the peculiar treasure and delight of the good
folk of Billington. For the children are, more than aught

else, a local possession: here is their school; they go to and
fro all the time

;
their whole environment is in neighborhood-

life. Of course there is another side to the picture; the

nation cannot be shut out, and its claims must also be

asserted on the children's behalf; but any scheme of edu-

cation which is based on things as they are rather than on

theories of organization must begin at the foundation ;
and

must get out of Billington, for the good of its children, all

that can be got. When this basis is laid then, larger areas

can be called in, to supplement but not to supersede the

efforts of local community.

This plea is strengthened when we note how our con-

ceptions of schooling have broadened since the days when
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compulsory schooling "was first introduced. It was regarded

In those days as a somewhat mechanical affair, imparting
skiE in the three R.'s or as communicatingknowledgesueh as

any teacher who possessed the knowledge could impart. We
now see that the school itself is a community, that teachers

and parents are people with affections and common human

qualities ;
that the stir of local interest, however restricted,

plays continually both upon teacher and taught. Inspec-

tors, codes, by-laws have their uses are, indeed, indispen-

sable; but the character of the children, their intellectual

and emotional life, finds nourishment to a large extent from

the immediate environment The force of this argument

reaches still further when we note the trend of educational

reform. Our schools now attend to children's health and

food, to their games, their employment in industry; a

teacher is as much a social worker as a pedagogue. All

these matters are local matters; they are canvassed on the

streets; they touch the neighborhood in its domestic life.

The good people of Billington are harassed by the new

demands and resent the interference of the State with

their children ;
but in the long run they will be found as

much devoted to the children of Billington as any mem-

ber of Parliament can be.

These are the solid grounds of social psychology

that is, of common sense which lead the common people

throughout the Anglo-Saxon world to demand a share

in the management of the common school. The smallest

neighborhood-area handles the primary periods of school

life; a larger area, but still local, is needed to embrace

the field of secondary or trade education, while for cer-

tain, purposes of still wider range combinations of local

areas are now proved to be necessary. The Bill * meets this

* 1917, resulting in the Act of 1918.
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need by entitling the Board to establish provincial associa-

tions
;
in other words, the Board will carve up England into

a series of provinces whose geography is based, not upon
the general sense of community displayed by the inhabi-

tants, but upon the specific educational problems in which

the Board is interested. We shall have, in fact, a sort of

Home Rule in English provinces, but with a sphere limited

to education, and defined by boundaries which may or may
not coincide with local affiliations. Here, again, the Govern-

ment is beginning at the wrong end; provinces must de-

velop by the cooperation of counties ;
it is the county which

has the first right to determine its own destiny and make its

own alliances. Government can only step in to compose
differences and in the last resort to compel co-operation in

cases where one area is profiting at the expense of another.

But it is not the function of any specific Government De-

partment either to abolish a small authority or to create a

new area by its own fiat.
1

This view of the status of local institutions does not

pass unchallenged; the popularity of non-local schools

is cited as evidence against it. An epoch when rail-

ways, the daily press, telegraphy and wireless bring

the entire nation within call is not going to be gov-

erned from the parish pump ;
if we except the farmer

and peasant class in the country and the shopkeeper

and clerical classes in the city, families are migratory

to an extent that was impossible in earlier epochs

i From an article by the present writer in The Times Educational

Supplement, Nov. 15, 1917. In An Introduction to Sociology, chap-

ters vi and vii, the problem is viewed apart from education and the

references there given to Gonxme, Dicey, Bedlich, Hirst, and Gra-

ham Wallas show the foundations in general political theory.
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(even shop managers are on the move with the exten-

sion of multiple shops) . It is therefore maintained

that local sentiment is now on the decline, and the

apathy evinced in many local elections is cited as

evidence. And yet if this were really BO how can we
account for the steady advance in the prestige and

range of local authority since the middle fifties? At

the present moment, for example, the distrust of pro-

portional representation is largely derived from a

fear that national party caucuses would, under such a

scheme, never the MJP. from the institutions of lo-

cality.

To my mind, the most valid criticism of local au-

thority comes from the size of many local units, either

in area or in population.

"To the average citizen in the West Biding there is not

much difference between the type of government that issues

orders from Wakefield and that which speaks from White-

hall ;
both are pretty remote and impersonal. Historically

the one is the development of the other, depending on the

extension of means of communication and other arts of

civilization ;
but in relation to the private citizen they are

of the same order. The unwieldy West Biding finds the

need of districts or other sub-local areas, with sub-offices

and sub-committees, until the principle of neighborhood

again finds scope.'
' 1

But since these units are really founded on local,

i.e., county or city, sentiment sprung from racial

i Introduction to Sociology, loc. cit., pp. 143-4.
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memory/ they hold pride of place; their size enhances

their power when dealing with the national com-

petitor. Sometimes they tend to display the vices of

power? imitating on a small scale the habits of the

Central Authority, which also tends to impose ex-

cessive uniformity and discourage the activities of

voluntary groups.
2

The contentions between nation and locality are not

composed by exalting either at the cost of the other;

the L.E.A. and the Central Government can claim an

eqnal status both in history and in public opinion;

they are equally under the control of the supreme

Legislature, the King in Parliament, and, like all

other corporations^ must obey the law as interpreted

by judges.

Having defined the nature of the institutions which

foster education and seen how their influence is ex-

erted both through opinion and through groups who

claim authority in educational affairs, we are in a

position to review the tasks which are undertaken by
one authority or another.

The first problem of the organizer, contemplating

*A remarkable feature of this inheritance, brought out by Biyee
in The American Commonwealth, is the transfer of these sentiments

throughout the Anglo-Saxon races. Redlich and Hirst contrast our

people with those of the Continent in this respect.
2 The term "voluntary*' should not be confined to religious founda-

tions, but to- all groups that derive their power from other than

political institutions. No longer do we write The Maw versus The

State; we write, The Group versus The fttate (Barker, loc. cit.,

p. 181).
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the educational needs of any community, is to define
the types of scliool which the situation demands. This

definition involves a decision as to the age and attain-

ments of the scholars who are to attend; of the order

of social life and experience which they shall enjoy,
of the pursuits (technically called "curriculum")
which they shall follow, and of the time which they

spend in these pursuits. These points may be set

down in black and white as descriptive of a school

before it actually comes into being, and they are so

determined by Acts of Parliament, codes, by-laws,

before a school or a system of schools can be set on

foot. The determination of such points has often led

to painful controversy, as in the Issue raised by the

Cockerton Judgment in 1901, for In this, as in other

situations, the definition of one type of school involves

its relation to other types. These topics engage our

attention in the next chapter.

Since one or more teachers are required for any
school some separate notice is required for problems

relating to the teacher's office : the organization of the

teaching body is, therefore, surveyed in Chapter VIII.

While the school is intrinsically an association of

persons, it needs a habitation ; land and buildings are

needed, funds for maintenance must be forthcoming.

Having found out what we want to do (not before!)

we must look around to secure the material means

(Chapter IX) . Thereupon, other questions arise; the

school Is now in being; those who have sanctioned
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and established it will superintend its progress in

the various directions treated in Chapter X. Finally,

there is a duty in which all the institutions take a

hand, whether it be informally or by the organized

search for truth and expression of opinion. For edu-

cation is a movement, the expression of social forces,

dynamic rather than static; I therefore put Advisory

and Reporting Functions into a separate chapter.

Chapter XII brings the conclusions of previous

chapters to a focns, reviewing the constitution and

duties of education authorities. Thus we answer the

question (p. 90) raised at the close of Section L

The New Sfate, by M. P, FolHtt (Introduction by Lord

Haldane), published by Longmans, Green & Co., is well

worth consulting on the problem of this chapter. It is

written by an American, with special reference to tie con-

ditions of American culture, but the exposition takes full

account of European research in Sociology and political

science*



CHAPTEE VII

SCHOOLS CLASSIFIED IN TYPES

OUR definition of school indicates two ranks, teachers

and taught. There may be one scholar or many, one

teacher or many, in the association; but one of each

there must be. Every school also has an owner ; it be-

longs to some one, an individual or a corporation. Its

property has commercial value, but beyond its visible

property there is its good name. This, in the case of

private or proprietary schools, is called its good-will,

and can be disposed of. The owner of a school may
conceivably have no school property, beyond books

and apparatus; some schools are conducted in fur-

nished dwellings. The hedge schoolmaster in Ireland

had not even that much. The ownership derives from

relationships sanctioned by custom and law between

the owner and the parents (for pupils under age) and

scholars. On this basis we can make a first classifi-

cation.

The Home School. The simplest and earliest form

is conducted under the family roof. The parent is the

owner, the responsible officer, and the teacher is either

one of the family or a tutor introduced from outside.

The home is of course the center of all kinds of educa-
137
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tional influence, religious, vocational, cultural
;
it only

"becomes a school where such influences are deliber-

ately planned not of necessity with an elaborate

time-table so far as the teacher is concerned, but cer-

tainly with steady adherence to time and place on

the pupil's part.

We must not be too hasty in dismissing such plans

as out-of-date ;
when families came to live together in

Tillages and towns the advantages of cooperation

were realized, and the school proper came into being,

with a teacher set apart for the task, for all children

who enjoyed what we call liberal" education. The

only type of schooling which still held by the home-

stead was in apprenticeship for some boys and do-

mestic training for all girls; the wisest of mothers

still accept this responsibility for their daughters.

There are still families which prefer to keep their

children at home for liberal education; sometimes

their reasons are to be commended, sometimes not.

Such parents are at times visited by an attendance

officer and summoned before a police court if the offi-

cer thinks they are abusing their freedom. The magis-

trate has then to decide whether the children are

really being educated, i.e., whether the alleged school

actually is a school. He judges as best he can by
"results" : if there is evidence that the children are

making progress in the three E's the summons is dis-

missed. In Germany it would not be incumbent on

Mm to undertake the duties of an examiner, for the
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children would be compelled to enter a public school

unless their teacher, parent or tutor, were already

registered as competent to act.

While vigilance by the State is certainly necessary

to ferret out cases where parents neglect their duty,

it is not to be assumed that the home school is always

to be discountenanced. When parents hold definite

views as to the upbringing of the young and are pre-

pared to sacrifice some of their leisure to achieve their

ideals, the results are often most happy : the account

of Alastair Geddes,
1 one of the heroes whom the Great

War claimed as a victim, shows how finely a home

can teach its children; but the teachers here were

Mr. and Mrs. Patrick Geddes. The results are not al-

ways so happy, as the biographies of some great Eng-

lishmen bear witness. Quite a different situation is

presented in areas where population is scanty, in the

"back-blocks" of Australia, for example; in Great

Britain we live closer together, and the L.E.A. can

usually find ways of bringing children to school. I

am not sure whether we should not do well to study

the methods adopted, e.g., in New Zealand, where cir-

culating libraries and traveling tutors help the par-

ent to discharge the teacher's office. City people

should not assume that all the advantages are on the

side of urban education; there is ample testimony to

the worth of family schooling in all cases where the

iJL Citizen, Soldier (a Memoir of Alastair Geddes); by Victor

Branford (Headley Bros.).
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parents appreciate culture. I by no means nnderrate

the yalne of the social experience gained at school,

especially for children whose home life is isolated;

and yet the country-bred cHld may have to pay too

high a price for learning if his schooling cuts him off

from sympathy "with his home environment.

"Where the parents do not teach hut employ tutors

or governesses, we have a Home School in the usual

sense of the term. These arrangements are expensive

if they are to he efficient, for the tutor should exhibit

tastes and culture at least on a par with the family

which he enters; but, setting aside the economic ques-

tion, we recognize what a large part this form of

schooling has played at all periods of civilization.

Kot a few distinguished men have accepted with pleas-

ure the post of tutor in families where their scholar-

ship and outlook were appreciated; and our knowl-

edge of educational principles is vastly indebted to

them Ascham, Locke and Herbart are familiar in-

stances. The advantage, both to the pupil and to the

theory of education, comes from the individual rela-

tionship ;
the tutor, thinker and pedagogue both, sees

Ms philosophy working out day by day in what is for

Mm a laboratory of method. In England the late

Miss Charlotte Mason organized this field of educa-
tion with extraordinary success, founding an impor-
tant society of parents,

1

publishing books on method
for the guidance of tutors, and conducting a training
college to equip them for their service.

i Parents' National Educational Union,
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Private Tuition and Correspondence. The office of

the family tutor is to be distinguished from that of a

specialist teacher, who is not attached to a family or

concerned with the upbringing of children as a whole ;

he is accomplished or learned in one or more branches

of study, and offers to teach these to all and sundry
who come to Mm for the purpose; or he may go to

them, being called a "visiting" teacher. It will be

more convenient to consider the status of specialists

in Chapter VIII; all we need note here is that the

continuous procedure of such a teacher, receiving

pupils year in year out, falls logically within our

definition of a school (compare Part-time Education

below). Sometimes a staff of tutors is brought to-*

gether and the work then assumes the character of a

private school. The examinations "coach" will flour-

ish so long as our distinctive system of examinations

is maintained (pp. 253-277).

Many organizers, accustomed to think only of pub-

licly managed schools, are inclined to overlook these

short-lived enterprises; and may think that we are

wasting time even to glance at them. Anyone, how-

ever, who watches closely what is going on, and notes

the extent to which families and tutors concern them-

selves with the instruction of children apart from

public provision will be convinced that they deserve

some notice.

The Private School I have noted that the private

school of the last hundred years is largely due to class

institutions. This was not always the case, for the
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dissenting academies of the seventeenth century were

private because the State at that time sought to sup-

press Eon-Conformist places of education.1 And to-

day not a few private schools are conducted by

pioneers who cannot find freedom for their educa-

tional conscience within a more public system ;
as in

the parallel case of family tuition, their service will

be indispensable to the progress of educational

theory, even though the control of the State become

much more liberal than is possible under present con-

ditions. I am referring to foreign countries and to

the Dominions quite as much as to England; every
advance in the complexity of culture, of class, of

vocation, of religion impels teachers with initiative

to come into direct contact with parents without the

intervention of the State; the fact that the enterprise

assumes the possession of private wealth by the par-

ent, and therefore shuts out the poorer classes from

sharing directly in the benefits should not lead those

who work in the public system to despise the private
school. The teachers in such schools are naturally

disposed to resent the competition of the public sys-

tem; but this prejudice Is just as unwarrantable.

Their merit lies in their capacity to do what the

State, at present, cannot do; the public, sooner or

later, will appropriate the fruits of their ideas, and
to this they can raise no objection so long as the com-

* Adamson's Short History of Education, chapter xi, and Irene
Parker, Dissenting Academies.
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petition is conducted fairly. In other words, the

State should first of all use its power, now made

concrete in the Act of 1918 to inspect and report on

all such work, and shonld thereupon acknowledge
and encourage all that it finds to be sound and com-

mendable, acting on the principle of abstinence

(p. 126 )
. "When the LJELA.s carry out such investiga-

tion they will no doubt discover abuses, as H.M. In-

spectors did when they reported on the dames' schools

of the '60s and ?
70s. To-day there are many commer-

cial academies which, to adopt the idiom of trade,

cater for a popular market and sell a pretty poor

article; the best of these need not fear official over-

sight, and would indeed benefit, for the chaff would be

separated from the wheat.

The owners of any type of private school can no

longer rely on a public opinion to support them solely

on a political or economic theory of individual rights

(where competition suddenly introduced in the neigh-

borhood obviously threatens the livelihood of a good

teacher, justice demands that the case should be

considered; but I must not trespass into details).

Opinion has radically changed within living memory
as regards this aspect of education. Adam Smith

based his views on the organization of education on

the relation between economic motive and the effi-

ciency of the teacher : the only motives he recognized

stirring the teacher to exertion, were emulation and

competition. "Those parts of education for the
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teaching of which there are no public institutions, are

generally the best taught"
1

The Proprietary School. It is a short step from

private to proprietary ownership, although the posi-

tion of the principal is very different, for in a private

school he is both Governing Body and Head Teacher

(p. 291) . The Limited Company school represented a

passing stage in the evolution of higher education in

the last century, and was rendered possible by an ex-

tension of the joint stock principle to corporations

whose nominal purpose was to earn a dividend while

their actual design was educational. Many excel-

lent schools and colleges, especially in the sphere of

women's education,
2 and of boarding-schools estab-

lished under religious auspices, owed their foundation

to this device, and a few still survive. The majority

of them, however, have been reshaped into "Trusts,"

which make no return to their promoters by way of

dividend; and the motives which have led to the

change are well worth investigation, although we can

only briefly notice them here.

Money put into a school is seldom a good invest-

ment good, that is to say, from the standpoint of in-

vestment. The attempt to compromise the balance-

sheet between the pecuniary claims of a shareholder

and his philanthropic desire to support the spiritual

i Wealth of Nations, Book V, Part III, Art. U.
^e.g., the Girls' Public Day Schools, and, for boys, Clifton College

and other corporations which rank among the "Public Schools."
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ends of education always create difficulty. For the

original shareholders are commonly inspired by lofty

motives, but when the scrip passes into other hands

the new holders may find no other than a commercial

interest in the relation, and may exercise an embar-

rassing control. It being in the nature of education

to expand in complexity and range beyond the re-

sources of fees and income, a point is presently

reached where the competition of rival places of learn-

ing, sustained by resources other than those of joint

stock, will threaten the stability of the balance-sheet.

This point was reached early in this century, when

the State placed the public purse at the disposal of

hundreds of endowed institutions which were under

no obligation to produce a dividend. During a brief

period a share in grants (p. 249) was made available

for the directors of proprietary schools and colleges,

but the position proved too anomalous and before long

these institutions had to choose whether they would

continue to be independent, relying solely upon the

chances of competition, or would abandon the joint

stock principle. The great majority have accepted

the latter alternative, the shareholders either snr-

rendering their holdings or receiving an equivalent in

debentures; and we may take it for granted that this

special type of school arising out of the distinctive

economics and philanthropy of the nineteenth century

will not reappear.

Endowed and Trust Schools. The proprietary
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school has in fact reverted to the simpler form of con-

trol which had prevailed in all types of education be-

fore either the stockholder or the State had come

upon the scene : a control created by a deed of gift, a

trust, or a charter, and exercised by owners whose

rights are based on some snch document. Methods of

selecting their property, their responsibilities, their

liabilities to parents, to teachers, to other corpora-

tions, varied infinitely ;
but there always existed some

document or series of documents, accepted by the law-

courts, which governed their procedure.

Alike in the ancient universities and the public

schools, the local grammar-schools, and in the pa-

rochial schools and schools of industry scattered

throughout the villages, the same basis of organiza-

tion or lack of organization was seen : a property,

in buildings, land, income from rents, dedicated by
written word to an educational purpose, and a body
of men, chiefly residing near at hand, to be responsible

for the scheme as set down.

Obviously there was no system here; nor did our

forefathers think of education in terms of system.

Every locality took its chance. "If Providence has

planted a good school close at hand, all the better for

our boys; if not, then we must look further afield."

A zealous parson, allotted to a neighborhood where

learning was neglected, would stir up the godly to

good works. Pious benefactors, one or more, would
sometimes arise, as at Eugby, whence Lawrence
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Sheriff had flitted to London and prospered; thus a

substantial endowment would be provided to the im-

mense advantage of future generations.

Suck "freedom, variety and elasticity"
1
sufficed for

old England; it was only when population began to

increase after 1750 along with an increasing sense

of dnty towards the young after, say, 1800 that the

public mind became seriously concerned. The first

step was to ascertain the facts; a series of Commis-

sions were set to this task and were at work in one

part of the field or another until the Bryce Commis-

sion, 1894-5. Elementary education was first re-

viewed, since it had become painfully clear that the

great bulk of English children, huddled together in

the new factory towns of the north as well as in the

congested portions of London and other large cities,

were destitute of the means of culture. The reformer

in these days, presented with such findings, would

turn to the State and would advocate the extension

of local or national schools maintained by rates and

taxes. But our forefathers of a hundred years ago

were far more conservative, i.e., were sincerely at-

tached to the principle underlying the endowed

school, based on local affection and local initiative

(p % 128). No doubt also they may be charged with

unwillingness to foot the bill, and were all too ready

iA sonorous phrase used "by tlie great Master of Trinity, Dr.

Butler, to describe the virtues of higher education in opposition to

the demand of examination syndicates for progress, efficiency and

uniformity.
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to yield to reactionaries who discouraged every en-

deavor to raise the standard of life among tlie poor.

Hence a compromise was effected and hundreds of

schools came into existence which need to be distin-

guished with a new nomenclature,

"Society" Schools. This compromise took shape in

the organization of great Societies, the National So-

ciety (Established Church) and the British School

Society (Nonconformist) being the most successful.
1

These associations, which still play a part in na-

tional endeavor, undertook to arouse and sustain

public interest in the needs of education all over the

country, and therewith to find material resources for

its extension. The single parish, or township, could

no longer face the situation; so it was invaded by the

agents of a national corporation, which divided the

responsibility for management and control with the

good folk of the locality. The Societies did far more

than this : they sought out young people fit to serve as

teachers and gave them training; they gathered sta-

tistics, investigated dark places and revived in the

public mind a sense of the value of schooling which

had been lacking since medieval times. And, more im-

portant still, they were intrusted with public money
acting, that is, as the agents of the State in the first

tentative endeavors of national government to dis-

charge its obligations.

1 1 need not refer to previous efforts in the eighteenth century,
as the S.P.C.K. (Adamson. loc. cit., pp. 197, 198.)
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Endowed Primary Schools. It was chiefly in the

sphere of primary education that these modes of na-

tional effort came to the aid of the locality; and it is

in this region that controversy "between the institu-

tions of religion and of politics became embittered.

"We noticed (p. Ill) that three modes of solution are

to be found. Firstly, the separate school
?
or as it is

now called in Great Britain, the non-proyided school.

The school property in this case is held by a non-

State corporation which decides the form of religions

instruction and observance. It may or may not re-

ceive grants-in-aid from the State (p. 245 below),

but, however substantial this help may be, it does not

bargain away the principle of spiritual freedom. Sec-

ondly, the public school, formerly called the Board

School, but now Council (or Provided) School, since

the property belongs to a Borough or County Coun-

cil. Here the form of religious instruction, and there-

with of religious influence, is determined partly by
order of the law, following the Cowper-Temple com-

promise of 1870, partly by the will of the local author-

ity. Under the principle of comprehension a com-

mon basis for the Christian religion is sought in

Bible teaching, with undenominational prayers and

hymns
1

;
under the principle of toleration, parents to

whom this type of religious influence is obnoxious

i Sometimes a course of moral instruction is added, and this is en-

couraged in Board of Education regulations; but it is no substitute

for the offices of religion.
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are entitled to withdraw their children from it.

The history of English Elementary Education since

1870 shows that this plan meets with general ap-

proval, so long as the non-provided school is main-

tained alongside of it. In some quarters, however,

these measures have not met the case and a plan

of comprehension is substituted or added. For the

Cowper-Temple scheme is Erastian; it makes the

State willy-nilly, a teacher of religion; it "estab-

lishes'* certain forms of religious observance; in the

days when conflict on these matters was so bitter this

feature of the situation aroused violent feeling, both

among Nonconformists and Churchmen. Where the

objection to State religion prevails the public school

is made secular, but a place and time for religious

instruction and observance are afforded within the

school building, to be conducted by the teachers or

ministers of various religions, each after its own pat-

tern, the children being separated only for these occa-

sions. Classes for religious instruction are then held

in various classrooms at the same time, while the

unity of the school is preserved for "secular" educa-

tion imparted by the school staff engaged by the state

authority. It is not astonishing that the teaching

profession stoutly opposes the intrusion of outside

agencies, and the assumption thereby implied that the

teacher is solely concerned with so-called secular re-

sponsibilities. For this reason I am convinced that

this third mode of adjustment technically called "the
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right of entry" will never be widely adopted; where

a community is determined to keep the public school

system under its own control, and is jealous of eccle-

siastical interference, as in France and America, it

refuses admission to the clergy for any purpose and

leaves the Family and the Chnrch to guide the young
in matters of religion, either on Sunday or on the

week-day outside of school hours. Exclusion, how-

ever, does not constitute a compromise, in the eyes of

those who are anxious to give effective weight to

religious observance among the young.

"I would urge that, in place of 'right of entry,
3
the

parent shot^I seek right of substitution. The proper venue

for denominational teaching is not the public school, with

the Protestant teaching one group in Eoom X and the

Eoman Catholic another group in Eoom Y; the church

building is the fit place of assembly (on week-day or on

Sunday) for teaching the distinctive doctrines which the

Church holds dear. And the clergyman himself is the fit-

test teacher, not the public school teacher who in these un-

happy controversies finds his allegiance divided between

Church and State. It would surely not be difficult for the

law to recognize
'

attendance
'

once or more during the school

week in church buildings. Already school children are sent

to swimming-baths and to play-fields under public auspices ;

it would be almost as easy to organize a plan for
'

attend-

ance' at the ministrations of the clergy or their delegates

when parents made a request to that effect. And I, for

one, should not hesitate to vote public money to facilitate

such arrangements, so long
1 as they were conducted with
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efficiency; suelx influences are at least as much a part of

education as instruction in swimming or cookery.
77 1

Compromise on some such lines is not needed in

populated districts where the parent can choose be-

tween a provided and a non-provided school, but in

single-school areas the conflicting claims of Church

and State will scarcely be composed except on some

such lines. The conferences recently held between

religious bodies show that an earnest desire is felt to

attain harmony without plunging the school once

more into the'contentions of party politics.

Endowed Secondary Schools. The needs of higher

education, although investigated by two Commissions,

were not so acutely felt by the people at large, al-

though a number of important schools, for boys, which

we have since learned to classify as "secondary," were

set on foot; some of these were associated with the

Established Church and others with Roman Catholic

or Nonconformist bodies.

The girls had greater need of succor, for the gram-
mar schools and the public schools with old endow-
ments were almost entirely preserved for boys; hence

the success of the Girls' Public Day-School Company,
(p. 144), which adopted the device of shareholding
and planted dozens of schools throughout the country.
The important feature of all these efforts (private,

proprietary, endowed, society) is that they relied

i The School, loc. cit., pp. 111-13.
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upon the principle of voluntary effort, at once na-

tional and local, as opposed to the absolutism of civic

or national control.1 We have little conception to-day

of the vehemence with which our fathers, in many po-

litical camps, adhered to this principle. Reluctantly

they agreed, in 1833, to take the first step in national

control by accepting a modest grant of 20,000, ad-

ministered under a Committee of the Privy Council,

little foreseeing that before the century was closed the

State would have laid a mighty hand on English
schools and colleges, dispensing many millions in

their support and sending government agents into

every nook and cranny of education.

State Schools and Colleges (National). We havex

noted (p. 125) the need for adjustment between the

functions of the State and of other corporations in the

provision of places of education. It is already pretty
well agreed that, as regards actual ownership, the

National Government should reduce its commitments

to the minimum, except to meet the needs of its own

"servants," civil or military. It is only recently, how-

ever, that this principle has come to be generally ac-

cepted. Thus, it has been more than once proposed
that the Government should establish a great national

college for the training of teachers; but the resistance

offered to this proposal showed that the collectivist
2

i Compare Graham Wallas, The Great Society>
loc. eit., pp.

337, 338.

^ Collectivist in the sense of Dicey, Law and Public Opinion in

England, chapter vii. (Compare p. 28, above.)
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doctrines of the nineteenth, century were already yield-

ing their ground; the only remnant of this idea is in

the lecture courses and Summer Schools provided by

the Board of Education; these come nnder the head of

Part-time Education (p. 182 below) and are presum-

ably instituted because the central authority cannot

at present find other authorities competent to do the

work to its satisfaction. At the period when Germany
and France served as a pattern for Europe in matters

educational the Royal Colleges of Art and Science,

with a corps of instructors on the civil list, were insti-

tuted; but they remain as survivals rather than as

patterns to be repeated.

But the exception reserved in the last paragraph

points to an important principle. In every depart-

ment of State there are groups of employes who need

the resources of education, and the State should be a

model employer. In some instances, e.g., in the con-

tinued education of messenger-boys and girls under

eighteen, the need can best be met by utilizing the

machinery established by local authorities
;
the Board

of Education does not conduct its own classes for the

young persons whom it employs in Whitehall, but

hands them over to the London 0.0. Education Com-
mittee. But when the education demanded is more

specific the departments of State, like other em-

ployers, desire to keep the management in their own
hands. This applies with special force to military

affairs, for the Army, Navy and Air Forces are cut
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off in social life and outlook from the civilian popula-

tion. This severance is certainly to be deplored from

the standpoint of social progress, but it is inevitable

so long as the nations of the world continue to main-

tain the institutions of war. Up to ten years ago the

main provision thought necessary for the soldier was

vocational, and the chief form of general education

organized by the War Office was the provision of

Army Schoolmasters for the children of soldiers in

non-commissioned ranks. Bnt before the Great War
was concluded it was realized that soldiers needed

"liberal education/
5 as adults quite apart from tech-

nological equipment. At first the War Departments,

both in allied and in enemy countries, encouraged

civilian and voluntary agencies (among which the

Y.M.C.A. played a conspicuous part) to supply the

deficiency; but it was seen by 1919 that education, in

the large sense of the word, would henceforth become

a permanent feature of army life. And, since the

corporate life of a regiment, of a battleship, of an

air-station are unique, especially in the absolutism of

their modes of government, these schemes of educa-

tion, as soon as matters began to return to a peace

footing, were conducted solely by military agency. It

was natural that many soldiers of the "old school"

would have scant sympathy with such schemes when

adopted as permanent plans for a regular army or

navy in peace time; but they have realized that educa*

tion takes a higher place in the public mind than in
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earlier days, and that an opportunity at least must

be offered to every man if only on the ground that he

will some day return to civil life. The Army Educa-

tion Corps has thus become a permanent founda-

tion,
1 with similar schemes under the Admiralty and

the Air Force, separate both in aim and in administra-

tion from the multiplied schools and colleges, mili-

tary and naval, for technological training and for the

preparation of officers.

There is another side to the interest and responsi-

bility of the State in matters of learning which is

sometimes confused with the provision of education

in the proper sense of the word. Every department

of Government is concerned with research, or ought
to be. The problems that it handles are on the move

;

Ministers, like the heads of any great business, re-

quire the help of those who give their mind to sta-

tistics and returns, to libraries and laboratories.

Hence the foundation of the Department of Scientific

and Industrial Eesearch, the Imperial College of

Science and Technology, the Libraries of the Foreign

Office, of the Board of Education (p. 278 below),
and of other Departments of State. Some may hold

that, since research is now recognized as one of the

tasks assigned to universities, it would be well for

Governments to hand over their responsibilities, as is

actually done in many of the American States; but

iLord Gorell's Education and the Army gives tlie early history
of tMs movement; later developments are reported to Parliament.
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in this instance the State University is
?
to all intents

and purposes, a department of civil government. In

Great Britain, at any rate, this application of collec-

tivist theory is not in favor; on the other hand, one

expects every important department of State, alive to

the benefits accruing from science and learning, to

insure that its needs are satisfied; so far as it can se-

cure the aid of universities by collaboration well and

good, but the responsibility rests with the department.

It is still a moot point how far the results of state

investigation should be put at the disposal of the

public (p. 280 below). Until 1914 few British poli-

ticians realized how necessary such collaboration is

in the concerns both of war and peace ;
and one may

hope that both parties will develop such relations,

since the universities, in many branches of research,

must look to the State to suggest problems as well as

proffer aid towards their solution.

State Schools and Colleges (Local). Now, while

the national government, in theory at least, will only

conduct and own such schools as are required for the

specific needs of its departments, the position is ex-

actly the opposite with the State acting as local gov-

ernment. Here the collectivist, or, as some would call

it, the socialist, principle (p. 29 above) was firmly

established by the School Board Act of 1870, in re-

spect of primary education, and it has been applied

most effectively and with an increasing range to the

present day : municipal and county schools of all types
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flourish side by side with independent and voluntary

corporations. There is no need to classify the types,

for every form of school considered in the following

paragraphs can now be included -within the owner-

ship of a local authority. It is only in the highest

types of education that a limit is usually placed on

the range of municipal or county ownership; the uni-

versities and many other corporations for the pursuit

of art, science and professional studies are commonly
conducted as chartered bodies under the oversight of

the Privy Council (p. 313) . This restriction, from the

purview of the L.E.A., does not presume any disability

or lack of resources in the local area; it is simply

due to the non-local character of the functions that

these corporations discharge. In Chapter XII we
shall see that most of them are themselves to be re-

garded not only as teaching corporations but as ex-

ercising authority within the national system. Yet

some of them, e.g. the "modern" universities, while in-

dependent of direct local control in respect of owner-

ship, look to their "province"
1
for local aid and also

for assistance in control; one here and there is actu-

ally the property of a great city corporation : e.g., the

University College in Nottingham, the Colleges of

Technology in Manchester and Bristol, and a few

colleges in London, where the L.C.C- Education

Committee controls the education of a population

equal to that of many small nations.

i See p, 132 for tie use of this term la recent years.
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The above paragraphs have classified schools on the

basis of ownership: we now add a series of distinc-

tions which are concerned with diversities of aim and

function. The following seem to include the points

necessary to an adequate description of any given

school; each arises from some feature in the circum-

stances or disposition of scholars which have come to

our notice in previous chapters.

A. Normal scholars, distinguished from the ab-

normal or defective.

B. Classification in terms of age ana attainments.

0. Distinctions made in terms of curricula.

D. A variety of types due to the extent of re-

sponsibility for the scholar's education.

L Boarding v. Day-schools, including chil-

dren bereft of home.

ii. Partial responsibility undertaken by non-

professional associations: e.g., Sunday-schools,

Boys Scouts.

iii. Part-time education in separate subjects

of study.

iv. Part-time education and industry.

E. Differences based on social upbringing.

F. Differentiation by sex.

(A) SCHOOLS FOR DEFECTIVES (PHYSICAL, MENTAL,

MORAL)

At the outset we included the care of defectives

within the province of education, and in Chapter II
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noted the reliance which Galton and other "biologists

place upon eugenics to remedy the mischief. I need

not catalogue the many types of school which look

after these unfortunates; it is important, however, to

distinguish the principles on which men act in caring

for them. These appear to spring from three motives.

The sentiment of pity has gained immensely in

strength. If any one doubts whether the Europe of

to-day has progressed (p. 47) within the last two

hundred years I would point to our humanitarian im-

pulses in this region of social endeavor; men and

women devote themselves to the derelicts without any

great hope that the subjects of their pity will make a

return, in the same spirit that animated Franciscan

and other Orders of both sexes in earlier epochs.

Those, however, who distrust such sentiments, and

try to regard them as concessions to weak and wom-

anly emotions, support these schools as prophylac-
tics against the extension of social maladies: Pre-

ventive Education supplements Preventive Medicine.

Allied to this second motive is the intellectual interest

Xp. 68) of the student, medical man or teacher, who
has found a rich mine of investigation in the striking

variations of capacity which come before him: in

every field of human activity the extreme instances

provide the best laboratory material

For this reason the medical profession has taken

the lead in all tMs region of educational effort; its
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amid charming surroundings in the country. The

domestic circle from which they are removed is by
no means vicious; on the contrary, the parents are

keenly alive to their children's welfare. But the

founders despair of raising children well in the sur-

roundings of mean streets, and they have certainly

proved that the hoarding-school is a means of rescue

even for children under twelve ;
but it is obvious that

resort to such a remedy is too revolutionary to be re-

garded as a solution for the social situation in con-

gested areas. The chief value of the work, to my
mind, is as a contribution to the principles on which

all residential schools should be conducted. Still

more recently, as a sequel to the advance of the

Labor Party to office, another proposal has been

mooted, to reconcile the bourgeois with the prole-

tariat. The exclusiveness of the Public Schools, it

is alleged, can be broken down if working-class boys

are sent to them at the public cost; already a few

such boys are associated with wealthier comrades in

holiday camps under royal patronage, and there is no

doubt that all concerned benefit by the intercourse.

Ho such expedients, however, are worth serious con-

sideration as remedies for the troubles of our time;
but they illustrate the regard which is paid to the

boarding-school, and the hopes that are entertained

for social progress through the agency of education,

ii. Part-time Education by Non-professional

Teachers. From the boarding-school, which takes
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at but were hindered by causes

quite other assigned. In fact, the first

conferred by efforts was to establish

of examination by which the intelligent, the

stupid, and the actually defective could be identified.

While opinion is BOW agreed that physical and men-

tal defectives should be cared for with good-will and

with scientific oversight, there is no such agreement

as regards adults or young folk who commit offenses

against the community, displaying grave defects In

moral behavior. Opinion Is now gathering weight

that misbehavior should be classified with other types

of defect and that the offender should he placed in

the charge of a physician and a teacher rather than

left solely to the discipline of warders and police.

This great reform, which a few distinguished medi-

cal officers,, like Dr. Hamlin Smith of Birmingham,

are now pressing upon public attention will carry us

far. For there is no age-limit to crime. The criminal,

thus regarded. Is a child, a naughty and wicked child,

but yet a child, needing restraint since his disposition

is perverse, needing reeducation before he can be

safely "let out." First of all
?
he needs scientific diag-

nosis by a skilled physician, who understands some-

thing of the dark workings of the mind as well as of

bodily and congenital defects, who withal maintains

a touch of sympathy, which is so immensely hard to

keep alive within prison walls. The goal of penal re-
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is to colleges,

as a of fact tlie first in this reToIn-

already begun. However eccentric

may appear to readers, 1 look forward

with confidence to the time when all this realm of

public discipline will be administered by the Board

of Education T handled as a province of social salvage,

with the dark and cruel doctrines of penalty and re-

pression thrust for ever from the scene. Such a con-

summation depends on advancement in the three pro-

fessions
? law, medicine and teaching : as these become

enlightened and more conscious of their power,

they will be sustained by a loftier sense of good-will in

the community, and prison warders will be enrolled in

the teaching profession, as the staffs of reformatory

and industrial schools already are.

Two further points need to be kept in mind which

apply to all types of defectives : first, no age limit can

be assigned when the process of schooling or of re*

education can be regarded as cossplete. In many
instances care and oversight are needed throughout
life

;
the police, in the public interest, keep records of

the habitual criminal, but a more kindly sentiment

would lead society to keep in touch with everyone who
has come under the public care, even when he is dis-

charged at some period of life as cured. Eesources

i TMs Board already undertakes the administration of instruction

in prisons; lectures and concerts are provided through voluntary

agencies.
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do not at so far, either In personnel or

in yet the is admitted in after-care

of various typea, both for normal and

for cases; are specially valuable In

to employment.

The for a vocation is the second point of

interest on behalf of defectives. Some cases

are incurable, and need permanent support as pa-

all their lives. But many can do something

towards economic independence ;
gome can be trained

to be entirely self-supporting; if so
?

it is essential

that they should be vocationally educated. This is

not because their earnings are of great monetary

value, but because their inner integrity is maimed if

they come to regard themselves as dependent on pub-

lic or private charity; self-respect is itself a means of

restoration. The educator, whether teacher or physi-

cian, misses the main point if the constituent values

discussed in Chapter V are disregarded in the life of

those whose outlook on life is blurred and distorted;

let them find that they can be of some use, even though

they remain economically dependent on their fellows.

(B) GBADAXION BY AGE AND ATTAINMENTS

The normal child is not perfect ;
he is below par on

some side of Mm or other. What marks Mm off most

clearly from the abnormal is that he advances at a

steady rate in body and mind through successive
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(Chapter V) ;
he may for a be ill, or ap-

pear to be backward, or get into trouble^ but he re-

covers and on, whereas the abnormal is

for life, or at least for many years, with Ms pro-

nounced defect. This factor settles the type of educa-

tion given to the abnormal
; whereas with the normal

part of the population the governing factor should be

sought in development through successive periods, in

each of which the scholar displays specific qualities

and demands a distinctive treatment. Three chief

grades, Primary, Secondary, and College or Univer-

sity, correspond to three well-marked changes in the

developing body-mind (Chapter V above). These

three divisions, covering twenty years of life when

reckoned from the extremes, three plus to twenty-three

pins, can be subdivided as our knowledge of immature

human nature increases, and our discovery of means

for assisting development; the nursery, or nursery

school, for example, comes into the educational system

as a prelude to the regular scheme of primary educa-

tion. These subdivisions, however, should not be too

minute, for even though the psychologist could sketch

with precision the changes that mark the child's de-

velopment year by year and the teacher could there-

upon prescribe an advancing course of instruction,

more harm than good would be effected, if these alter-

ations involved frequent breaks in the social life of

the educand. To the child Ms school appears as a
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of friends, to he becomes attached; if

of his are by no means friendly, all the

his contact with needs time for the adjust-

which experience alone can make between the

self and the alter. the organizer, in all coun-

a system is planned out, assigns to each

type of a period of years, never less than two

and more than six; the shorter period is

in places where vocational education is

stressed, such as Training Colleges and Technical

Schools; but the rule should be to allot at least three

as the minimum period for association between

a scholar and his schoolmates. "We can thus divide

up the twenty possible years between 3 and 22 into

four periods :

Nursery or infant grades . 3-8

* *

Primary grades 9-13

* *

Secondary grades .... 14-18
* *

College ....... 19-22

At the margin between the periods I put an as-

terisk to note what some psychologists call a time

of transition (p. 82 above) the scholar at 8 is some-

times already a steady child, but sometimes still dis-

plays the wayward fancies of the infant; some boys at
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17 are already for college, or for the responsibili-

ties of an adult career; others are as unripe as an

average lad of 14; human beings vary, both in con-

genital capacity and in rate of development, more

than any other species, either of plant OF animal
; you

get at one extreme a baby of 4 like John Stuart Mill

learning Latin and Greek (not, one thinks, for Ms
own "benefit) and at another the slow-witted yokel

who can scarcely penetrate the mystery of signing Ms
name. The data drawn from physiology and psy-

chology supply the teacher with a rough-and-ready

guide to average capacity which will be found among
the school population in each of the periods Infant,

Primary and the rest (compare Chapter V). Armed

with such a sketch, he can outline a course of progress

for the normal scholar,, proceeding through the system

from start to finish, spending four, five or six years in

a succession of schools, entering each at the lowest

class and passing out at the top class to the next

above. In newly settled countries, e.g., the middle and

western States of America, plans of this kind can be

worked out with reasonable satisfaction; but in

Europe many variations, due to social heredity are

required (p. 187 below).

I have provisionally attached the labels Primary
and Secondary to the periods from 9 to 13* and 14

to 18* respectively, but this nomenclature is not taken

from our education laws. The term Primary has

never been sanctioned, although its correlative Sec-
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was adopted by the Act of 1902; we speak

of the Public Elementary School, since Its

purpose originally limited to what were called

the Elements of Instruction, the three R3
s. But the

range of the P.E.S. has for a long time passed beyond

this definition
;
downwards it reaches to the age of 3,

where the ordinary school subjects have no place,

and the terms Xursery and Infant School have

adopted; upwards it extends to the Central

School, which launches out freely Into curricula iden-

tical with the modern studies of secondary schools.

The Central School has had a checkered history;

under various names. Higher Grade, Higher- Elemen-

tary, Trade or Science School, it has survived as a

"top'
? to the primary schools, and seems likely to hold

its own in spite of the objections raised to its ten-

ure both from primary and from secondary school

teachers.
1 The term Secondary is equally elastic; at

i It seems evident that history is repeating itself. In tlie '90s the

Higher Grade Schools (in their upper classes) held the position

wHeh is now taken by many Central Schools : then, as now, a cheaper

form of further education was offered to pupils who for various

reasons were not mentioned in a secondary or technical school Just

as, after 1902, many of the higher grade schools -were converted into

recognized Secondary Schools, so the present-day Central Schools,

carrying on their pupils to 16 + and preparing them for matricula-

tion, -will claim to be called Secondary, since they are doing secondary
vork (of coarse under grave disadvantages). Conditions no doubt

vary from town to town ; in one large city, at any rate, a number of

Central Schools have been opened without any disguise to provide an

education which is almost identical in curriculum with that of its

secondary schools, The reasons assigned are, frankly, to avoid the
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the lower end it reach down to children

10 years of age; at the upper end It mar at 18

or extend to 19. One can only employ Elementary,

Secondary,, University, Industrial, etc., as respectively

denoting such types of education as are to

these titles by statutes and official regulations. In

heavy expense of procuring land, buildings, and staff needed to satisfy

the Secondary School Regulations of the Board of Education, A few

elementary school buildings are set apart for this purpose* the

teachers are paid pretty much on the elementary scale, and a form of

instruction is offered tip to 16 -J- which is presumed to be as worth

while as that afforded in the neighboring municipal secondary schools.

One can only tope that tie rivalry between Central and Municipal

Secondary will not approach the vehemence of the competition wit-

nessed up to 1903 between Mgier grade and endowed grammar-
schools.

One permanent result appears likely to issue from this movement:

the scope of the ordinary Elementary (or Primary) School will be

universally recognized as ending, for the average child, at 11 + with

the consequent reorganization of the entire school population beyond
that range under a different plan of education. In large towns the

primary school buildings will contain no pupils beyond that age

(except a few who are backward in attainments) ; in areas of scan-

tier population the older scholars will not be taken off to another

school building (except the few who go to secondary schools) but

they will be educated apart from the standards, in a distinct depart-

ment, with opportunity for Individual instruction far beyond what is

now possible, and with encouragement to remain until fifteen or

sixteen. This change, which has been so much canvassed of late years,

meets, however, with one great hindrance: the non-provided school,

which already stands to lose by the withdrawal of its brightest

scholars to secondary and central schools, will be still further re-

stricted. A new form of compromise between the institutions of

religion and those of the State must be worked out. Hecent dis-

cussions by religious bodies, especially within the Established Church^

show that a basis for such readjustments is being prepared.
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words, the statutory definitions serve the prac-

tical of distinguishing types of education

under the various criteria which form the theme of

this chapter; as decisions relating to the criteria

change, so the range of the titles change. This

may to be an odd way of defining one's terms; a

critic may exclaim, "We don't know where we are!"

But why should he know, unless he keeps up with

the times? Every branch of human activity, every

science, has to expand or contract the scope of its

term with the passage of time
;
all he can ask is that

changes are not made too rapidly, and that when

their purport should be free from misconstruc-

tion. Sometimes the old terms will not fit the new

circumstances ;
our English law is famous for invent-

ing ugly badges; ex-pupil teacher, "uncertificated

teacher," "non-provided school" are cacophonous, but

the epithets serve the purpose of their inventors, viz.,

to indicate exclusion from a privileged class; for in

public affairs labels are the symbols of conflict, the

banners under which combatants align their forces.

"Give a dog a bad name and hang him!" Thus I

would like to see the term "secondary" attached to

every type of schooling, whether part-time or com-

plete which is afforded to "young persons" (p. 85),

in all social classes, and I would extend it downwards

to include what is now the Senior Stage
a in Public

Elementary Schools. But this desire springs from

i Suggestions for Teachers, pp. 16-20 (Board of Education, 1923).
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Tiews relating to psychology politics. Is not

acceptable to persons holding different opinions ; any-

way, such an enlargement of definition would

havoc of the machinery under which Government con-

ducts its affairs; it would at once upset the regula-

tions of the three Branches of the Board of Education

which are concerned with Central, Secondary and

Continuation Schools.

Among such opinions one of the chief points of con-

troversy is the superior limit of age for compulsory

attendance. If you hold with the full design of the

Act of 1918 and believe that youth (see Chapter V)
needs some control by the State up to eighteen years

of age, yon have then to determine whether the com-

pulsion shall extend to all the working hours of the

day, thus depriving the parent and the employer of

the fruits of their labor, or shall take them in charge

for a limited time (320 hours per year is the modest

demand in the Act). And this involves an opinion as

to the value of schools conducted in factories and

shops, and as to the duty of providing full education

to lads and lasses when out of work (p. 325).

Compulsion offers one of the thorniest problems in

the whole range of educational policy. In a school

where attendance is voluntary, the managers admon-

ish the scholar that he must attend punctually, and

make due progress, or he will be excluded. Under

compulsion the position is reversed; if the scholar

evades one school he is sought out and placed in an-
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other; Ms attendance is enforced; even if lie "fails to

profit thereby." This fundamental difference is popu-

larly regarded as a line of demarcation between ele-

mentary and secondary education, but it no longer

purpose, although the sense of privilege

attaching to secondary schools springs largely from

the altered attitude (p. 185 below) between teacher

and scholar when compulsion to attend is replaced by

compulsion to improve; the popular distinction be-

tween "higher
71 education and "lower" derives mainly

from this source, although it is often confused with

subordinate problems relating to curricula. The

reader will see that I have here touched upon topics

where the institutions of culture conflict with those

of vocation; as they seem to provide material for

party politics, I do not pursue them further,

A passing reference must suffice to note provision

for adults who have long passed the highest possible

age for compulsion, although in attainments they may
or may not equal the youngsters. We saw (p. 5) that

the organization of such provision has of late been

treated as an outpost of university influence, operat-

ing through Extra-mural Departments. So long as

the demand takes the form of lectures and single

classes this arrangement satisfies; but the present

trend goes further, and looks to the organization of

continuous corporate life among adult students. The

settlement, the Guild House/ the Village Institute

* See publications of tfce British Institute of Adult Education.
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may be contrasted with proletarian to develop
Labor Colleges on class-conscious lines. All

forms of association are chiefly concerned with "part-

time** education, but not entirely; a few working
men and women find it possible to risk of em-

ployment for the of a year or more at a college

or settlement.

(C) DIFFERENTIATION IN TEBMS OF CUEEICULA

While a sequence of schools based on stages of de-

velopment affords the clearest principle for differen-

tiation,, complications interfere with the simplicity

of the plan when weight is attached to this or that

branch of study. A Grammar school usually gives

special attention to Latin; a Commercial School, for

scholars of the same age, offers book-keeping and

shorthand. Opposed to these demands for specialism

stands the advocate of "liberal^ education, who holds

that the best foundation for the narrow requirements

of a vocation is a common and general syllabus which

tMnks more of the man and the citizen than of the

future wage-earner or employer. Nor are these dis-

tinctions confined to the arguments of vocational

versus liberal training; there is even more jealousy

between rival schools of pedagogics as regards the

elements to be included in a "sound liberal educa-

tion." We need not here dwell upon these thread-

bare controversies: they led in Germany to the
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institution of rival types of school, Real-schiile, Gym-
nasium Real-gymnasium; but in Great Britain

we have usually avoided separation into distinct

types^ finding It more effective to separate scholars as

they advance to the higher classes of a school into

separate "sides/' each of which specializes in its own

subject. The university seeks the same unity amid

diversity at a higher stage still, often at the sacrifice

of corporate sentiments.

The principle involved is evident: the younger the

scholar the more general and universal should be the

course of study offered to him
;
as he approaches the

time for leaving school he can fairly demand that his

curriculum should be planned with some regard for

Ms future. And
?
as a rider to this proposition the

longer he remains at school or college the more exten-

sive will be the period allotted to general liberal

studies; a boy who is destined to finish his school and

college life at 22 should not be troubled with special-

isms at 16, or even 18; but if he is to start "work" at

15, he is not fairly treated if the curriculum of his

school from 13 to 15 entirely ignores the type of em-

ployment on which he will enter. On the other hand,

who is going to forecast the future vocation of a youth
of 15? Even the most searching of Intelligence Tests

should not be accepted as condemning any young per-

son to a career of unskilled labor. Hence the im-

portance attached to what the law calls Further or

Continued Education offered, or enforced (p. 185),
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after the period of full-time school is over; if you

rely In the primary on a sequel in "Part-time*'

Education, you need not frame the curriculum up to

14 with any regard to subsequent vocation. Farther

discussion on choice of studies falls to the next

volume.

(D) RANGE OF RESPONSIBILITY FOB THE SCHOLARS

EDUCATION

Under this head we consider variations in the ex-

tent to which a given school undertakes entire or

part-time charge of its pupils: the variations are very

wide, but the distinction can be readily followed.

L Boarding, or Residential Schools. The most

comprehensive type of edncation is witnessed when

the scholar resides on the school premises except dur-

ing holidays- If he has no home
?
or if Ms home is not

within reach, he may remain under scholastic control

all the year round for many years; on the other hand
?

he sometimes resides on school premises for five days,

only getting home for week ends.

There are two types sharply divided by class dis-

tinctions, both of which exert the same kind of

influence on their pupils: they "institutionalize"

them that is to say, they replace, partly or wholly,

the influence of family institutions by the specific so-

cial effect of grouping a number of contemporaries

(usually of the same sex) in an intense and segre-
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gated life. This social milieu is itself to be described

as an institution, for customs and usages proper to

the period of life of the pupils are established, and

influence permanently the disposition of the members

of the association, both teachers and taught.
1 I have

not included it among the eight institutions for fear

of confusion in thought, since this is the one institu-

tion which is created by the school itself, and only

comes into being when the Practice of Education is

started; it, therefore, stands over as a topic for con-

sideration in Vol. II. Obviously this institutional or

corporate aspect of school life in not confined to

boarding-schools; as a phenomenon it is to be reckoned

with in every concourse of scholars, for it arises

simply from face-to-face intercourse. The only dif-

ference between the boarding and other types of

school is in the stronger influence resulting from
the uninterrupted intercourse of the members for

long periods of time, I have no need to enlarge on
the general sociological principle here illustrated. In

many spheres of social activity men get together for

short periods ; by shutting out alien interests and com-

ing face to face with their Mends, they accelerate the

pace of their endeavors; the Eetreats in religion, the

Summer School, are familiar illustrations. The board-

ing school is merely one example, on a formidable

scale, of the application of this sociology. And the
i The school novel, fram Tom Brown's Schooldays, to the notorious

Loom of Youth, by Alec Waugh, has made this field of education
familiar to all who read books.
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process Is not merely negative^ shutting out family

locality from the scene
;
It the authorities

control this corporate life to introduce other Insti-

tutions to which they attach importance. Thus the

French Li/cee bears the hall-mark of military dis-

cipline; most English boarding-schools cherish a

special form of religious observance; schools of the

lower type usually stress the Importance of manual

labor.1

The history of boarding-school education for the

upper classes has yet to be written. I have my own

theory as to the popularity of the custom In England,

as contrasted with Germany or Scotland; the success

of the Lycee In France Is attributed to quite distinct

features of national habit and consciousness. One

aspect was common to all of them until yesterday:

they cut the boy loose from the other sex, mother,

sisters and girl Mends, In the belief that separation

of the jsexes is wholesome from twelve years of age;

when girls began to frequent boarding-schools the

same principle was followed. Quite recently, how-

ever, the advocates of co-education have carried the

contrary conviction over from day-schools to hoard-

ing-schools: Bedales* St. George's, Harpenden, are

examples of successful pioneer work.

I cannot myself hold that the boarding-school should

i Of. CUldren of England, loc. clt., pp. 180-1.

*J. H. Badley, Bedates; A Pioneer School (1923).

sThe Society of Friends liave for many years received both boys

and girls at Ackwortli, Sldcot, Penketn, and elsewhere.
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be regarded as the normal form of education up
to eighteen years of age?

for reasons given above; on

the other hand, It performs a valuable function, and

should T>e fully recognized as a necessary feature In

the public system of education, Since it takes such

extensive responsibility for the life of its scholars, the

selection of fit persons to serve as teachers is even

more important than in the day-school. Parents who

heedlessly send their children to a school which has

secured a reputation., without being personally satis-

fied that its influences are wholesome, take a grave

risk.

After eighteen years of age the problem wears a

different aspect: young men and young women are

ready to cut loose from home and from the home town.

The lack of corporate sentiments in modern colleges

and universities which I noted above is partly dne to

this stay-at-home habit : especially when the student

has to travel some distance day by day to get to Ms
work. Under such conditions he has little time for

comradeship; however highly one may rate the in-

tellectual benefits derived from work in lecture-rooms

and laboratories,, the contrasted benefits at this period

of life accruing from unsupervised intercourse should

be equally prized. It is a different question as to how
students should live in the university town: every

country has evolved its own traditions, and for

women at any rate the hostel is everywhere in favor,

The one important point is negative : removal from
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home, if tie of college are to

be secured. Unless a student, "by of

age, is sufficiently stabilized in character to be eman-

cipated, lie ought not to be to college at all.

In the second type of boarding-school, where the

parents do not come into the account, the selection of

teachers is equally important. The best results are

found when teachers enter on the life as a mission

to be fulfilled in a spirit of love for forlorn children

to whom they must supply the place of home. They
are of many types; those for foundlings and orphans

gathered into Barnardo
? Stephenson and other schools

have a history of their own reaching back
?
in prin-

ciple, to the early days of Christianity. The so-called

Children of the State/ under the charge of Poor Law
Guardians (p. 315) afforded Dickens a theme for

tragedy, and the public conscience has slowly been

aroused. Many of these children are now well edu-

cated either in large boarding-schools or in Cottage

Homes, where some approximation, to family life is

possible. The Eeformatory and Industrial Schools

referred to above are almost always residential, al-

though some cities have conducted Day Industrial

Schools. An interesting experiment has been con-

ducted in recent years by an association called The

Caldecott Community, which has taken a few dozen

children from working-class homes and educated them

State Children's Aid Association lias done capital work pa
their behalf.
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charming surroundings in the country. The

circle from which they are removed is by

no vicious; on the contrary, the parents are

keenly alive to their children's welfare. But the

founders despair of raising children well in the sur-

roundings of mean streets, and they have certainly

proved that the boarding-school is a means of rescue

even for children under twelve; but it is obvious that

resort to such a remedy is too revolutionary to be re-

garded as a solution for the social situation in con-

gested areas. The chief value of the work, to my

mind, is as a contribution to the principles on which

all residential schools should be conducted. Still

more recently, as a sequel to the advance of the

Labor Party to office, another proposal has been

mooted, to reconcile the 'bourgeois with the prole-

tariat. The esclusiveness of the Public Schools, it

is alleged, can be broken down if working-class boys

are sent to them at the public cost; already a few

such boys are associated with wealthier comrades in

holiday camps under royal patronage, and there is no

doubt that all concerned benefit by the intercourse.

3sTo such expedients, however, are worth serious con-

sideration as remedies for the troubles of our time;

but they illustrate the regard which is paid to the

boarding-school, and the hopes that are entertained

for social progress through the agency of education.

ii. Part-time Education by Non-professional

Teachers* From the boarding-school, which takes
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complete responsibility in to the day-school,

we to the other extreme, the is

offered in Ms development supplemen-

tary to the resources of the day-school. It is

to mention SOEIC of them. The Sunday-school is pre-

eminent, and its history recalls the epoch when

associations provided the only means of culture for

adults as well as children in many parts of Great

Britain. The T.M. and Y.TF.CJL, Boy Scouts, Girl

Guides, take a similar position from the standpoint of

the organizer, although the last two often come into

close relations with the internal life of a school They
all have this featnre in common : while many of the

instructors are actually professional teachers, they

discharge their duties in these associations as laymen

(p. 206), and claim, therefore, the maximum of free-

dom. These efforts are not on this account to be dis-

missed as trivial, or to be left out of reckoning by

public authorities : far from it, for these represent in

educational practice the same principle which politi-

cal theory advances in the sphere of educational con-

trol, the principle of volunteer service. Whatever

jealousies may be felt from either side, the public

welcomes every worthy endeavor on behalf of chil-

dren, even though the results, expressed in terms of

attainments, may be meager. For the gain which ac-

crues to pupils from these associations springs from

personal relations with the scout-master and the Sun-

day-school leader, from spiritual influences which can*
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not be In "returns?* Where the day-school

can give of its best to its scholars in these high con-

cerns,, well and good ;
in such cases it may be best for

the young folk to be entirely absorbed in the single

community of the day-school, instead of having their

interests dissipated by competing claims on their

regard.

iii. Part-time Education in Separate Subjects of

Study. The Sunday-school, in spite of its name, is

by no means restricted to one day of the week, for in

practice it forms a continuous bond with the home

and the church. There are, however, many important

types of school that occupy only a few hours of their

scholars' time per week, and cover only one or two

subjects of study, on the assumption that the rest of

the students* time is filled with industrial or other

employment. The variety is great: Evening Con-

tinuation Schools, Extension Courses, and the whole

field of Adult Education are comprised under this

head. When the demand on a student's time is very

slight it seems absurd to attach the label "school" to

the casual association of persons, once a week, per-

haps, for a "course" of six weeks. But the history of

all such enterprises shows that if they succeed they

develop a recognizable corporate life, since it is in the

nature of things that persons who share common
interests shall extend their intercourse.

The attention now paid by public authorities to

these forms of partial education may lead one to
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overlook the far more extensive activity of private

enterprise which I have already noticed from the

point of view of ownership. Every conceivable subject

can be studied in classes organized by tutors, as the

advertising columns of the press bear witness; and

their success may be advanced in support of Adam
Smith's doctrine of competition (p. 143). The

postal .service, cheap printing and advertising have

created a very special form of such instruction called

Correspondence Teaching. The relation here estab-

lished can scarcely be included among schools, al-

though the promoters often use the terms "school"

and "college" in their prospectuses. As an aid to

individual study they render a real service, although,

no doubt, they lend themselves to abuse when students

are crammed for examinations by their means. But

our censure should be transferred to the authorities

who allow credit to be attached to qualifications which

can be secured by such devices
; e.g., a university

degree or diploma won by correspondence or other

coaching may afford good evidence of industry and

docility of mind, but it stands on a different footing

from one gained after a course of education at a place

of learning; the public should not be misled by the

identity of titles conferred on those who have under-

gone such different types of education.

Correspondence teaching stands in low esteem just

because it can be so skilfully misused as a substitute

for personal intercourse; in its right place it should
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be recognized, i.e., in circumstances where a student

can only be reached through the post. Thus, during

the recent war many soldiers availed themselves of

private correspondence agencies, for the post never

failed to ultimately reach the soldiers; and the British

Salonika Force established a useful Correspondence

Bureau in Constantinople. I understand that the Air

Force has a similar scheme in operation, and it is a

matter of common sense to offer facilities in books

and tuition through the post to units when cut off

from other resources of culture. At least, one State

University in America, that of Wisconsin, serving a

widely scattered rural population has conducted a

similar agency for many years. The State, which en-

ables mail-order business to flourish by carrying par-

cels, ought to be equally solicitous to help agriculture

by offering correspondence instruction to the farmers

and peasants.

Most of these forms of Part-time Education tend to

favor curricula concerned with technical and profes-

sional studies rather than with general education,
since the student has come to feel the need of help
in Ms occupation. But there are many exceptions;
liberal education maintains its hold in the W.E.A.
and Labor Colleges as much as in the field of sec-

ondary education.

iv. Part-time Education, and Industry. The com-

peting claims of liberal and special curricula are seen

at work also when we look at Part-time Education
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from the standpoint of industries. We
seen how the Act of 1918 to 320 per

year as compulsory time for education within the

hours of wage-earning employment. Many
are apprehensive of tMs form of compulsory part-time

education and fear that it will be used as a for

retaining a low compulsory age of leaving the full-

time day-school. But the principle is sound, what-

ever be the limits of in question ;
it establishes the

right of the juvenile worker to education (even if he

himself does not welcome it), as well as Ms duty to

industry and his reward in wage. The educational

organizer is naturally inclined to favor schemes

which put students under his sole charge for the en-

tire week or year, making a clean cut between the

school or college and the world outside; but surely

this is a profound mistake. Whatever complexities

are involved in establishing relations between the

institutions of education and those of industry a time

comes to every scholar when he ought to be at work,

and our modern substitutes for apprenticeship have to

be founded on principles of which the Act of 1918 is an

example. They should not regard these forms of part-

time education as an intrusion of industry on the

province of education, but as just the opposite, viz.,

the invasion of educational ideals into a sphere of

life which threatens to swallow up a man's whole

energy in earning a wage or accumulating wealth.

On this ground it is of capital importance first to
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for education the whole time of all young wage-

earners who are out of employment, instead of eight

hours per week ; public opinion would, I am convinced,

gladly see them taken in hand for twenty hours, in-

of being left to idle away their days. There is

universal testimony to the moral harm which has ac-

cumulated during recent years when so many juve-

niles have been left without occupation. This is the

right end at which to begin to apply compulsory

education after leaving the day-school; if our legis-

lators had foreseen what has now happened they

would have found it easy to make a start in the brief

period of industrial prosperity which ended so disas-

trously in 1920. To begin now (1925) would involve

great expenditure, but the need is pressing. I know

that a few local authorities offer day continuation

classes to such of the unemployed under eighteen as

choose to attend them; but these pupils should be

allowed no more choice in the matter than is given to

those whose parents send them to secondary schools.

Every young person should either be at work or

at school, and the law should insure that this prin-

ciple is carried out. The Continuation School, com-

bining part-time education with part-time work

(when the latter can be obtained) should become a

universal feature of the national system as highly
esteemed as the secondary schools have become since

1902. I am well aware that employers of labor are

alarmed at any proposals which tend to turn the
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minds of the young away from absorption in indus-

try; but they are also realizing tlie new attitude which,

the industrial classes are adopting toward education.

In Lancashire, e.g., at the present moment (1925)

trade is slack and unemployment among youths is

rife, and yet the mills are suffering from a shortage

of juvenile labor; if they ran full-time the difficulty

would be very grave, for already boys and girls are

being imported from Salford to nearby cotton towns

to make up the deficiency. It is vain to say that boys

and girls are idle and will not work as their fathers

and mothers did; human nature has not changed so

suddenly. The fact seems to be that schooling and

other social influences are leading the toiling masses

to desire something more than wages and the mill-

round of mechanical industry; education of every

type technical, liberal, non-professional is making
an appeal which was scarcely heard before 1914 and

the industrial world has to accommodate its; own

ideals to a new public opinion. We must regard part-

time education, in its varied forms, as perhaps the

most important field of social endeavor in our epoch

(See Note, p. 327).

(E) DIFFERENCES BASED ON SOCIAL UPBRINGING

I have dwelt on this feature of education in the

previous chapter (pp. 102-107) . Class distinctions no

longer enter avowedly into the arrangements of public
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education; but the varieties of wealth and culture

displayed in all countries with a long history in-

evitably play their part in differentiating one school

from another.

(F) DIFFERENTIATION BY SEX

Four types may be distinguished: (i) schools re-

ceiving only boys; (ii) schools receiving only girls;

(iii) dual schools where boys and girls are received on

the name premises under the control of one principal

but separated both for instruction and for social life.

A variation of this plan is the department system
found in large primary school buildings: infants of

both sexes on the ground-floor, girls on the first floor,

under a head mistress, boys on the second floor under

a head master
;
these are entirely separate schools put

together in a building for economy of space, and

united solely by drawing their scholars from the same

neighborhood, (iv) Mixed, or co-educational schools.

When the control is in the hands of state authorities

or of religious bodies 1
girls and boys are seldom

taught together if the attendance is sufficient to admit
of more than one school to meet local requirements.

County Secondary Schools are often opened as co-edu-

cational, but when increased attendance justifies the

establishment of a second school the sexes are divided

* The cMef exception is in the boarding-schools conducted by the

Society of Friends (p, 177). The influence of the Eoman Catholic

Church, on. the other side, should be recognized.
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not always with the approval of parents or staff who
have recognized the benefits of co-edncation. It is

evident, however, that the balance of public opinion is

in favor of segregation both in primary and secondary

schools. As regards universities and places of adult

education, opinion has swung in the opposite direc-

tion. In the mixed school there may be minor varia-

tions in the extent to which the two .sexes associate

either in the class-room or in social life
;
but the prin-

ciple is to associate the sexes wherever possible and

only separate for definite reasons, whereas in the dual

school the opposite rule prevails.

I am convinced that .separation of the sexes is

adopted, even when parents would sanction it, be-

cause women have found it needful to favor sepa-

ration as part of the general movement for what is

called emancipation. Although the co-educational

school ultimately tends to sex equality, the direction

is usually (though not always) in a man's hands and

the predominance of men in public affairs outside the

school walls is reflected within, not always by design

but by social habit. Hence educated women find in

separate girls' schools a sphere for the exercise of

unquestioned authority, and the sense of independ-

ence both among pupils and staff is fostered.
1

I shall

i In Wales, at one time, there was much friction in mixed schools

conducted under the Welsh. Intermediate Education Act; and the

problem has recently led to more friendly discussion between the

Head Masters and Head Mistresses Association in England. The

cleavage among primary teachers is still more pronounced.
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venture my own opinion on these matters in the next

volume, to which the topic falls more appropriately

since the principles at issue affect the quality of

corporate life within the school.

So far as curricula are concerned and comparisons

of sex attainment in studies, the Eeport (1923) of

the Consultative Committee., Differentiation of Gurri

cula "between the Sexes in Secondary Schools, has

cleared the air. But that committee dealt with only

one aspect of the problem; the sexes are separated

for traditional reasons, grounded on social heredity;

change, so far as desirable, must wait upon a reshap*

ing of opinion in manners and morals, with which

other institutions are more directly concerned than

those of teachers and schools.

Some readers may be wearied with this long

enumeration of points in which one school may differ

from another, and yet we cannot avoid the analysis,

since the complexity is due to the varied ideals and

distinctions within a nation which has a long past
behind it, and rests its hopes for the future on the

equipment of the rising generation. When the prin-

ciples on which this arrangement of types is based are

once grasped an observer can examine the documents

relating to any given school and describe it under the

headings first of ownership and then of the items

mentioned from A to F. He thus gains an exact view
of any place where schooling is carried on as a part
of the entire national sjstem. Thus some sort of
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order evolves from what at

left to hazard. We now turn to principles on which

the teaching body brought into to

supply the needs of

of scholars; since the schools display

types, we may expect to find an equal variety among
those who conduct them.



CHAPTER VIII

TEACHERS, PROFESSIONAL AND LAY

WHEN I wrote on The Teacher fifteen years ago
x I

was impressed, by the low estimate in which the pro-

fession was held, "both by the general public and by
men of distinction in literature and politics. One

might still dwell on that aspect of education, but the

public mind is rapidly changing and begins to make
a juster estimate of education values. It seems clear

that there has been a quiet but steady appreciation

of education for twenty years past, starting, I think,

with the Act of 1902, which opened up secondary
schools to families of small means and brought local

authorities into immediate touch with the whole range
of education. The Great War accelerated the move-

ment, for it brought millions of Englishmen Into

contact with foreigners, and made us realize, both in

friendship and in enmity, the loss we had sustained

by our indifference to the resources of culture. Hence,
when the Government of 1920-21, panic-stricken at

the colossal scale of national debt and public expendi-

ture, sought to save a few millions by retrenching on
education and applied the notorious Geddes Axe, its

i The School, cliapter viii.

192
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effort proved to have little warrant

people in any rank of society; It may be with

confidence that this time of trial has only to

establish public confidence in the offices of education

and a greater willingness to make sacrifices on its

behalf.

This reflection bears closely on the topic before us,

for there is no calling which depends so greatly on the

public good-will. Other professions and trades can

pursue their business with little regard for the com-

munity, but the teacher, although not a civil servant,

has to regard Ms work in these democratic days as

eminently a public service, and a professional service,

distinguished from unskilled labor, which relies solely

on experience to prove its worth.

The transition from that status was slow; the

earliest Training Colleges, or Xormal Schools, were

valuable in their day, but the teachers whom they

equipped showed the docility of pupil-teachers and

were not expected to assume the powers of a corpo-

rate body. It was only in the >4Qs, after the central

authority had begun to shape a policy for primary

education that the change came.1 The organization of

teachers into associations, e.g., the 2SFJJ.T. and the

College of Preceptors, soon followed, and before long

Edward Thring brought the Public Schools into line

by initiating the Head Masters' Conference and

i Prank Smith's Life of Kay-ShuttlewortTi (1923) shows how this

devoted teacher and administrator raised the standard.
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the Head Mistresses in Girls 5

High Schools to

a much more active association. In the '80s the

list of associations grew apace, the Head Masters of

Secondary Schools (LA.H.M.) were brought together

by R. P. Scott, while the Assistants united in the

LA.A3L and I.A.M.A.1 for secondary schools, with

similar societies for primary and technical teachers

have flourished^ although in their case the need for

sepapate organization was not so great since the

N.TJ.T. was founded on a comprehensive basis which

made no distinction between principal and staff.

Quite apart from these strictly professional groups

there hare sprung up a multitude of societies in which

the professional and administrative aspects of edu-

cation play only a subordinate part. The earliest

of these, the Education Society of the 7

70s, and Its

successor the Teachers' Guild, took a wide range and

discussed the theory and practice of education on

i Incorporated Association of Assistant Masters; Incorporated As-

sistant Mistresses Association. The term Assistant, replacing the

older terms usher and governess, seems firmly established in secondary
school usage. It derives from the legal position of the staff in en-

dowed secondary schools, where the head master appoints teachers to

"assist" Mm. Times have changed since the Bryce Commission of

thirty years ago inquired into secondary education; and the tendency
now is to regard principal and staff as colleagues (a Lehrercolle-

gium,). But the needs of an adolescent society may perhaps justify

the survival of autocratic management in secondary education,

although democratic sentiment no longer accepts it as necessary
either in primary or in college education* But one should not be too

positive: the trend towards self-government (so-called) in secondary
schools is as yet highly experimental: if it succeeds it will carry with
it a readjustment in the relations between principal and staff.
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every side;

limit their to of teaching; e.g..

Handicraft, Modern Languages. In fact, every "sub-

ject" is now by or

groups. A directory of educational associations now

includes several hundred titles, and testifies to the

extraordinary vigor with which the teaching body has

striven, during the half-century, to give expres-

sion to corporate sentiment.

The drawback to this bewildering variety of

"organs" was patent to everyone : there appeared to

be, not one profession, but twenty! Hence a very

important step was achieved when, after many disap-

pointing efforts, a Teachers' Council, authorized by

the Education Act of 1899, was at last brought into

being (1912) on a wide basis which gives a footing to

every type of person who desires to call himself a

teacher by profession. The roll of names admitted

to the register of this Council has reached a total of

70,000, and although this is only a small propor-

tion of the half-million who are estimated as making

a livelihood by following their craft, these numbers

are sufficient to justify the faith of those who set the

Council on its feet. The present generation, accus-

tomed to the title of "teacher," as including us all

from Vice-Chancellors to nursery school directors,

have no memory of the time when it was practically

confined to the primary schools, when the terms "sec-

ondary" and "technical" were unknown, when the
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grammar schools were ceasing to be served by "tosh-

ers" and replaced those tumble assistants by "school-

masters/' while women enjoyed various titles snch as

"female teacher," "governess," "school mistress."

The survival of the traditional title "schoolmaster"

derived from the Middle Ages, when magister indi-

cated the mastery of learning rather than the mastery

of boys in school, reveals the central difficulty which

besets everyone in putting a precise meaning upon the

term "teacher." We saw in Chapter VI that the claim

of Teaching as an institution is the claim of the ex-

pert. What, then, are the qualifications which de-

cide whether a person can arrogate to himself this

position of privilege? In short, what is a teacher?

Obviously he must be more or less a man of learning;

at least he must know a little more than Ms pupils.

When Ms status as a man of learning is improved

by experience in imparting knowledge and in school

keeping, he presents himself with some assurance

as an expert, just as craftsmen and merchants do.

And yet the teachers themselves have felt, to an in-

creasing degree, that neither attainments in culture

nor extensive experience make a sufficient basis for a

calling which stands for more than a trade. A pro-

fession, as distinguished from bread-and-butter call-

ings, demands a more intellectual grasp of prin-

ciples on which the calling is based. Very slowly

teachers have come to see that their claims to respect

as a profession, as a group entitled to a voice in
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organization, will be challenged so long as they pre-

sent them merely as cultured persons who have "kept
school." The new point of view has been reluctantly

accepted, for most young men and women choose

teaching in preference to other callings from love of

learning or art, rather than from love of children.

Hence professional studies have been at a discount,

except for those branches (Infant Schools, Kinder-

garten, etc.), wherein women more than men are in-

terested. Looking back over forty years spent in

schools and colleges, I can ,see considerable change in

the professional attitude to pedagogics (see p. 331),

but the advance is not so great as some enthusiasts

suppose. For the assumption still holds that the

study of Education stands in opposition to "attain-

ment," i.e., to scholarship and culture, and that the

one can only be pursued at the cost of the other. I

shall not pause to refute this error, for it has been

exposed a hundred times: any system of training

which does not lead the student to a finer appreciation

of culture is self-condemned. The greater attention

now paid to public education is due partly to the

growing sense among teachers of their professional

status, but quite as much to that general advance

among the public of interest in the schools to which

I have repeatedly referred. Nowadays teachers are

wanted not only to keep school, but to inspect, to

direct, to advise in all directions; the standard of

children's attainments is canvassed; results are ex-
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pected IE return for the increase in public expendi-

ture. If a teacher stands by and relies solely on

experience to justify his claim to a hearing he finds

that Ms opinion is disregarded. The issue of this

volume shows which way the wind is blowing ;
I should

not have devoted so many pages to principles of or-

ganization unless the evidence were to hand that

teachers and others are thinking on the same lines.

We should not limit our view of the teachers' equip-

ment to the beginning period when he goes to college

for "attainments" and "training." There is no pro-

fession in which more energy is now expended in self-

development after the qualifications are secured.

Here the change has been very pronounced; year by

year Summer Schools, both for scholarship and for

pedagogics, are multiplied; "no end to learning" is

now the motto. Vacations are not wholly spent in re-

covery from the strain of an exhausting term, for thou-

sands of teachers find both recreation and opportunity

for self-development at all periods of the year when

they are released from school attendance.

Answering, then, our question, What is a teacher?

we can now reply in the legal terms specified by the

Teachers* Eegistrations Council : he is a person who

shows Attainments, a modicum of culture and learn-

ing; who has pursued a satisfactory course of Train-

ing, and has thereafter obtained Experience during

a specified number of years, and produces evidence

of teaching capacity. Evidence of training is not
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in and
other corporations of university rank, for are

called to advance the of knowledge, as

well as to their in the

Subject to these conditions, which have

out in detail by the "recognition" of all

examination tests, any persons who have reached the

age of twenty-five may be enrolled, those of

younger age who have not gained the requisite experi-

ence may be temporarily enrolled by the Council as

Associate Teachers,

It is important to bear in mind that the principle

of organization is federal
;
the forty-four members of

Council are not chosen by the body of registered

teachers, but by various associations such as those I

have mentioned above. These are in all cases either

chartered corporations or incorporated bodies which

can speak with authority for a considerable number

of teachers; the complexity of the organization, the

overlapping and rivalry of competing interests, still

present many problems that time alone can solve.

Meanwhile, there is sufficient evidence that the foun-

dations of a Tinited profession have been well and

truly laid. Scepticism still prevails in some quarters

as to whether the immense labor involved in con-

structing this organ of opinion has been worth while,

for the Council has so far not been much in evidence

as an authoritative exponent of professional opinions.

This is, however, scarcely to be wondered at, or even
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to be regretted, since some of the groups included in

the federation are highly esteemed and quite capable

of declaring their own mind without reference to the

Council. The university, for example, and the Na-

tional Union of Teachers enjoy a prestige and exer-

cise an influence over certain sections of the public

which make it superfluous for them to defer to any

other corporation. The source of power, in this as in

all societies, must wait upon time and opportunity;

the growth of social sentiments cannot be hastened.

The one point of vantage from which this Council will

in due course find leverage is in the determination of

standards of recognition, and, as a consequence, the

supervision, and at least the partial control, of all

measures adopted to prepare persons for undertaking

the teacher's office. Such authority is claimed by

every trade and profession so soon as it becomes

clearly distinguished in the public mind as a dis-

tinctive calling which is entitled to self-government;

and the conflict between the selfish interest of an

exclusive corporation and the interest of community

has to be ultimately reconciled in each instance by

the authority of Parliament. As regards the teacher,

the power of effective registration has so far been

lodged with the State, acting chiefly through the

Board of Education, but also through local authori-

ties. For these bodies, by regulating the terms on

which teachers are to be employed and, in the case of

the Board of Education, by conducting its own ex-

aminations for certificates, decide for the majority of
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or not enjoy the at-

taching to the calling of a day, one

may confidently prophesy, it will be

the public is better by a

large share in these duties to the

although it is unlikely that the State will ever let go

its control to the extent that has customary
in other professions.

1 For these departments of State,

whether local or central, are subject, like all asso-

ciations, to the infirmities of human nature (p, 122) ;

they enjoy the exercise of power, and are unwilling to

believe that some of their duties can best be dis-

charged by others. They are slow to realize that ab-

solutism in control leads to depression and indiffer-

ence in those who are submitted to it
;
that results in

affairs of intellect and spirit depend more upon the

inner mind- of men than upon compliance with codes

and regulations. The philosophy of this situation is

in fact part and parcel of the general trend of our

times ;
the collectivist doctrines to which we have re-

ferred (p. 28), under which the organization of edu-

cation took its rise, are slowly yielding in trade and

industry
2 as well as in the concern of culture, to

"guild" doctrines which aim, when wisely expounded^

lit is often alleged that this claim of tie State is based on the

dependence of the teacher's emolument on rates and taxes rather than

on fees. But this argument is derived from that collectivist theory

to which I have repeatedly referred in this volume; more recent

social philosophy gives no support to it.

a Henry Clay, Economics for the General Reader, can be usefully

consulted on this theory (pp. 436-40} ; see also references on p. 120.
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to reconcile the freedom of the worker's spirit with

loyal service to the community. It will, however, tax

all the wit and all the good-will of public men to apply

these doctrines to the work of the teacher and of Ms
Council. It is easy to lay down the general principle

that the teaching profession should have most to say

as regards training and entrance to the profession.

But when we examine the three conditions mentioned

above we realize that the effective treatment of at-

tainments and experience involve relationships with

the educational supervision as a whole. For a stu-

dent-teacher cannot be trained solely in a college or a

university department dedicated to that purpose : he

must be welcomed in the schools and be guided in Ms
first endeavors by older teachers engaged on the daily

task. And the tMrd condition implies that the Teach*

ers* Council, as the registering authority, must be

satisfied that the schools where experience is gained
are places of repute, "accepted for this purpose by the

Council." It is obvious that an authority competent
to arrange for practical training and for the recogni-

tion of schools would stand on a very different footing
from that so far accorded to any organs of the teach-

ing profession. At the present moment all such prob-
lems receive small attention, for other measures of

educational reform, arising out of the crisis of recent

years, take the lead; but they will come again to

the front in due course; the solution will be found by
giving a much larger place than hitherto to the voice

of teachers in consultation and advice (Chap. XI),
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although the State will to the

voice in executive control. The Teachers* Council

should at be as a statutory ad-

-visory body, to be consulted by the of govern-
ment in all affect the welfare of the

teaching profession; will the

circle of national agencies for education. The of

organized advice by teachers Is already in

legislation, for the Act of 1899 which laid the basis for

a Teachers1 Council also instituted a Consultative

Committee as a part of the equipment of the newly
established Board of Education. This Committee,

however^ is nominated by the President of the Board,

and only gives advice on such matters as the President

chooses to refer to it. Even under such conditions

much useful work has "been done/ but no one (least

of all the teachers who are invited to serve on that

Committee) presumes to regard their reports as ex-

pressing the collective opinion of the profession.

Let it not be assumed that a statutory right to give

advice publicly and openly (p. 279) is a small mat-

ter. 2sTot only is it in itself of value as an evidence of

regard and esteem (a point to which I have already

adverted) it is a positive mode of exercising power,

and has always been recognized as such in the British

Constitution. Its importance is the greater in our

epoch, since the communication of ideas is so rapid

and universal.

Many people fail to see the need for imposing an

i See Index far reference to tlie last two Reports,
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obligation to receive advice, since it seems obvious

that so long as individuals and societies are at liberty

to speak their mind the advice is certain to be given

and may be published ;
the state authority, moreover,

if it is discreet, takes care to sound the opinion of

persons or of associations with whom it may have to

reckon. The informal exchange of views which offi-

cials of the Board of Education conduct with the more

powerful teachers' societies have certainly smoothed

the path of administration during the last twenty

years, and no act of law can serve as a substitute for

informal intercourse. But the difference in status,

from the side of the teacher as well as in the creation

of public opinion is wide; the teaching body would
find itself openly identified with the administration of

education, a partner as well as a servant
;
and the ad-

ministrator, inspector or secretary, would experience
a reciprocal enlargement of good-will, enjoying the

sense of partnership with colleagues rather than the

exclusive privilege of a commander. Much of this

spirit of give and take already informs the conduct

of educational officials employed by "Whitehall; and
the time should not, therefore, be long before this

relationship takes formal shape. The same argument
applies with equal force to the State or to a local

authority; and plans have already been adopted by
some counties and county boroughs to introduce the

new relationship. In Kent, for example, the Educa-
tion Committee has established an Advisory Commit-
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tee of Teachers composed solely of teachers of various

grades
* and submits proposals for change to its con-

sideration.

In Manchester two Committees are established, one
in which the Education Committee and teacher rep-

resentatives sit together, another called a Consulta-

tive Committee, from which the Education Committee
stands aloof while seats are found for spokesmen of

all "employees" of the L.E.A., including caretakers,
nurses and administrative staff. This scheme has

many points of correspondence with the workers' com-

mittees established by progressive employers in indus-

try. It can meet as a whole or in sections, and is con-

vened by the Director from time to time. Much is

gained when consultation is organized in any form;
what begins in experiment will in time be accepted as

custom and finally crystallized in by-laws. In some

respects relations between the teacher and Ms local

authority are more important than those between the

central authority and a national council of teachers,

for they come home more intimately to the daily life of

i The Director of Education, however, is eos-offldo Chairman.

Traveling and subsistence allowances are paid to the teachers in

respect of their attendance. Mr. Salter Davies writes, "The Ad-

visory Committee has undoubtedly proved a useful institution. Not

only has its advice, particularly on matters affecting the curriculum
and organization of the schools, "been most valuable, but it has also

provided a means whereby discussion of the Committee's aims in

certain directions has secured sympathetic cooperation on the part
of the teachers." Other counties and boroughs have no doubt put
similar plans into operation. Middlesex, e.g., has four consultative

committees composed mainly of teachers.
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the school. Putting the principle in the broadest

terms, one would urge that the advisory relations be-

tween the central authority and the representatives of

teachers, public and private, in the nation as a whole,
should be duplicated in every locality, thus giving

recognition and status to every reputable school that

serves the children of citizens within the area.

While we may anticipate that movements for ad-

vancing the status and solidarity of the teaching body
will continue, we may hope that accession to power
and the use of freedom will react favorably on the in-

ner life of school; such results do not always follow,

for those who acquire freedom have sometimes refused

to share the privilege with their subordinates. Hap-
pily there are abundant signs that the same spirit of

harmony is being accepted within the school walls, in

the varied plans for self-government, so called, for

individual teaching and the like which we shall con-

sider in the second volume.

The Non-professional Teacher, or Amateur. "We

see then that the teaching profession cannot hope

(nor in my opinion should it desire) to attain so ex-

clusive a status as that conceded to many other call-

ings. Our results cannot be really estimated, for

everyone acknowledges that examination failures and

successes give a one-sided and meagre account of the

real effects of school life on the scholar's disposi-

tion and powers. This lack of deflniteness runs of

necessity through the whole business of education,
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and only the clergy can compare with the teachers in

depending upon the public for confidence, without

producing evidence of achievement in the most serious

branch of their dnty (Chapters III and IV). Fur-

thermore, the professional teacher, however highly
trained he may be, however highly Ms Council may
seek to define Ms province, cannot be exempt from the

competition of the amateur, if we like to put the case

in terms of rivalry. Here the clergyman, the journal-

ist, the actor, the professional politician all, in fact,

who combine the pursuit of a livelihood with the ut-

terance of a message are in the same box as the

teacher (compare Chapter I). The layman not only
can but does teach.1 There is no subject in the

curriculum wMch is not expounded by "specialists/
5

i.e., men whose main interest lies in the study it-

self, taking little thought about communicating it to

others. The greater part of technological instruction

is given by craftsmen, industrialists, men of commerce,
who seldom care to be identified with the teaching pro-

fession
;
all the fine arts, with their studios, the pro-

fessional "schools" of medicine 2 and law are the con-

cern of specialists. Occasionally such teachers are

overjoyed to impart their craft to beginners, and dis-

play a skill and sympathy which many professionals

1 Bernard Shaw is manifestly a great teacher of the amateur type,

but he is foolish enough to declare, "He who can does, he who can't

teaches!"

2 The physician teaches in Medical schools, and as S.M.O. may in-

struct the schoolmaster (pp. 220 and 240, below).
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never attain; they do not injure their own quality in

their own profession by this success, for the very effort

to share ideas and practice with others is a spur and

challenge to one's mind. Sometimes it is trne that a

great artist or surgeon is reticent, and can do little to

impart Ms secret; but commonly he displays sufficient

power in speech to help his fellows to interpret his

work. And so far he is a teacher, even if he speaks

without the title of professor or lecturer.

Then, again, there are the many thousands of Sun-

day-school teachers (p. 180) whose affiliations belong

more to religious than to academic institutions. Yet

since many of them in recent years have given atten-

tion to psychology and teaching methods they are

justified in retaining the title of "teacher." Histor-

ically also they can make a good defense, for in Eng-

land at least the Sunday-school and the Adult School,

taught by laymen, led the way to .secular education for

the ignorant masses.

When to these we add the equally numerous groups

who look after Lads' and Girls' Clubs, Boy Scouts

and Boys' Brigades, Girl Guides, and Welfare Centers

we begin to see that almost everyone who takes an

interest in social or intellectual progress has a finger

in our pie and can, if he likes, call himself a teacher.

This freedom is sometimes found in religious corpo-

rations, such as the Society of Friends, where every-

one may open his mouth if the Spirit move him. The

education system tends rather to follow the precedent
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of an Establishment, and hedge round the exercise of

office with the mysteries of a cult, and yet even the

Established Church finds a place for lay readers; and

we may hope that the most highly organized scheme of

education will never attempt to create a "closed" pro-

fession, thrusting the amateurs entirely outside the

class-room. Human nature, sympathetic and varied,

demands this inclusion
;
education is a wide and uni-

versal institution, and schooling is only one form in

which its activity is manifested; the schools should

welcome all kinds of partnership, so long as jealousies

and rivalries can be adjusted.

Friction cannot always be avoided, but one common-

sense rule serves to distinguish the amateur from the

professional, based on the employment of time. Wher-

ever anyone spends the principal part of his time in

teaching, then he should regard himself as a profes-

sional teacher and .submit to all the obligations im-

plied by the office. It is quite possible for a man to

qualify for two professions, and he may render useful

service in both so long as he makes himself competent

in each of them. There are, for example, still many

clergymen who accept appointments in schools, or

who teach religion in parochial schools. Their po-

sition has often been resented, and with some justice,

for it carries with it the assumption that the "secular"

teacher cannot be trusted in the sphere of religious

influence. The proper venue (p. 151) for the religious

minister is the sanctuary or the Sunday-school, wher
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the influence of time and place in ritual and symbol
can play their full part;

1 teachers should make it

easy for their scholars to attend on such ministrations

at appropriate seasons while maintaining their own

rights within the school walls. But if a schoolmaster,

in addition to securing full qualifications as a teacher,

also "takes orders" as a clergyman, we have no ground

for criticizing this extension of range, any more than

we criticize the ambitions of a teacher who "reads for

the bar." The same argument applies to the many
"lay" teachers employed in evening classes (p. 182).

If their principal employment is teaching, then the

profession is justified in demanding that they secure

proper qualifications; if they are casuals, giving an

odd hour or more per week, we welcome the special

help that such amateurs can give.

Variations in Teachers* Attainments. In seeking

unity among teachers, a great difficulty is presented

in the wide discrepancies between the attainments of

different classes of teachers. Thus, on the same regis-

ter there are persons who have been relieved from

economic pressure up to twenty-three years of age or

more to secure higher education, and persons who

leave school at fourteen to become apprenticed in one

of the woodwork trades, which they forsake after they

come of age in order to serve an education authority as

a teacher of manual training. It may well be that an

i This applies only to public schools where the religious difficulty

is met on the principle of comprehension (p. 111). Where the school

is an ecclesiastical foundation the teacher is on a different footing.
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Individual in this latter class is an excellent teacher,
better than the graduate man or woman who has

passed ten years more in tutelage. "We may even hold
that the struggle for existence, the effort to secure

culture, to pass examinations in the scanty leisure

afforded after the day's labor in the shop is finished,
affords a better discipline for a man than the more

enjoyable experience of college life. But public

opinion does not compare the two on these terms;
the man who has had "advantages" in childhood and

youth is reckoned to be more serviceable, he receives

higher pay, works under pleasanter conditions, and

should, if advanced culture be of worth, render better

service than the man who has had to snatch what he
can of higher education where he can. Similar situ-

ations can of course be quoted from other professions :

there is a considerable gap, for example, between a

consulting physician in Harley Street and the panel
doctor of a mining village, and yet the gap is nothing
like so wide as in the ranks of teachers. The plain
fact is that the divisions between types of school due

to what we have called (p. 102) social heredity, or

class, carry far more weight in matters of education

than in any other profession. This is inevitable, for

it is precisely these matters of class, manners,
1 breed-

* This will not be misunderstood. I am not attributing lack of

manners either to my friends in the academy or my friends in the

workshop; I am noting and interpreting the play of opinion. It

would be easy to drop reference to such points (see p. 105) in this

book, but one must not omit facts because they are awkward to

handle.
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ing, social contacts of all kinds to which parents

both of high and low estate attach value. The differ-

ences so created are by no means affected solely by

wealth, but the public see in the control of wealth the

easiest means of commanding educational advantages;

hence the problem becomes bound up with political

conflicts, which books on public education seek to

avoid. What is obvious is that the extension of de-

mocracy tends to the more equal sharing throughout

the community of the favors now conferred, largely

by accidents of fortune, upon a few. The method,

however, by which this distribution is to be promoted

in education, so as really to attain the end proposed,

would be hard to set down in black and white.

The precedent ,set by other professions does, how-

ever, show the direction which reform will take : the

width of the gap will be lessened. The union of all

teachers in one Council is already acting as a lever

to bring diversities of grade into communion
;
and this

is the first stage in the process of leveling up. The

time will come and it may not be far distant when

the village .schoolmistress will show academic attain-

ments on a par with those of the village doctor and

the village parson. The President of the Board of

Education in 1924 prophesied that this advance will

be achieved within ten years, if he and his political

party were empowered to go forward at their own

pace. But the condition which Mr. Trevelyan attached

to his promise demonstrates the truth of what has
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been urged above, viz., that every system of education

affects social and political relations. There is some

danger lest teachers and schools should be divided

into two camps, the one identified with democratic

sympathies, the other with the so-called leisured

class, resting on traditional culture and the power of

wealth. A united teaching profession, standing on

the sure ground of educational principles, should do

much to secure English education from the worst

effects of such a conflict. Teachers will more and

more refuse to stand aloof from each other on the

basis of class distinctions or the varieties of owner-

ship (p. 137) which distinguish school from school.

This is not to say that there is to be no diversity in

the qualifications and services of teachers : each of the

types of school classified in Chapter YII needs to be

staffed by men and women possessing an appropriate

experience and training. The unity based on a com-

mon standard both of general culture and professional

skill is to be sought by a variety of routes; those, for

example, who devote their lives to the care of defec-

tives or to the needs of young children secure a train-

ing distinct from those who specialize in a single

province of art or learning. But the task of making

a provision so as to secure for all types of teacher a

fairly uniform minimum standard is extraordinarily

difficult. The hindrances arise partly from finance;

the great bulk of teachers are now educated and

trained at the public charge, and I greatly question
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whether the public will be prepared, within the ten

years anticipated by Mr. Trevelyan, to pay as much
for the equipment of an infant school teacher as for

the Sixth Form teacher of a Secondary School. The

ground for discrimination is usually sought in the

fact that honors graduates are as a rule persons of

higher capacity than those who teach the little ones;

but this is an argument in a circle, for why should

persons of higher capacity be regarded as unfit to

teach infants? If once the public came to realize

that the care of little children or of "slum" children

is as important to the nation as the instruction of

riper youth, there would be no difficulty in inducing

persons of talent to devote their lives to that em-

ployment; some women of high attainments do so al-

ready, but they are pioneers ; opinion has to be greatly

changed before the nation is willing to spend millions

of public money in educating and training every
teacher to the level of attainment required, say, of a

solicitor or a clergyman.

Another difficulty arises from the force of tradition

in the academies where the teachers receive this "edu-

cation" and training. The demand for equality in

attainments is commonly expressed by saying that

all teachers should be enabled to secure a university

degree, and yet it is obvious that universities, as now

conducted, are only designed to equip a special type
of teacher, those, viz., who seek attainments in

branches of literature and science.
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I rule out of consideration here the practical ob-

jections arising from the limited number of the exist-

ing universities and from their scanty resources, for

if the nation really desires to see the universities

strengthened and their number increased, it will find

iways and means.

The university degree has gained an immense vogue
in the public mind; not only teachers, but men and

women in most professions desire to secure this evi-

dence of attainment, and in the teaching profession

there is a tendency to pay and promote graduates on

terms which distinguish them sharply from those who
have not secured this qualification. The titles Bach-

elor, Master, have not only this substantial and official

market value, but stand high in public esteem. Now,
if all teachers, as well as the specialists in science

and literature, are to receive this hall-mark how are

the universities, old and new, to accommodate them-

selves to the demand? Is the future teacher of music

or of handicrafts to be encouraged to follow Ms bent

during his years of higher education, say from sixteen

to twenty-two, and be awarded the coveted title on the

ground of attainments therein, or must he relinquish

his tastes, and his specific preparation for a career

during these formative years, to engage in studies

which lie outside bis interests? The way out of this

impasse would require the universities to adopt a new

policy, so as to include within the term "learning
77

all

branches of human activity which are the subjects of
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study. An alternative policy would be to give a uni-

versity constitution to corporations which are, in

the current phrase, "of university rank,"
1

i.e., which

give training to well-educated young people of, say,

eighteen to twenty-two years of age. This proposal

would tend to elevate the entire teaching profession

into a "graduate" body, but would encounter a further

criticism. For it is pointed out that there is no pro-

fession in which there is a larger wastage of per-

sonnel than in teaching: especially among women,

many of whom forsake the schools after a short period

of service in order to marry. Is it worth while for the

community to spend its resources in equipping them

for a calling to which they render so brief a return in

service? The stricture is applied also to other call-

ings, but it is felt more as regards teachers because

there are more of them and because the cost becomes

more and more a public charge. The sound reply is to

insist that all young men and women of the right dis-

position and gifts are doing the best both for them-

selves and the community by spending their time up
to twenty-two years of age in equipping themselves

for teaching or for some other useful career, regard*

less of what may happen to them afterwards. No

type of school, liberal or vocational, primary or ad-

vanced, is to be treated solely as a preparation for

some subsequent period of life (p. 78) ;
if well con-

ducted, it should stand as the most proper and whole-

i
E.g., some of the academies and colleges of music and art.
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some way of living, for the time being. In the higher

grades it ought certainly to assume the character of

yocational training (p. Ill), since yonng men and

women, if properly brought up, ought to be eager to

qualify for adult responsibilities. But there must be

no bargain. Domestic life, at least, as a consequence
of marriage, is quite as important a social function as

a life spent in the schools; and a woman teacher who

gets interested in children and in educational prin-

ciples should be helped by college education, if in

later years she bears children and brings them up.

It is on this ground that I question the value of the

scheme of indenture under which for some years stu-

dents who enjoy state grants were legally bound

to give a minimum of seven or of five years' service.

The plan has recently been dropped, possibly be-

cause the operation of the Geddes Axe caused a tem-

porary diminution in the number of available posts :

and hence the State could not fulfill its part of the

obligation. Now that the balance between candidates

and vacancies is being redressed we may hope that the

government will abstain from reviving these stipu-

lations* Instead of invoking the aid of law and of

compulsion the energy of the administrator should be

directed to improving the quality of higher education

and to the exclusion from its benefits at an early stage

of the few who show lack of qualification (either in

diligence or in temperament) to profit thereby. If

these conditions are fulfilled the great bulk of those
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who have enjoyed the benefits of training will be

happy enough in the life-long pursuit of their calling ;

those who forsake it may be counted on to render

equally important seryice to the community in some
other walk of life.



CHAPTER IX

THE ECONOMICS OF EDUCATION

SINCE the Iranian spirit lives in interaction with a ma-

terial world all problems of social welfare may be

stated in terms of wealth
;
and indeed they should be

so stated, for the consideration of income and expendi-
ture shows at every point how the mind and purpose
of man, in making provision for the rising generation,
is influenced by Ms attitude towards wealth and
limited by Ms resources. This is not to say that

we should estimate educational results in terms of

money; to do so would be both vulgar and stupid.

When questions are raised as to what the nation, or

the parent, is "getting" for the seventy odd millions

allotted to education these can only be answered by
reference to moral and spiritual values a variant

of the old inquiry as to what a man gives "in exchange
for his soul." If, however, the educator, in his zeal

for the cause, refuses to look at the budget, either of

any given school or of the country as a whole, and

passes by this chapter as an affair of loaves and fishes,

he also is blind to the truth of facts. Man does not

live by bread only, but man does live by bread; fur-

thermore, by examining accounts we can oftentimes

gain a useful view of the policy which dictates ex-

penditure.
219
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poor? Many of the voluntary movements of our own

day are supported by the offerings of those who have

little to spare, and neither to them nor to their

wealthy comrades have we a right to attribute base

motives without good cause. If, and when, the visions

of a socialist era are realized, and the conflict be-

tween public and individual ownership is solved in

every department of life the problem of endowment

in education would he solved with the rest
;
but mean-

while the practical administrator sees that other

principles are involved. A city corporation which

would not tolerate private competition in the supply
of gas or transport is justified in accepting rivalry

between its municipal .schools and the endowed

schools, .since efficiency of measures for lighting and

heating depends upon uniformity, whereas variety is

essential in affairs of education. If this view be

taken we should accept the consequences and rec-

ognize the sphere of 'independent" schools and the

claim of other institutions (Chapter VI) alongside of

the State. But in so doing we by no means admit the

claim of wealth, as such, to control public policy;
whatever be the motives of a donor, his gift, when
handed to trustees, is public property and ia admin-
istered under the laws which regulate such funds.
~No one can doubt that in past times much injury has
been done to the progress of education by allowing
"the dead hand" to cramp public effort; the volumi-
nous- reports of education commissions during the last
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hundred years can show how necessary it is for the

State to exercise the powers now intrusted to the

Board of Education and the Charity Commission. I

would even go further and should be glad to see a

statutory obligation placed on trustees to deposit a

copy of every trust deed relating to schools and col-

leges in a government office so that expert control

could be exercised, and possible abuses checked before

they had grown to formidable dimensions. Such

supervision is the more necessary because gifts may be

provided which may cripple a school instead of assist-

ing to promote its aims. Most endowments take the

form of property from which rents accrue, but often

as not the donor is a "founder" and requires that Ms

gifts take shape in grounds, buildings, equipment

which entail excessive expenditure for upkeep and

renewals; furthermore, the scale of this capital ex-

penditure may commit tlxe managers to a certain size

of school and thus involve them again in an annual

outlay which is not met from annual revenue. This

danger IB by no means imaginary: founders and trus-

tees are all too prone to think that bricks and mortar

achieve the ends of education, I call to mind a college

built at great cost by a citizen and labelled with his

name. He left Ms fellow-citizens to complete the task.

They wore expected to provide endowment for salaries

and upkeep ;
but they were shy : "Let old F. finish his

own job/
7

they said; so for many years the place lan-

guished and finally became merged in a larger corpo-
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ration. In a neighboring county a college with simi-

lar aims was set on foot, but here the trustees were

enabled to spend the income on salaries, so as to in-

sure a fine quality of work from the start; meanwhile,

temporary premises served to house both teachers and

students, until results proved that the enterprise was

worthy of wide support. Little difficulty was then

found in raising the large sum needed to build and

equip a suitable fabric.
1

Subscriptions. This item includes forms of aid

which show the good-will of many thousands of people

to education, but are not so widely appreciated be-

cause they do not appear in public statistics of edu-

cational expenditure. The non-provided schools rec-

ognized under the Education Acts are the most

numerous, but to these should be added types of

school (Chapter VII), e.g., orphanage*; and homes,

boarding-schools maintained by professions and

trades, masonic schools, schools for sons or daughters

of the clergy, and so forth all of these dependent

upon gifts to annual revenue. The principles involved

here are essentially the same as those we have noted in

respect of endowments. It is often held, especially in

i Since tlio above was written the announcement has been made

(Feb., 1925) of a fine endowment to found a Univeraity in the city

of Hull It 10 gratifying to learn that the donor IH pursuing the

sound policy; we may be mro that the wisdom Bhown to-day by pro-

viding for men in preference to briekB and mortar will to-morrow

secure the erection on the east count of umverBity buildings which

will rival those now being completed in Bristol on the went.
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the case of schools which are financially independent,

that governors and trustees can claim entire freedom

from public supervision. In other words, it is assumed

that the possession of money entitles the owners to do

as they please with children with other people's chil-

dren. But the assumption is wrong; an educational

enterprise is a matter of general concern, whether or

no its promoters need to supplement subscriptions

and endowments by resort to the public purse. It

seems an invidious task to thrust the inquisition of

public officials into the affairs of philanthropists and

governors, who devote their gifts, and, what is of more

value, their time, for the benefit of other people's

children ;
in certain circles resentment is still felt at

bureaucratic interference, and sometimes the resent-

ment may be well grounded. But a finer sense of

responsibility dissipates such fears; both parties to

the transaction pursue their duty in harmony when

they accept their mutual relations and decline to rest

their claims to power on a cash basis. In earlier days

these questions were of little importance, for the na-

tion had not realized either its duty or its power in

education; now that the State, with local and central

authorities, wields so potent an influence the problem

of adjustment, which will concern us in Chapter XII,

imiBt not be ignored 'Unless, indeed, we follow the

collectivist principle and believe that the steam-roller

of uniformity should ride roughshod over the sympa-

thies and energies of private initiative. I, for one,
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believe not merely that such initiative should be tol-

erated, but that men of all political parties, as well

as State officials, should openly welcome the alliance

of all who are ready to help the cause of education

from their private purse (be the gifts great or small),

as well as through the compulsions of rates and taxes.

I am here only putting from the financial standpoint

the general position arising from Chapter VI and

carried to a conclusion in Chapter XII.

For wherever people are really in earnest they are

ready to support a cause with money. Under this

item of subscriptions we have, so far, thought only of

annual contributions to support the main work of a

school. Everyone knows, however, what large sums

of money are collected, in almost every type of school,

to supplement the regular budget: playing-fields,

games, clubs, libraries, scouting, are examples. These

efforts demonstrate the main thesis of this chapter,

viz., that the financial aspect of education, from the

operations of the Treasury at Whitehall to the trifling

expenditures of a school club, is only an indication, a

symbol, of energy and of ideal ; when it assumes the

role of master and dictator we have no longer a sys-

tem of education, but a knowledge shop.

School Fees. This underlying principle receives

even more emphasis when we turn to the next item on

the revenue side of a school budget. A fee is not the

price or purchase-money for an article of exchange;

the help rendered in schooling, like the advice tea*
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dered in medicine or law, is priceless ;
in the private

practice of these callings, the payments received by
the practitioner must average out so as to cover

all the items of his expenditure. This average, or

nominal, fee is liable to be confused with price, i.e.,

with the exchange value of merchandise, and leads

people to suppose that a market can be established

in education. A just scale of fees, in any form of pri-

vate practice, is the estimate, based on custom, of what

the practitioner needs, divided by the number of indi-

viduals to whom he renders service.

When organization has gone so far as 10 enable the

service to be rendered socially the relation between

giver and receiver takes on another complexion. For

the service rendered is no longer an individual affair
;

while the immediate benefit is received by the single

scholar, the single patient, the transaction is under-

taken by the community, because the whole commu-

nity is the better for the professional aid rendered by

professional men. The community, therefore, has to

insure the adequate maintenance of all professions

where the service is recognized as social and compre-

hensive. A fee may still be imposed if it be thought

necessary to emphasize the individual aspect of the

benefit, but its amount is calculated on a new basis :

the practitioner is now "appointed" instead of being

"called in" to serve an individual client. The fee

may be abolished entirely without any loss of self-re-

spect either by receiver or giver, since both parties
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are members of a community organized for social and

spiritual ends, in which, financial arrangements only

appear as a subordinate factor.

This common-sense view of the relation of fees to

education service has no novelty about it
;
it has been

recognized ever since a civilized world made use of

tutors and schools. Our grandfathers engaged in

lively controversies about free education, and wasted

much time in arguing whether 9$. a week or less

should be permitted as a fee in voluntary schools; it

was feared that parental responsibility would be un-

dermined if children were received in a day-school

"for nothing/' although the same parents and children

were welcomed to the house of God whether or no they

contributed to the collection.

When, therefore, any "service" is socialized, i.e.,

when it is rendered through the agency of a company,
a civic or national regime, the principle of mainte-

nance through fees tends to be replaced by what is

virtually a pooling of resources; a levy (either com-

pulsory or voluntary) is imposed on all those whose

private means enable them to support the common,

effort, whether or no they take advantage of the bene-

fit for their own family. When compulsion is exer-

cised we rely mainly on rates and taxes, and the

maintenance of education falls under the same gen-

eral view of politics which guides opinion in other

departments of social activity. Thus sharp conflicts

come to light and views are presented, and the prob-
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lem of school fees is solved in any given case under
the influence of political opinions of a wider range.
It is now recognized by all political parties that pub-
lic education is a necessary "service/' like sanitation

or water-supply, and should, therefore, be provided by

public authority; but it does not follow that those

who receive the benefit a should receive it under cost

price: many municipal tramways, for example, are

run at a profit. A. citizen may, for example, advocate

the establishment of municipal schools and yet hope
that fees will render them self-supporting. Another

may hold that, while the higher grades of educa-

tion should be maintained by fees, the lower grades
should be free, since the law requires every family to

send its children to school up to a minimum age of

exemption. But the mere fact of compulsion does not

of itself involve exemption from payment. We are

compelled to take municipal water, but we have to

pay for it in accordance with the presumed use which

the household makes of the provision. Education is

"freed" at the lower grades not only because it is

compulsory, but because considerations of cost are

more and more regarded as .subordinate to other fea-

tures in the supply of this "commodity," which dis-

tinguish it from water and transport. And the higher

grades may also be set free from fees, if one believes

that the resources of the public should be pooled for

i Lawrence Gomme, Principles of Local Government, pp. 156-00,

elucidates tlie whole problem.
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this purpose with, the same reliance on corporate ef-

fort as is shown in the public provision of libraries

and museums. In many parts of Canada and the

United States the entire system of public education

is offered without fee by communities which would

repudiate adherence to socialistic theories of govern-

ment. Amid all these diversities of view the admin-

istrator has to keep one principle steadily in mind:

whatever arrangements are made about finance, these

must not lower the quality of the education. You can

readily test the value of good water, but it is not $o

easy to measure the quality of education; while the

money value of a school cannot be accepted as proof of

its worth, the public are very liable to welcome the

abolition or the lowering of fees without examining
the budget.

Rates and Tae$. The foregoing discussion shows

how important a part is now played by the State in

the control of education through finance. The central

authority in England, which was content in 1833 to

spend 20,000 on education, expended 24,000,000 in

1924, and local authorities duplicate this amount.

Many are disposed to prophesy that the effect of this

"interference" with private and voluntary enterprise

will tend to extinguish the role of the latter; but the

wise administrator avoids vague speculation** as to

the distant future; he aims at using the power of the

public purse as a lever to raise the standard of non-

state enterprises without endangering zeal and initia-
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tive. By the device of Grants-in-aid schools and uni-

versities receive money to eke out their revenue from

endowments and fees; in return they accept such

regulations as public authority thinks fit to impose.

If wisely administered such relations maintain "the

freedom, variety and elasticity'
7

(p. 147) which Eng-
lish teachers; hold so dear, and lighten the "burden of

rates and taxes by enabling these corporations to keep
their heads above water. Unless some principle of

this kind is adopted a competition is witnessed be-

tween state and non-state operations which is inimical

to the common good (pp. 122-135). We have seen

how this rivalry, accommodated in the sphere of pri-

mary education, is to-day more acutely felt in the

case of endowed secondary schools. Many of these

find it difficult to balance their budget and have to

apply for aid to a local authority which owns schools

of a similar type. If the L.E.A. refuses aid they can

extinguish what they regard as a rival, or take over

the ownership, and can then administer all their sec-

ondary schools on a uniform scheme, enhancing as it is

supposed, the prestige of civic rule. Ratepayers and

councillors are prone to take this attitude. Why, they

say, should we be burdened with the cost of schools at-

tended by the wealthy 'bourgeois? It is all too easy

in these days for the steam-roller of municipal power
to starve out a competitor, in the same spirit that a

combine may ruin the independent trader. A wider

ideal of citizenship (p. 125 above) would lead city
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authorities to decline any such competition, preferring

to regard themselves as the friends and promoters of

all educational endeavor found within the city walls.1

Finance takes a hand also in another sphere of com-

petition, "between the central and the local organs of

government ;
at the present time there is much uneasi-

ness in the relations between Whitehall and the L.E.

Authorities,
2
for, while money continues to be scarce,

the more progressive authorities are trying to keep

iMr. Frank Roscoe, the distinguished secretary of the Teachers'

Registration Council, has suggested a radical reform in the system
of Grants-in-aid Iby which all types of non-state schools ( including the

non-provided primary school?) could be sustained side by side with

state schools. He points out that the Exchequer already acknowl-

edges the existence of children (when the parents pay income-tax)

by making a slight remission of income-tax on each child; he would

apply this principle on a much more extensive scale by allotting a

grant-in-aid to every parent, for every child on the register of an

approved school or college, up to the age of twenty-two, the grant

increasing as the age of the pupil advanced. Every school, public
and private, would then charge fees calculated to meet all its ex-

penditure; if this fee exceeded the grant-in-aid the parent would

provide the excess from his own pocket (vide Education, June 10,

1921), This proposal is certainly ingenious, especially in its sugges-
tion that it would provide "free education for all'*; but its author

does not expect such a startling innovation to be speedily adopted.
He launches it in order to "provoke thought," and I refer to it with
the same intent, for it affects all the issues which are discussed SB

this chapter. It offers points of comparison with panel and private

practice in medicine.

a See p, 120, above. "Now it is obvious to all concerned with the

administration of local government that probably very little disagree-
ment would ever arise between the local and central authorities . . .

if It were not for the matter of finance, The acid teat in who is

going to pay ? And it is equally obvious that the body which retains

possession of the purse-strings is, in effect, the real authority, BO that
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pace with the advance in public demands. The Great

War was an appalling disaster for mankind, but, as a

slight compensation, it aroused, in England as else-

where in Europe, a new attitude towards education,

and the State is being compelled to shoulder a heavier

financial burden, far heavier than in pre-war days ;
it

is calculated that the Treasury now pays out more

than three times as much as was thought necessary

before 1914. As the war came to a close the country

was busy with plans for Eeconstruction, and welcomed

the Act of 1918 as a pledge that the rising gener*

ation would secure an adequate and conapreheBh

sive education. Local authorities were bidden by this

Act, and by the consequential Act of 1921, to submit

schemes for the conduct and development of educa-

tion. When once these schemes, or any portion of

them, were approved by Government it became the

duty of the L.E.A. to carry them out and the duty of

the extent to which the duties laid upon any local authority by
Parliament are carried out depends upon the financial help or

hindrance of the central authority. This is particularly the case

with education, which is bound to be a relatively expensive service.

(From a paper by Sir B. Gott at a Conference of the Institute of

Public Administration, 1924.) "That was not a position which the

local authorities could be expected to tolerate. They resented a

central authority policy, which deprived them of their statutory

powers to develop their educational Bystem, and which at the same

time deprived the Board of Education of their full power to assist

and encourage such development.
"

(From a paper by Mr, Spurley

Hey at the Conference of the National Union of Teachers, Easter,

1923.)
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the Treasury, through the Board of Education, to

provide grants-in-aid which are now usually deter-

mined on a percentage basis.
1

But it is one thing to prepare an expansive (and

expensive) scheme; it is another matter to find the

money. Already by 1921 the Government had become

alarmed; quite apart from any additions to educa-

tional liabilities, the cost of maintaining the system,

without any expansion, seemed formidable enough:

salaries and wages of all descriptions had to be in-

creased and the cost of upkeep and renewals was

equally embarrassing. The Reconstruction era was

followed by the "G-eddes Axe," for the central Govern-

ment appreciated, more quickly than local authorities,

the gravity of the crisis in national expenditxire. City

and county authorities, more in touch with local senti-

ment, knew that the public mind was still zealous to

improve the state of education, and, after being in-

vited by Parliament to embark on schemes, they were

loath to abandon them at the dictates of the Ex-

a 1 must not pause to describe the steps by which the earlier method

of per capita, grants is being replaced by the percentage system.

sThe story is well worth the attention of teachers as well as laymen
who have taken an interest in public affairs, for it shows how greatly

the fortunes of the schools are affected by sound principles of finance.

Mr. Sidney Webb (Grants-ins-Aid, 1910) gave a clear exposition of

principles many years ago, and the various papers published by
officials of Local Education Committees in 1023 bring the discussion

up to date. The rough-and-ready rule of 150-50, i.e., 50 per cent* of the

net cost to the ratepayer, to b equaled by a second 50 per cent,

from the taxpayer is now accepted as a general guide to policy,

although, of course, it is subject to many variations.
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chequer; now they were not prepared to add to the

burdens of the ratepayer in order to relieve the na-

tional Budget. A piquant situation thereupon arose,

which was partially relieved in 1924 by the promise

of the Government that "the engine is to be reversed."

The controversy, at bottom, is not one of finance but

of power and control; city and county authorities,

relying on the ancient prescriptive rights of locality,

(p. 129), claim to be the best judge of local needs

and of local aspirations, but they submit their schemes

to the national authority; .since education is a na-

tional interest as well as a local interest. When
once these schemes are approved in general terms, in

accordance with the law of the land, the L.E.A. is not

willing for the plan to be tampered with at the in-

stance of the Treasury, even though the cost outruns

the expectations of the Chancellor of the Exchequer.

All they will concede is the right of the central Gov-

ernment to inspect and supervise in the interests both

of economy and of efficiency. One cannot wonder

that the Geddes Eeport, faced with this resolute atti-

tude in the localities, advised that the 50-50 principle

should be abandoned, for the Geddes Committee were

commissioned to find methods of reducing expendi-

ture. But, whether expenditure on education (and,

for that matter, on other local services) be increased

or diminished, it is not likely that the distinctive fea-

tures of English local government will be abandoned

in favor' of principles of administration such as find
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favor on the continent of Europe (pp. 127-135 above) .

Expenditure: (a) Salaries. We now turn to the

expenditure side of a school budget. There was a

period, not so long past, when teachers were partly

paid on commission, the salary varying with the num-

ber of scholars in attendance; it was supposed that

such an incentive would stimulate the industry of the

teacher, and it was, therefore, applied in many types

of school, both primary and .secondary, Adam Smith

(p. 143) regarded this as the sole incentive, and there-

fore favored the "private" teacher or coach whose

emolument depends entirely upon fees. When a

teacher is paid by fixed salary education is conducted

on what we must call socialistic principles; the incen-

tive to industry and efficiency must be sought from

other motives than the immediate prospect of gain.

This is the problem that underlies all the efforts of

the Burnham Committee. Their conclusions show

that public opinion now relies largely upon higher

incentives, on professional pride, on intellectual and

moral interests, to secure good work from teachers

(compare p. 16 above) ;
but they realize also that

reasonable prospects of advancement must be offered,

since teachers on the whole are average people who
look for material recompense. The Committee have

adopted two principles: first, they apply an incen-

tive to the teacher before he takes up an appointment.

If he becomes a graduate he is paid on a higher scale
;

if he graduates with first-class honors he receives atill
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more; if lie possesses a professional diploma a further

increment is allowed. Secondly, they reward Mm for

experience; every year of service adds both to his im-

mediate income and to the amount of prospective pen-
sion. These two forms of incentive need to be sharply

distinguished, for each of them may involve injury as

well as benefit. The custom of rewarding teachers for

their diligence, both at college and later, has been long
established and undoubtedly it acts as an incentive,

especially to those who find themselves handicapped
after entering on their career. I doubt, however,
whether the time has not come to drop this custom,

especially as the incentive sometimes operates in the

opposite direction to that xhich ig designed. When
education authorities are hard put to it to meet their

liabilities they are not prepared to incur the higher

cost of a first-class man, any more than a patient is

prepared to pay higher fees to a physician merely on

the ground of Ms first-class diplomas; hence, in the

keen competition for employment now prevailing, it

is sometimes a positive disadvantage to an applicant

to have had a distinguished career at Ms University !

This incentive dates from a time when it was hard to

convince aspirants to the office of teacher that study

was necessary; and hence the authorities, first the cen-

tral authorities and then the local authorities, adopted

a policy which they are unwilling to drop, just as they

retained the plan of payments by attendance and by

results for many years after the incentive had ceased
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to be effective. In other departments of public service

a sounder principle is in force
; every post in the serv-

ice is offered only to applicants who show a minimum
of relevant qualifications ; thereupon a fixed emolu-

ment, rising by annual increments, is attached to the

post, without regard to any additional qualifications

that applicants may possess. These additions are of

value to the applicant on their proper ground : they

give him a better chance of success; but they are out

of place if used as pawns in a wage-competition. I

gather that practical difficulties prevent education

authorities from scaling the various posts in schools

in accordance with the duties involved, and hence the

Burnham Committee has been compelled to retain an

incentive which in my opinion operates injuriously.

The second incentive, providing increments of salary

with increase of years spent in service, is sound, and

the only criticism that can be made against it is in

the mode of application. Employers who accept the

rules of the Burnham Committee bind themselves to

pay the increment for everyone whom they take into

their employ; thus, the elderly teacher tends to be

rejected and kept out of employment if for any rea-

son he finds himself thrown on the market. No one

wishes to see teachers, or the members of any pro-

fession, continually on the move *

;
but there IB no need

of a special incentive to keep them at their posts;
* A certain amount of migration is, however, needed, especially in

the early, journeyman, years j the operation of the Burnham rules

seem* to penalize the teacher who wants to enlarge his experience

by leaving his L.B.A. area.
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on the other hand, no self-respecting employer likes to

find himself compelled to hold a whip oyer Ms staff to

keep them in their places. The remedy seems clear :

let the principle of increase of salary following length
of experience be maintained, but treat it as a charge

upon the national exchequer, adjusted on the same

lines as the pension scheme, for in reality it belongs
to the same region of finance. The minimum salary

attached to every post should be fixed, each type of

post receiving its proper emolument, regardless of the

age of the applicant ;
he should receive an increment

calculated on his years of experience, but this should

come from a pool, maintained by the national author-

ity, extending over the whole area in which the teach-

ing body circulates. It may be replied that no pool
of this kind is found in other branches of public serv-

ice, but I presume that there is no other service in

which the operations of a scale work to the disad-

vantage of experienced employes. I make no preten-

sion to expert acquaintance with finance, but set down
these suggestions because criticism ought to be posi-

tive as well as depreciatory. Both employers and em-

ployed are grateful for the labors of Lord Burnham's

Committee
;
a scale of some kind was urgently needed,

both to guide Education Committees and to provide

an adequate livelihood for teachers.

(6) Medical Service in Schools.
1 School medical

i The Annual Report of the chief medical officer of the Board of

Education deserves to be more widely known, especially the recent

survey entitled, The Health of the School OMld.
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officers do not need a Burnham Committee to inquire

into their remuneration, for their own associations

are strong enough to protect their interests. No one

to-day questions the value of this service; since the

main ground on which it is engaged is to protect pub-

lic health, the cost should not be charged to the edu-

cation budget, but regarded as part of the civic ex-

penditure incurred in sanitation. Administratively it

is often conducted as a separate department, in the

charge of School Medical Officers distinct from other

M.O.s, and this plan may be justified because children

are collected together in buildings where examina-

tion and to some extent treatment can be effectively

managed. Furthermore, it is obvious that Preventive

Medicine shows at its best when the young are taken

in hand instead of letting them wait till they have

come to years. At present school medical service

chiefly surveys children and teachers in schools

owned or aided by the State; if, however, the argu-

ments of this book be accepted the same benefits

should be granted to the children of the nation as a

whole. Whatever pleas are advanced for or against

the presence of a medical officer in one school, apply

equally to all.

Only in one respect can school medical service be

regarded as educational in the usual sense of the

word : when the physician, or a Health Department,
undertakes instruction in hygiene and allied subjects,

Since he knows about health and disease, the doctor
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seeks to prevent the latter by using the school as a

means of propaganda, and takes a definite rank among
the non-professional teachers described in Chapter
VIII. Expenditure under this head, although usually

thrown in with medical service proper, is a distinct

affair, and should be kept separate in education

budgets.

(c) Clerical Work in Schools. No association can

conduct its affairs without "red tape/
7 but complaints

continue to be made that many teachers and all in-

spectors are compelled to spend an excessive amount

of time in office work. Ever since the State accepted

its responsibilities for education this outcry has been

made, but it was1 for a long time disregarded, for in

the era through which we have passed the building of

a system has involved all concerned in the elaboration

of rules, with constant attention to reports, statistics

and the amendment of these. As a result, the man to

whom organization is congenial replaces the teacher

in the public eye ;
the real work of education is left to

take its chance. The remedy, if it ever comes, will not

be found in depreciating the need for administration

and for the due discharge of clerical tasks; but it

will be allowed for, and every effort will be made to

release the teacher from an undue share. The public,

who are becoming more alive to the real aims of edu-

cation, would be astonished if they realized how large

a portion of a teacher's time and energy is evaporated

apart from actual intercourse with his pupils. Bus!-
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ness men know the advantage of using clerks, type-

writers and ledgers so as to keep their minds free

from an excess of desk work, and they should realize

that children need the inspiration of teachers who

are able to concentrate on their proper business.

Principals of schools, above all, need relief; it is a

sound tradition to regard a head teacher as special-

ly valuable as the teacher and friend of the older

scholars, through whom the entire society preserves

a wholesome tone and discipline : as things now stand

he has usually to serve as chief clerk and supervisor,

thankful if he can spare a few moments in the school-

day for the work to which he is called, I note this

point in a chapter on finance, for it depends on the

public and the educational authorities to sanction

the comparatively small expenditure that would re-

lieve the situation. For many years past the National

Union of Teachers has successfully fought against

the imposition of "extraneous duties77 in non-provided

schools; they have a harder task in converting the

public to a belief that teachers are making the best

return for expenditure when they are permitted to do

the work they love.

(d) Scholarships: Payments to Scholars;. I pass
over various items in the school budget, apparatus, up-

keep of property and the like which may be grouped

together as overhead charges.

The last two items in our account need some fur-

ther notice. The British scholarship system is
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unique ;
in other countries such aids to learning play

a small part, but in England it has almost become the

pivot round which higher education centers1

. The ex-

planation is not far to seek and can be traced to

distinctive features in English life. We are demo*

cratic, and, like France and America, we preach la

carriere ouvert au$ talents; every child, however poor,

must have an "opportunity." But while in other

countries this aim is sought by diminishing or can-

celling revenue from fees, we prefer to- balance the

account by making payments to talented pupils whom
we denominate scholars. Our motives in so doing are

mixed; while we are glad to foster talent we have

been equally .solicitous to "eliminate the unfit" and

reserve the benefit of extended schooling to tho,se who
are likely to "profit thereby."

x We have until re-

cently ,shown scant sympathy with doctrines which

emphasize the rights of all children; our tradition

has been to coerce them, irrespective of capacity, to

attend the primary school because a minimum stand-

ard of culture is necessary ;
but to exclude them from

the higher grades unless they can either pass through

the sieve of a scholarship test, or can be taught with-

out being a charge on public funds. The philosophy

of the educational ladder stands on all fours with

that of the "Manchester School" in economics: com-

pete for what you secure, mount to a higher class,

both in factory and college, by getting ahead of your

i Preamble to Act of 1918,
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fellows. The devolpment of our printed-paper exami-

nations (p. 268) worked in with the democratic de-

mand for a ladder at a period when the whole trend of

English thought was governed by a philosophy of

which Adam Smith was the spiritual father. Further-

more, while our methods of paying a child for attend-

ance at places of higher education fostered a sense

of pride in his own intellect it kept alive a sense of

humility towards the donor. The distributor of schol-

arships, whether he be a wealthy individual or a

corporation, maintains "the superiority complex" of

magnanimity, whereas if he contributes the same

amount through taxation in order to make education

free he appears as a mean man from whom wealth has

to be extorted. Thus the proletariat view of politics

regards scholarships and other forms of endowment as

a cheap form of "ransom" by which the wealthy throw

dust in the eyes of "the people" and escape the impo-

sitions which heavy taxes for education would lay

upon them. It would be grotesque to suggest; that

such motives, even in the nineteenth century, were at

work in the minds of many founders and benefactors;

on the contrary, the great bulk of contribution)?! to

scholarship funds, as to missions and hospitals,

springs from altruistic sentiments; but the develop*

ment of class-consciotisness based on the antagonisms

of wealth and poverty is a political and social fact

which cannot; be ignored

Paymentg to scholars are designed to serve two
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purposes: in the first place they balance, more or

less, the requirements of income from fees. The

school receives (either from endowments or from state

aid) an income which has to be partly, dispensed

in scholarships; this is paid out on the expenditure

side of the account to the scholars, who in turn

pay it back to increase the income from fees. Now
a school or college treasurer does not always find

that these transactions benefit his budget. With every

new .scholar admitted on the establishment he must

budget for allowance for a possible increase in some

or all the items on the expenditure side. At the mo-

ment he may not feel the pressure, but it is bound to

come. Sometimes the embarrassment extends further,

for if the access of such scholars involves Mm in new

capital expenditure in land and buildings his loss in

revenue becomes still more formidable. Such consid-

erations account in part for the reluctance of .sec-

ondary schools to acquiesce in the increase of "free-

place
1 '

scholarships, even when the demand is accom-

panied by an additional grant-in-aid. At the pres-

ent moment many local authorities are voting annual

subscriptions to modern universities., but in some

ca^es they couple the grant with a demand that

BO many students residing in the area shall be ad-

mitted without fee. Now, if the university, with its

existing "plant," can accommodate the newcomers the

grant is a financial benefit and will promote efficiency ;

but, if not, it is only a disguised form of securing
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university teaching for the children of ratepayers be-

low cost price and should not be described as a gener-

ous grant-in-aid.

The second purpose which a scholarship may serve

is to provide the scholar with maintenance. Here,

again, Great Britain .stands in sharp contrast with

other countries. In America dollars are easy to come

by, and social conventions respect manual labor;

hence many thousands of boys and girls work their

way through high school and college when their par-

ents cannot provide them with the necessities of life.

This expedient has only one drawback: the student

cannot take full advantage of the opportunities af-

forded if he has to spend much time and energy, both

in vacation and during term, on earning a living; he

is pretty much in the position Of a British working

man who seeks to emulate the efforts of a university

student by attending W.E.A, dasse in leisure hours.

The plan also reacts unfavorably on standards of

teaching and examination, for instructors are in-

sensibly led to accept a lower grade of proficiency

when pupils are thus handicapped. But the moral

benefit in grit of character and the, social solidarity

attained by this alliance between labor and learning

are well worth the rink. After all, there is groat los

of power in our European places of learning, not; only

in sports but in many forms of that "conspicuous

waste" which Veblcn l has BO trenchantly denounced.

t The Theory of the Leisure Ctowa, and other later hooks.
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No one desires to see youth deprived of the buoyancy
and exhilaration of the play-time of life; the other

extreme imposed on the working-classes by excessive

toil incites to rebellion, which takes ugly forms in

the degradation of taste and conscience. Compromise
is surely the right course to follow. I would gladly

see all forms of scholarship assistance, and indeed all

modes of admission to higher places of learning,

coupled with the requirements that the scholar should

spend a small part of Ms time in useful toil; and I

would not exempt the youth of any class in society

from this moral obligation. This may be regarded as

an extreme, or even as a fantastic, view of the rela-

tions between Labor and Learning, but the reader

will recollect that some of the wisest teachers of man-

kind, including the Founder of the Christian religion

and His chief apostle, worked for their livelihood.

Meanwhile, we are not likely in Great Britain to

cavil at the demand for maintaining a poor scholar, if

we accept the principle of the education ladder. It

is a caricature of this doctrine to offer higher educa-

tion to the children of a working man when he needs

their scanty earnings to supplement a living wage,

So long as industry throughout the world relies upon
the labor of children and youth, so long will it be

necessary to couple the offer of educational opportu-

nity with economic provision. There are, of course,

alternatives to our system; thus, the principle of a

supplementary wage given in accordance with the
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size of the family, now common in many parts of the

Continent, and proposed for Australia, affords relief

also to education
;
but we must not digress into indus-

trial politics.

Surplus or Deficit. A final word is needed with re-

gard to the balance of a school budget. Schools in

private hands or controlled by shareholders on a

limited liability basis (p. 143) must sooner or later

show a profit. For the capital is expended with that

Tiew, and its owners regard the outlay as investment.

In the case of a private proprietor salary and profits

intermingle; but here, as well as in proprietary

schools, loss on annual revenue must be avoided, un-

less the enterprise is assisted from extraneous sources,

It by no means follows that such schools provide a

profitable line from a business or investment point

of view. Some undoubtedly do, otherwise scholastic

agents who deal with this class of property would not

flourish. A successful preparatory school, or a large

"house" attached to a public school, represents a large

Income. But outside this circle investment is hazard-

ous; large sums are sunk every year in efforts at

educational reform as well aw by teachers who risk

their money for the sake of independence. It was

prophesied, that the intervention of the State in edu-

cation would put an end to private schools, by a com-

petition as effective as is witnesHed in the supply of

other municipal services; but this has not happened.

So long as parents are fouxid with surplus wealth to
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spend upon their children, some of them will support

"independent" .schools, and it IB all to the good that

they should possess this freedom.

The public school here stands in sharp contrast to

private enterprise; the former cannot show a profit,

while the latter must do so. This position accounts

not only for the replacement of proprietary schools by

"trust" schools (p. 144), but for the condition at-

tached to all grants-in-aid awarded to non-state

schools, viz., their annual accounts must show a def-

icit. If the receipts, either from fees, subscriptions or

endowments can meet the expenditure, a grant-in-aid

is superfluous, and the State is justified in discriminat-

ing between the wealthy and the poor. This rule cer-

tainly falls hardly on non-state schools which relied

with confidence upon subscriptions and endowments

before the era of grants-in-aicl : donors ask themselves

why they should support an enterprise which will be

maintained from the taxes if they shut their purse.

Even Oxford and Cambridge have now accepted gov-

ernment money, along with a measure of supervision,

and there is apprehension that appeals to private

benefactors will henceforth be in vain. But the can-

vasser need not lose heart
;
so long as such contribu-

tions do not operate to diminish the scale of current

expenditure non-state schools and colleges can accept

benefactions without stint; most of the gifts which

now accrue are designed for special purposes (see p.

177 above ), which involve large annual outlay; and in
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this way they help to create the deficit which entitles

the Governing Body to apply for state support (p.

230 )
. The state authorities, of course, claim in return

the right to .supervise the accounts
;
otherwise a school

might plunge into extravagance, and then look to the

State to come to the rescue when appeals to private

benevolence fail.

On the other hand, the principle of deficit on cur-

rent revenue is sound, for education seeks its returns

in the future, while business expects a dividend in

the present. When a man of wealth turns down

an appeal for help to education (or, for that mat-

ter, help to hospitals and other modes of social

service)' he can find an excellent excuse for refusal by

pointing to the intervention of the State in these serv-

ices; avarice could always justify itself. If many
such appeals fall flat in these days it is because they

do not appeal; they do not reach the core of men's

convictions and faith. People who hollow in this or

that form of education make sacrifice for it and ren-

der an account of their stewardship of wealth by

"putting money in the plate"; knowledge must pre-

cede action. Any doubt on this point in wet at rest

by examining the lists of founders and benefactors

in the whole range of education, from non-provided

schools to muvernities; the great bulk of names are

either those of actual teachers or of persons of more

or less means who have given time and thought to the

administration of education. Instead, therefore, of
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conducting at rare intervals a sensational "campaign"
to reap a harvest by shock tactics from those who
know little and care less for the aims of education,
our places of education, both State and non-State,
should regard themselves as perpetual beggars mak-

ing a plea at all times for the extension of their activi-

ties. By explaining in full the nature of their opera-

tions they give an opportunity for those who have

either large or small amounts to discharge their

stewardship with intelligence.

We are thus carried back from the economics of

education to those spiritual and moral principles on

which the system rests. Bight it is to watch the ac-

counts and to seek adequate provision for material

equipment, and yet these are but means to loftier

ends. I refuse to subject the principles on which the

support of education rests to the dictates of any po-

litical or economic theory, because I believe that every,

source of support and every motive to sacrifice should

be requisitioned on behalf of places of education.



CHAPTEB X

THE OVEESIGHT OF SCHOOLING

THE above chapters have embraced many problems

comprised in the general field of superintendence; I

use the term "oversight/' therefore, to include all that

remains when schools and colleges have been set on

foot, teachers appointed and material resources se~

cnred. What else have external authorities to do?

We may group all the rest under three heads, follow-

ing the career of a scholar through MB school, and
from one school to another : ( 1 ) he enters the school

under regulations, (2) he pursues a course of educa-

tion which is more or less proscribed, and (3) he

makes Ms exit under conditions; which are of inter-

est to the outside world, Admission, Progress, Dis-

charge: I shall not attempt to cover all the topics
which are raised by education codes and lawn under

these heads, but pick out a few points which illus-

trate the working of principles.

Attendance, The first duty of the State is to see

that scholars come to school and to bring them back

if they play truant. Formerly (.he task of the Attend-

ance Officer was heavy, but it has been greatly re-

lieved, in all but the poorest districts and in rural
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areas, by radical reforms both in tlie attitude of

teachers and in their methods. The Eota Committee

before which recalcitrant parents are haled, as a pre-

liminary to coercion by magistrates, plays a decreas-

ing part in superintendence. It is sometimes held

that the substitution of percentage grants for attend-

ance grants (p. 234 above) has tempted authorities to

be too lenient in discharging an unpleasant duty ;
but

the charge is unfounded; other forms of incentive are

devised which are equally effective. In any case, the

machinery for exercising compulsion is not likely to

be dropped ;
even now there are some authorities that

wink at laxity in rural districts, and the desire to

secure children's services is not confined to the

farmers: or to the factory districts of Northern Eng-
land. I have come across private schools whose chief

merit in the eyes of their clients is that the pupils

are allowed to stop away (when once the fee in ad-

vance is paid) at the parent's discretion. There seems

no reason why the services of Attendance Officers

(Should be limited to State-aided schools: the obliga-

tion should be universal, and no child in good health

should escape.
1 Our national fear of officialism has so

far led statesmen to shrink from the thorough-going

routine to which other nations are subjected, but in af-

faire of routine thoroughness is everything, for the

laggards escape when half-measures are adopted,

a- For fear of misunderstanding compare p. 138; rights of parents

when acting as teachers.
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The frequency with which families change their

habitat increases the difficulty of supervising attend-

ance, and this is made still more difficult by the short-

age of houses. Not a few children have on this ac-

count to flit from school to school, with long pauses

between whiles. The status of the children of van-

dwellers and canal-boat folk is still more anomalous
;

some of those have a bowing acquaintance with two

or more schools, putting in an appearance on any day
when trade brings them within reach. The Board of

Education gives itself some trouble over their super-

vision, but in this case requirements for attendance

count for little, even if they are obeyed ;
no local au-

thority can (leal with wanderers from one area to

another* One would not desire to institutionalize

such care-free children by shutting them up in resi-

dential schools, but one thinks that the ingenuity of

Whitehall might devise some plan by which they could

be regarded as "children of the Htiafco" rather than

children of an area, and thus come under a super-

vision analogous to that exercised by the Home Office

in the case of industrial schools (ee p. 178 above) ;

registration of attendance and progress is a national

rather than a local concern.

Kulox of Conduct. Wo have noon in another con-

nection (p. 171) how large*, a part in phiyed by com-

pulsion in the delimitation of nchoolH: it affed.n also

the leisure time of children, and their behavior when

away from the BchooljpremlsoH. The Hocowlary Hchool
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can impose rules on all sorts of topics, e.g., the school

colors are usually a matter of obligation; home les-

sons are often a troublesome problem; detention be-

yond the prescribed hours of attendance can 'be en-

forced; parents can be required to enter their children

for public examinations. Prudent teachers are care-

ful not to draft rules which governors may not en-

dorse if appealed to
;
and they will take pains, in due

course, to secure the good-will of parents (p. 297) for

the sanction of the community is implied in all ar-

rangements for conducting the social life of a school

community, although teachers are justified in claim-

ing a large measure of professional independence.

The character and scope of such rules are taken from

the aims of education: conventional morality (p. 66)

demands that children shall fall into line, and the

teacher helps Ms young folk to accept a minimum of

social discipline. The point I wish to make clear is

that these matters of behavior and of internal man-

agement, which arise in every type of school and

college, are, in the long run, matters of public con-

cern, and, therefore, come within the ambit of over-

sight. They are a part of the Practice of Education,

and fall for further consideration in the next volume.

Health. The same division of interest, between

teacher and public, is seen in attention to health : the

nation is now more alive than formerly to the im-

portance of physique as a factor in development, and

therefore includes the care of the body among the
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constituent values1

(p. 59) . Since the average teacher,

trained or untrained, cannot be expected to know
more about hygiene than a nurse or a careful parent,,

the health expert is
1 called in.

1 The factory was the

first community to be brought under medical super-

vision; the school followed ,suit so soon as adminis-

trators realized the benefit that could be gained by

getting at the foundations of health before children

are grown to years. The effectiveness of the doctor's

advice is not to be measured solely by the willingness

of the public to pay for it, or by the stringency of the

regulations drawn up by authority; he may stress the

importance of ventilation in primary schools and the

risk of nervous fatigue from home lessons in sec-

ondary schools, but his success depends upon the de-

velopment of a health conscience, both among teachers

and parents. The advance is notable, m the reports

of School Medical Officers bear witness : rules govern-

ing the conduct and curricula may be questioned, for

it is hard to relate cause and effect; but fltatistics

which prove the diminution of disease are convincing,

Progress in Attainments, If the psychologist were

as sure of MB ground as the phywologiHt, science

would exert much more influence in dealing
1 with

curricula than it does at prewent; but the lack of

exact science does not imply a dispensation from re-

sponsibility for oversight; empirical rules, therefore,

have to be adopted governing the pupil's attainments

at admission, during progress and on discharge,

A Various references to medicine In earlier dmptem Bea Index
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Conditions for admission to a higher stage are con-

sequent on those imposed for discharge from a lower

stage; in all stages except the lowest, where the in-

fant or child begins his conrse of education. The

university teacher requires the student to matriculate

before entering on a degree course; the secondary
school often complains that primary and preparatory
teachers send up their scholars inadequately pre-

pared to undertake the new curriculum; and the

teachers in the standards transfer the protest to the

infant school.1 And the public outside, merchants,

manufacturers, professional men, make their voice

heard, not without right, if the school has done little

to relate the attainments of its pupils to the require-

ments of a vocation.

Thus a constant pressure is exercised from above

downwards and a large part of the control exercised

by supervising authorities is directed to reconciling

the differences that arise. They lay down minimum
standards which the average scholar should attain on

exit from this or that stage and draw up regulations

for the management of tests or examinations which

certify that each individual scholar has qualified for

exit from a lower and admission to a higher course.

The issues here raised provide a standing quarrel

between the teaching profession, and all the other

parties concerned in the achievements of a school, for

many Insist that the teacher alone can estimate the

i {Suggestions, etc., loc. clt., p. 17.
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quality of a scholar's work and that the body of

teachers alone possess the expert competence to regu-

late examinations.
1 The administrator, on the other

hand, refuses liberty to the teacher (except in the uni-

versity grade) to "brand Ms own herrings." It is of

capital importance that compromise should be sought,

for the issue involves not merely contest for power

in the conduct of examinations; it raises the further

question, whether any system of inspection and ex-

amination is not fraught with dangers which cannot

be avoided, whoever control the procedure. The first

criticism is that children and teachers may be sub-

jected to a perpetual inquisition; inspectors and ex-

aminers tend to multiply; zealous of good works, they

incite both teachers and children to be always on the

qui vive to show results; if of a confident and mas-

terful temperament, they rejoice in their power to

"make" teachers accept their enlightened views on

progress. I am not exaggerating; wherever an active

system of supervision in organized the frailties of hu-

man nature tend to run it to exceas; in England the

Central Authority has on the whole repented of its

former vices; in the Elementary Branch it has for

twenty yearn past been content to IHRUC flugyestionsf

which are definitely put out as "a challenge to inde-

pendent thought/' and by no meann "denigned to im-

i Examination papera are, of etmws corrected by tcacthcrD or ex-

teachers, and they havo large powcra in advico; but they have littlo

to aay a regards their own pupils,

&Loc. cit., p. 2.
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pose any regulations supplementary to those con-

tained in the Code." But it has not yet succeeded in

convincing all its servants that restraint in the use

of power is the first condition for success in educa-

tional supervision. I am combining inspection and ex-

amination in one review, the main difference in their

effect being that the inspector wields Ms influence as

a personal force, whereas the examiner is impersonal.

One cardinal principle, however, applies to both, a

general principle in all branches of government : since

the nurture of the human spirit (p. 51) depends in

part on the exercise of freedom, authority should al-

ways seek to reduce its inquisition to the minimum

consistent with public safety. And, as a corollary, you
can reduce this oversight step by step as you find that

the subjects of inspection advance in capacity and

character until they are fitted to discharge their task

from motives of self-respect, without requiring the

incentive of an inquisition. For example, you employ

factory inspectors to abate the smoke nuisance and

to protect women and children from excessive hours

of labor, because you cannot trust some employers to

refrain from seeking unlawful gain; teachers have

been put under the supervision of principals and in-

spectors because some teachers fail in duty. If, how-

ever, you can succeed in raising the professional

standard, so that fear is replaced by higher senti-

ments, you have revolutionized the life of school.

Wise rulers of education, therefore, have always
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stressed the value of professional training, and pro-

fessional organization, for they know that the more

they can rely upon the skill and conscience of the

teacher the less need for outside authority to Inter-

pose. Professor Adams 1 has shown what dangers

we incur if education becomes Increasingly manipu-
lated by "mechanical engineers" who supply the in-

telligence and outlook which is sought at present in

the rank and file of teachers.

These principles are already in operation as regards

many examinations. The minimum demand is for a

test to be imposed at the close of a course of educa-

tion, and at no other time. The authority indicates a

standard of age and attainment for admission; it pre-

scribes in general outline a code of progressive studies

and approves a time-table : at that point it holds its

hand, or should do so, until the scholar is about to be

discharged. What happens in the interval should be

left to the initiative of principal and staff since their

methods and their diligence are sufficiently tested by
the evidence of a Leaving Examination.

I am well aware that on this last point authorities

In this country at present hold the contrary opinion;
it is perhaps presumptuous in me to pit my conclu-

sions against those of civil servants of long experi-

ence; but onlookers are sometimes the best judges of a

game, and I have now for many years looked on at this

game, after having for many previous years taken an

* Evolution of Educational Theory, chap. xIL
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active part, sometimes as teacher, sometimes as a

supervising agent. Let me at least give reasons for

*&y judgment. Looking back, one sees that vigi-

lant inquiry at short intervals was necessary in the

days when the other modes of supervision and advice

such as we have noticed above were unknown.1 In

the secondary schools, e.g., success in "Locals" and

in scholarship competitions was the only means by
which the public could judge of the quality of a

.school; but good teachers have never held that such

achievement is of itself a warrant of efficiency.

Nowadays, when so many other ways are employed by

authorities, and by the teaching profession itself, to

maintain adequate standards, it ought to be unneces-

sary to keep teachers in leading-strings.

But, it is said, why should a teacher object to the

visit of supervisors, if he and his colleagues are con-

fident that their work will stand inspection? Why
should he be afraid? Sometimes he is by no means

afraid : men of a confident temperament will always

welcome such visits and will hold their own; but

many others are not of that disposition, and the fear

of being misjudged inhibits their powers to an extent

of which many inspectors have no conception. They

believe that the inspector's power extends far beyond

what it actually is; they think (and this is sometimes

true) that his judgment may influence promotion,

and they accept his advice, although professional

i Graliam Balfour, Educational Systems, p. 8.
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men and women ought to be trained (as indeed the

Board of Education agrees) to rely upon themselves.

Teachers tell me again and again that the progress

of a whole group of schools is hindered because the

agents of an Authority, central or local, practically

dictate methods which are notoriously out-of-date;

the teachers are not courageous enough to insist upon
their rights, and lose heart. It would be untrue to

allege that many inspectors are of the masterful type,

or that they assert their well-founded claim in .scholar-

ship and experience at the expense of those who ought
to be regarded as colleagues ;

but the best of men are

liable to partiality, and the uncertainty attaching to

a personal view tends to vitiate a decision which, of

necessity, is based upon a slender acquaintance with

the victim. The retiring teacher, who makes no show

in the class-room, and is dumb in the presence of

strangers, distrusts the visitor and iff liable to be

condemned. If the sketch made in Ohaptors Til and

IV of the aims of education be accepted, how little can

the best of .supervisors (Uncover of the moral and

spiritual influence which the teacher, consciously or

otherwise, may be wielding. This criticism m often

admitted to have force 1

,
and hence the oflidal ground

for conducting the visitation is shifted. The inspector

presents himself rather as a visitor, offering advice

and putting at the disposal of the staff the fruits of

experience which teachers who work only on one spot

cannot 00 easily garner. From this point of view a

strong case can be made out; I can offer my personal
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testimony to the value of such, visits.
1 And yet, to be

so received, would lie not be more effective if divested

of power, offering Ms suggestions only with the weight

attaching to his reputation and the good sense of his

opinions? In these days the distribution of profes-

sional knowledge is secured otherwise. We have

already noticed (p. 193) how increasingly active

teachers' societies have been, for a half-century past,

in the exchange of ideas, and now our Authorities

emulate them : Conferences, Summer Schools, Supple-

mentary Courses for teachers abound.

There is, however, another plea for sending the

agents of an Authority into schools and colleges.

They are sent to observe what is going on in order that

they may gain the information adequate for the per-

il write here tinder a sense of gratitude to one of the greatest

schoolmasters of a bygone generation, and, at the risk of appearing

egotistic, may venture on reminiscence, to show how far we have

traveled in forty years. As a young head master, I felt the need for

the kind of visitation here discussed, so we inquired of the University

whose Local Examinations were taken by our boys whether they

would send us a wise inspector. The Delegacy replied that they could

send us plenty of examiners, but they had never been asked for in-

spection; the secretary did not know of anyone in Oxford who could

undertake such a task. But I knew that Arthur Sidgwick, of Corpus,

had lectured to Cambridge men On Discipline and On {Stimulus^ so I

suggested that he be invited to attempt the new rdle. There were, of

course, Oxford men employed in Government service as H.M.I. J

s, but

their range was limited to primary schools; another fifteen years

elapsed before the reforms mentioned on p* 308 came about. This

delightful inspection was not only of immediate service to the staff

and to the Governing Body of that school; as an educational experi-

ment it alTorded a conception of the service that could be rendered to

colleges and schools by the provision of oversight and counsel, through

the agency of central authorities.
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formance of their functions. Authorities have to gain

a general acquaintance with school practices; how
can they otherwise prepare statutes and regulations

with confidence? And the Local Authority must have

a more intimate acquaintance with the personnel, and

with the methods by which its teachers pursue their

aims, since it is responsible for many appointments;
directors and secretaries cannot work in the dark.

This is, of course, true, and all one would plead is

that the ground for visitation should be made clear;

the title "inspector" smacks too much of the watch-

dog (I hazard a guess that it was originally chosen

on the precedent of factory inspection). An officer

of State who seeks information assumes a different

character from a judge or assessor. It cannot, for

example, be maintained that the visit of five or more

officials to every secondary school at intervals of a

few years is necessary in order that the Board of Edu-

cation may be informed of the general progress of the

country in that sphere; the policy is baned on a mis-

taken belief that the vigilance of the State requires

the Board to investigate, and if need be to intervene in

the affairs of every Hchool, In our universities the

visitation asmnncfi a different character, more in con-

sonance with the principles I have sought to establish

for all types of Hehool.

It mutit be granted, however, that awe** may occur

in which public officers may have to act a& police;

when grave complaints arise,, when friction m reported
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that cannot be composed without intervention, the

State must do its duty, and secure materials for an

impartial report. Hence one cannot expect an Au-

thority to pass a self-denying ordinance in abrogation
of its power; but what is needed as a reserve for

emergencies should no longer be pursued as a normal

procedure.

This excursion on inspection is also relevant to the

topics of Chapter,VIII, but I insert it here because of

its close bearing on the supervision of scholars as well

as of their teachers. Returning to the use of Leaving

Examinations, I have suggested that every "leaver"

should be examined before discharge and a review

made of his capacity and attainments during the

whole period of attendance.

We are slowly coming to accept this as an obliga-

tion incumbent on all schools; it should not be left

to the discretion either of parent or of teacher; the

scholar is not treated with justice if this requirement

is evaded, for evidence of attainment is being looked

for more and more, not merely as a passport to some

place of further education, but as an indication of

capacity to enter on a career.
1 It is at this point, and

only at this point, that the "results" of education can

be properly set down by a supervising authority, so

far as any record can be made of a process which in

its essence defies any rule of measurement. An illus-

tration from secondary education is to hand in the

i Suggestions, loc. cit., p. 2.
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organization of School Certificates. As people at

large come to understand the intention of this re-

form it will, I am convinced, be applied to all types

of school and college. In the primary schools one

already finds the beginnings of such plans, for the

Employment Exchanges rely npon evidence furnished

by head teachers to help them in finding suitable work

for "leavers."

Certificate EmminaMons. The extension of this

principle opens the door to other evils, and these are

so mischievous that many people would like to see

examinations done away with altogether. Briefly

they may be summarized as follows:

(a.) The examination only embraces a few subjects

of study, to which authorities, or the public, attach

special weight; other mibjectH, not rc.cognissed in an

examination syllabus, tend to be neglected. To some

extent this is inevitable, but the harm is diminished

especially where teachers are trusted to discharge

their duty in a professional spirit and are not judged

aolely by the number of nueeoBB^H gained by their

pupils* In one renpect this eompetUion between .sub-

jects has an advantage, for it compels thone who at-

tach value to this or that Rtudy to ptaud for it at

the bar of public opinion and weeuro ,J(B recognition,

Thus music and drawing were, until recently de-

preciated in the wecoudary school
;
but they are now

admitted to a minor rank in the regulation** for Matri-

culation. The advocates of freedom point to the Amer-

ican Hyslem of elective^ in high Hchooln, under which
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every scholar can elect to .study what he or his par-

ents prefer ;
we offer a great variety of choice in uni-

versities, and give a more limited freedom in the

higher forms of secondary schools. The German de-

vice is to found different types of school : Gymnasium,

Beal-Gymnasium, Bealschule, each with a distinctive

leaving-certificate (AMturienten-Zeugniss) admitting

successful leavers to an appropriate sequel in further

education or in a professional career. But the best of

machinery breaks down
;
few parents or children can

forecast the future ,so precisely as to make sure that

present interest can square up with the program of

later life. Nor is it a real kindness to boys and girls

to exempt them from every discipline that they find

irksome
;
no one should impose, e.g., Latin for the sake

of discipline, but if it stands in the Time-table and is

well taught, intellectual interest can be aroused in

the pursuit, except among the dullards; when these

have tested their wits on the study or have shown that

their powers lie elsewhere they can fairly claim an al-

ternative menu. Further discussion of curricula must

be reserved for a later volume. When the certificate

of discharge records not only the performance of a

scholar during examination week, but his progress in

all the activities of school life, the risk of injury is

substantially diminished. At the present time the

plans for promotion from primary to secondary

schools are awarded almost wholly on tests of skill in

English and arithmetic.

Stress ahould be laid on the record of progress as
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much as on a final examination; principal and staff

are often too industrious in conducting internal ex-

aminations; the warnings on tMs point given in the

Suggestions are much to the point. In some second-

ary schools, where the pupil is, quite rightly, left to

prepare much of his work in Ms own time, the teacher

has tended to become a perpetual examiner. Further

discussion of this problem will be more appropriate in

the next volume, when we deal with the Practice of

Education.

(&) Methods of examination are still more open to

criticism, A cheap printing press enabled the II.M.I.

of former days to distribute test-cards in each of the

Standards; and for secondary schools a presiding

examiner was equipped with printed papers which

achieved the same result in raising the standard of

work to a respectable level. But a heavy price was

paid for these services; the case with which an ex-

amination office can operate itn machines, the im-

partiality with which a uniform paper tewt can

standardise ten thounand scholars in throe bourn, has

led educators to ignore the need for freedom., variety

and elasticity.

Some studies, e.g., mathematics and claries, can

be adequately tested on paper; but, aft the curriculum

has enlarged, new subjeete demand mothodw of exami-

nation for which the printed paper tont IB unfit; and

the attempts of examining boards to get round tho ob-

stacles do grave harm to the Rckolar'a programs. They
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mate strenuous efforts to reduce the mischief, but

every advance in the quality of teaching displays

more conspicuously the imperfections of centralized

schemes of examination. The remedy is to be sought
not only by diminishing the number of examinations

and by taking the scholar's record into account, but

by research into more scientific methods of exami-

nation. The merit of the older systems of test, apart

from their cheapness, lay in standardization and in

the certainty that the verdict would be honest. Now
that the teaching profession has advanced in self-re-

spect it can claim to be trusted, both to maintain a

reasonable measure of uniformity and to abstain

from showing mercy to the incompetent; safeguards

can be adopted which prevent abuse without subject-

ing a whole group of schools to being strangled by

printed papers. In our universities, for example, de-

grees and diplomas, awarded solely by the body of

teachers (assisted by an external examiner), are ac-

cepted both by Government and by professional coun-

cils as equivalent to the tests which these corporations

conduct on their account. In. the United States the

universities offer the same privilege to approved

schools, so that the great majority of American boys

and girls are under no necessity to undergo a week

or more of matricxilation papers; the privilege of

being retained on the list of approved schools is with-

drawn if the subsequent record of the students (care-

fully registered for the purpose) proves that the stu-
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dents have been improperly educated. In Germany
the principle of employing an external examiner or

assessor is applied throughout the whole system of

leaving certificates. The teaching body of each school

is intrusted to examine and award certificates, for

they alone possess the requisite knowledge of their

pupils ; but, to avoid partiality and to maintain stand-

ards, the State associates its inspectors with the pro-

ceedings (p, 277 below). In Great Britain we are

reluctant even to research into the working of such

alternative plans, for our system haa gained a thor-

ough hold both on teachers and laity; we are grateful

to Whitehall and the universities for the energy with

which, they engaged the printing press and the rail-

ways to take the first steps in supervision ;
and we are

reluctant to challenge their prerogative.

At this point the advancement of psychology has

recently enabled teachers to make use of Intelligence

(better called Mental) Tests as a mode of valua-

tion which may avoid the evilB on which we have

descanted. They follow the example of tho physiolo-

gist who, by quantitative measurements of bodily

functions, can describe a scholar'!* physical capacity;

they have devised Berien of mental measurements

which elude both the whims of examiner and the

momentary disposition of the examinee*. They point

out that the attainment w of a scholar at this or

that juncture will vary owing to all wortw of environ-

mental influences, while MB capacity, MB alortnewB of
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mind, can be ganged by a scientific inquisition, with-

out reference to the course of study. For, they allege,

the growth of a mind is, in part at least, the outcome

of inheritance; they take to some extent the position

of the eugenists (see Chapter I) and insist that in-

herited capacity is the first feature of an individual

which needs investigation. They do not deny that

nurture can affect this growth, any more than a

physician will question the value of appropriate "nur-

ture/' for the body; but both maintain the value of

"nature" and seek to describe the .scholar in terms of

what nature has endowed him with: normal growth
of mental powers can be discovered for each succes-

sive year and relied upon in professional practice.

Eesearch began in Paris with Binet and Simon,
who were concerned to diagnose mental deficiency in

children; their methods have been copied and im-

proved both in America and Great Britain, and ap-

plied, especially by Professor Cyril Burt and Thom-

son, to school children in general. The method has

also been adopted to aid in the selection of adults and

adolescents for employment both in industry and in

public service (e.g., U.S. Army, 1917-18). This re-

versal of our ideas about examinations has not passed

without challenge,
1 and some ediieators questioned

the validity, as well as the benefit, of the entire pro-

cedure. I think the skeptics go too far; they may well

i
E.g., Principal Raymont in JflduGational Movements and Methods,

1924; on tlie other side see Dr. P. Ballard, The New Mwaminer,
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criticize the imperfections of the tests and refuse to

employ them until the experts stand on a firmer

ground in psychology; but the principle at stake

should be clearly envisaged. While I agree with Mr.

Eaymont that philosophy must never give place to

natural science, we must always be ready to ac-

cept the conclusions and methods of science, as an

aid to the treatment of our fellowmen. For, after

all, are we to identify mind with spirit and regard

mental power as something sacrosanct which must be

exempt from the measuring-rod? The plain fact is

that we lave constantly to discriminate both men

and children as regards mental ability, and our em-

pirical verdicts are uncertain because we work in the

dark, and often rely with unwarrantable assurance

on our intuitions; some men possess remarkable gifts

in this direction, but while one hits the mark a dozen

may go wrong. One reason why we make so much

use of examinations is that the public will not

trust these personal verdicts, and, therefore, accept

our customary tests of attainment as constituting at

the same time a rough-and-ready assessment of gen-

eral mental power : your first-class candidate, even if

he be only examined in one subject, is likely to be of

higher mental stature than the man who just scrapes

through in many subjects.

This comparison displays the limitations of Intelli-

gence Tests. Examinations in attainments test dili-

gence as well as mental power; your first-class man is
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usually, although not always, more industrious than

those who take a lower place in the list. They test

incidentally forms of skill that have to be acquired in

order to display the candidate's power; papers in

History and Literature show that a candidate can ex-

press himself; laboratory examinations show that he

can use his hands and eyes. The Intelligence Test, at

its best, isolates one kind of ability, and, even if the

evidence on that head be unchallenged, it should not

be accepted for more than it is worth. This limitation

in scope is the soundest justification for caution in

making use of them; the very title Intelligence is a

danger-signal.
1 For what is intelligence? Does the

term include the practical intelligence which enables

one man to see the working of a machine better than

his fellows, and another to discern the harmonies of

a fugue? Or does it favor the man or child who
handles words with facility? Since most of the tests

are concerned either with words or figures it is not

surprising that the records obtained from schools

bring out a grading pretty much the same as that

reached by teachers in the ordinary paper examina-

tions The psychologist is, however, extending his

range and now seeks to test inherited faculty in all

its branches; when you want a measuring-rod for

rhythmic response, for color sense even for character

he will devise one for you, if you will have patience.

But we shall ask him to define character with more

footnote to p. 271.
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lucidity than lie has defined intelligence "before we ac-

cept Ms examination as valid.

All this criticism only shows that the psychologist

must not exaggerate his claims
;
much of his work is

still tentative, and is of greatest value in dealing with

the abnormal where variations in capacity are wide;

where also a clear demarcation is evident between

capacity and attainments, between nature and nur-

ture.

For we must stress once more the comparison be-

tween mind and body; the tests both of physiologist

and psychologist are at their best in discovering en-

dowment
; they are inexorable, like finger-prints ; they

admit the possibility of improvement, but their main

effect on the subject is to make him conscious of his

limitations, and if abused they lead him to inhibit his

energies in directions where the diagnosis suggests

that he will not excel. Now we already have too much

of such deterrent influence on children and young peo-

ple; one child is told that he "can't sing" and so

makes up his mind to resist the influence of music;

another is scolded because he "can't do mathematics"

and so continues to "fail." At the other extreme

clever children get to believe that they are in a select

class and that they can rely upon their mental inheri-

tance to carry them through regardless of conative

powers. "Why should either teacher or scholar spend

weary hours in study when the psychologist has al-
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ready certified Mm as first-class? Let us pick Mm
out at once and give him a scholarship !

This absurd conclusion only gives point to the dis-

cussion : as a check upon the abuses of old-fashioned

examinations, as a supplementary guide to other

means of classification, these Mental Tests in expert

hands1 can do good service to the community; and at

the present the scope is limited because the psychol-

ogist is only beginning to control his tools; as he

becomes more sure of his ground we shall accept his

aid with exactly the degree of confidence that we give

to the medical officer who reports on the physical

condition of our pupils.

(c) If, however, all possible reforms in examina-

tions were carried out, the final objection would still

hold: they lay a heavy burden on young shoulders,

they may cause unnecessary anxiety to teachers as

well as to scholars. Let no one suppose that if, for

example, we shaped our methods of awards on the

continental pattern, overpressure would be dimin-

ished. The reports of suicide by German schoolboys,

terrorised by the fear of failure, show how the best of

systems cause disaster unless parents and teachers

are in sympathy with young minds. Some readers

of this chapter will be alarmed at my suggestion that

every .scholar, on quitting a school, should be docketed

with a record of his progress; such a thoroughgoing

inquiry seems to portend a multiplication of the evils

to which some of them are now exposed. But there is
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no alternative; the most ardent of reformers cannot

claim such a measure of freedom, either for himself

or Ms pupils, as shall exempt them from any super-

vision in the public interest. Instead of inveighing

against the social order to which all masters must sub-

mit, his wisdom is to study principles of organization,

and thus help the administrator to adjust the balance

between the evils of overpressure and the waste of

power when children and students are still permitted,

as they were BO often in former days, to dawdle

through their years of education instead of respond-

ing with active intelligence to the claims of culture.

In this, as in all problems of oversight, the reforms for

which the teacher pleads depend upon an instructed

public ;
as parents, members of education committees,

governors, inspectors come to see the important part

which examinations take in the national system, and

discern both the benefits to be derived and the abuses

to be avoided, they will cease either to denounce them,

as an oppression or to laud them as means of salva-

tion. Here, as in all the topics which have engaged
our notice from Chapter VI, we find ourselves thrown

back on the need for harmony in the relations between

the schools and those who sustain and organise them.

Already some of the worse defects in this field have

been eliminated; the competition of Universities with

each other, and with the various boards of examina-

tions which act on behalf of professions was formerly
a standing grievance in the secondary schools, but
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the establishment of a Secondary Schools Examina-
tions Council, uniting the interests of all concerned,
has already reduced the area of mischief. As teachers

and administrators, step by step, study the founda-

tions of policy, and widen their sympathy, the func-

tions of superintendence will become more and more
welcomed as an indispensable aid to the school, both

in the lesser matters of the Law and in the liberty of

the Gospel.



CHAPTER XI

ADVISORY AND REPORTING FUNCTIONS

IT is? only necessary to add a few lines on the place

assigned to advice in our English system, since it has

already been noted as an important feature in all in-

stitutional life.

"In 1896 Mr. M. E. Sadler was appointed, to the new

post of Director of Special Reports, and a central

educational library was opened at Whitehall. Up to

the present time eleven volumes have been issued by
Mr. Sadler and his assistants, dealing with various

educational questions at home, in the Colonies, and

abroad. Few countries had more need of an Educa-

tional Intelligence Department than the United King-

dom; hardly anywhere has its creation been so rap-

idly and so amply justified."
* This office is only one

example of an activity which IB by no means confined

to the Central Authority, as the labors of Sir Michael

Sadler testify, for when he relinquished it, he was In-

vited to investigate and report upon the work of many
Local Authorities whose functions had been recently

enlarged by the Act of 1902, while he wan able also

i Graham Balfour writing in 1903, loe. cit., p. 38.
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to conduct research on similar lines from a university
chair.

Taking a broad view, we discern this garnering and
distribution of information as a function of all who
are concerned in education, even though corporations
whose position enables them to survey a wide area

have a special responsibility. Every school principal
is a reporter, both to those who employ Mm and to

the parents and public who should be concerned with

the welfare of Ms school. In the widest view these

efforts are not confined to what appears in print. The

speeches of an official, for example, where he is free

to open his mouth, are equally serviceable in inform-

ing the public mind. Where he addresses teachers,

his discourse may be regarded as a contribution to

the training of teachers; the extent to which he should

speak his mind on the public platform is a matter on

which authorities differ.
1

We have noted that the justification for taking

pains over such work rests on the dynamic nature of

social processes; authorities undertake it from va-

rious motives : sometimes they merely want to have

reports for their own benefit; sometimes they feel

their dependence on public opinion, and know that

they cannot make changes of consequence unless an

instructed opinion is behind them
; they then become

solicitous about the distribution of ideas, and take to

a The quotations on p. 232 show that tlie servants of local authori-

ties hare a freer hand than civil servants.
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propaganda. They may go even further, and give

high rank to these functions, in the belief that au-

thority can best achieve its ends through influence x

rather than by commands. Great Britain has by

no means gone so far as the Federal Government at

Washington, with its Bureau of Education, which

exerts its influence almost wholly through the distri-

bution of information; but a .start has been made.

The establishment of the Consultative Committee,

and the sanction of a Teachers' Council, under the

Act of 1899, show that the Central Authority wel-

comes the organization of professional opinion; and

various Local Authorities have taken steps in the

same direction. While these provisions may be

viewed in relation to the status of the teacher

(p. 202), they are equally in place here as exhibiting

the value of advice and of the organization of specific

channels of opinion for that purpose.

It is the attitude of mind of the organizer and

teacher which determines both the kind of information

he collects and the extent to which he imparts it. If

he is impressed by the permanent validity of his prin-

ciples and desires to extend their force, he will not be

eager either to reshape Ms own habits of thought or

to distribute ideas which may run counter to them.

If he has the intellectual habits of an investigator and
can pursue the imperatives of practice while admit-

ting the fluidity of theory, he will use all the resources
^ Elmer Brown (Education Bureau of the United States),

ment ty Influence (1909),
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of the printing press to publish the records of educa-

tion. It is often alleged that the bureaucrat is less

sensitive to these needs than other men
;
but I doubt

it. Inherited temperaments, inclining this way or

that, are found in all groups, and these may be modi-

fied by acquired habits. Our scholastic tradition has

done little to foster such habits, but we are reforming
our ways; the same principles which favor self-gov-

ernment, so-called, within the school are reshaping the

attitude of authority outside the school.

The reactionary is ready to cavil at expenditure un-

der this head, whether of time or money; he points
out that, as soon as you begin, you find it difficult to

fix a limit; still, everyone agrees nowadays that the

administrator must at least produce a few figures,

and give some explanation of them; every now and

then a problem becomes so urgent that a special com-

mission if only a Geddes Committee! is felt to be

in place. When, however, it comes to any further

elucidation, either by comparison with other coun-

tries, by reports on educational novelties, or by in-

terpretation of phenomena in the light of philosophy,

people who are not reactionary may differ. They may
prefer to leave many inquiries to the volunteer efforts

of enthusiasts, or to the unorganized expression of

opinion in the Press; and when they admit these

functions as a necessary part of government duty they

may differ as to the authority to which this or that

field of inquiry should be assigned, Any such
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differences are of small moment at the present time,

for it is certain that the general public, as well as

parents, know far too little about what is done on

their behalf. The Education Week movement referred

to in another connection, and publications like The

Londoners' Education'
1 are signs that both central

and local authorities are becoming alive to the need of

reporting to "the people" in the language of the

people.

And, while I desire to stress this feature in the or-

ganization of education, which has been largely over-

looked, I would not for a moment deprecate the value

of volunteer movements which stand in friendly

competition with public authorities as agents of

propaganda. At this; moment (1924) Oopec and the

W.E.A. are conspicuous both in studying principles

of national education and in seeking to win the popu-

lar ear; all political parties lend a hand in the same

direction, although they differ in the advice they ten-

der. With so much amateur and voluntary effort, au-

thorities might well stay quiescent and take for

granted that the public knows as much as they want

to know, or ought to know. This would be a grave

mistake, for with the best of good-will no other corpo-

rations can give a fair accoiint of national effort or

report upon the facts of education so well as those to

whom the nation has specially intrusted the affairs

of education.

i Published for the L.C.C. Education Committee by P* 8. King and
Son.



CHAPTER XII

EDUCATION AUTHORITIES, THEIR COMPO-
SITION AND DUTIES

IN the note attached to Chapter II I pointed out that

all Authorities are representative of institution; if

their constitution is democratic the persons exercising
control are elected or nominated under the terms of

statute and ordinance. Since we live in a democratic

society, we need not consider principles of representa-
tion in types of community other than the democratic

;

the reference is only necessary because in the next

volume we shall deal with the inner corporate life

of school, which is by no means democratic, although

many useful efforts are made to equip the young with

qualities adequate to service in a democratic world

when they are older. We have also seen that while

institutions seek power through direct representa-

tion, i.e., through groups which elect or nominate

representative persons, their power is effectual quite

as much through indirection. By this we mean that

sentiments and causes which find no voice in direct

representation are none the less cared for by various

persons who enjoy power as members of Authorities.

The Act of 1902 constituting the L.E.A. illustrates the
283
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whole position. The Authority, itself, i.e., the deciding

court of appeal in all matters of local public educa-

tion, is the County or Borough Council directly rep-

resenting the institutions of locality in all affairs of

local government, and indirectly representing other

interests which take an active part in the elections.

But, since Education is a unique form of civic ac-

tivity, the Act requires the Authority to constitute

as its agent a special Committee, called its Education

Committee, and on this Education Committee co-opted

membership may be assigned to persons who stand for

all sorts of institutions which are felt to have a claim

to speak in matters of education, although they make

no such claims in regard to other local concerns.

Thus it has come about that, while locality has a pre-

dominant voice, with a small voice at least assigned to

women, the interests (Chapter VI) of religion, voca-

tion, culture, teaching can all be directly, represented.

If these institutions are not recognized, none the less

they will be represented, just so far as their advocates

among the inhabitants take steps to secure the elec-

tion or nomination of such persons as will cihare this

or that sentiment. For example, the institutions of

property affect public policy in education although
no recognition of them may be made in schemes or

statutes; representatives are often chosen avowedly
on the ground that they will curtail (or enlarge) the

scale of expenditure, and for one representative who
avows such intention a dozen will be known to 0ym-
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pathize. These elaborate provisions for co-option, and

nomination winch have become so pronounced a fea-

ture of local education in England succeed to some

extent in applying the doctrine of representation of

institutions and have to that extent assisted in har-

monizing their conflicts; but it is clear that the ut-

most ingenuity in framing schemes and charters will

never cover all the interests that may wish to influ-

ence education : and such interests, although excluded

from formal representations, will notwithstanding ex-

ert their influence indirectly, and must do so if they

mean to be effectual. And they can do this, since

every individual in Authority, however narrow-

minded or single-minded he may appear, has many

interests, many sides to his personality and, therefore,

puts his weight on the side of this or that interest,

often without a clear consciousness of what he is do-

ing. A man may, e.g., be elected with a special man-

date to reduce the cost of education, but when elected

it may be found that he is a stout champion of techni-

cal instruction and spends all his energy in helping

that branch of an Authority's work.

Now these features in the make-up of representative

persons, follow us when we consider the two divisions

among persons who exercise control, viz., the members

of the Authority and their agents (p. 40), officials of

all sorts, secretaries, directors, clerks. These last

are not representatives in the ordinary sense
;
but it is

important to bear in mind that their functions are
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assumed to be discharged in the spirit of repre-

sentation; they are chosen to stand for and to execute

the mind of those who set them to work, of the Au-

thority which itself is representative. An official per-

son, does not, in theory, possess a mind of his own
;
he

is the voice, the employee, as some Authorities are

fond of describing him. During office hours he knows

no creed, no party. But this is a counsel of perfec-

tion, for an official person, in spite of the rigid train-

ing of official life, cannot fail to have sympathies with

this or that institution. Occasionally these sympa-

thies break out, causing trouble in many quarters, as

in the famous instance of the Holmes Circular. And
since holders of office cannot help having attachments,

it becomes one of the chief anxieties of Authorities

to select officials with the right kind of attachments
;

although when appointed they are expected to be

impartial and neutral over against all conflicting

interests! Here, indeed, is a dilemma which the

teacher and civil servant train themselves to resolve

as best they may.
Their difficulty is no doubt somewhat reduced by

keeping apart the three functions of Authority

(p. 40), discussion, legislation and executive. The
official is assumed to keep to the last of the three; MB
superiors discuss and make laws; he takes these as

they are given to him, and sees that they are obeyed.
But it is evident that the three do not stand in water-

tight compartments; a capable head master or Beere-
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tary to an Education Committee does much, both to

guide discussion and to shape legislation; and he is

so trusted because he is something more than an offi-

cial he is a person of ideas in other words, he is

moved by attachments to various institutions, how-

ever impartially he may harmonize their influence

both in his own mind and in the behavior of his Au-

thority.

To dwell further upon the relations between discus-

sion, legislation and executive would carry us too far

into political theory; all we need note is the extraor-

dinary pains taken to elaborate the machinery for

discussion and advice in affairs of education : in Chap-
ter VIII we saw how the claim of the teacher as ad-

viser in organization has been increasingly acknowl-

edged, and in Chapter XI we extended the principle

to cover many institutions outside of those repre-

sented by the teaching profession. Beside these per-

manent forms of authoritative advice the State seeks

the aid of temporary commissions and committees,

e.g., the Bryce Commission and the many commit-

tees of more recent years to which we have referred.

Meanwhile, endless discussion takes place in the Press

and among private persons ;
this unorganized flow of

opinions, albeit with much froth and waste of breath,

cuts a channel for the more precise deliberations and

acts of appointed bodies.

"Legislation" is an omnibus term to include all

comprehensive directions, from Act of Parliament to
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a set of school rules; they are valid, so far as they do

not run counter to the decisions of a superior au-

thority.

When we come to the actual performance, the

carrying out of rules and law, distinctions are made

between "the administrative" and "the executive,"

but the line drawn is not always clear. The Educa-

tion official, properly speaking, is always administer-

ing, i.e., he does not perform educational work,
1 but

has to see that it is done; and yet the administrator

proper who deals immediately with the laws and

edicts of an Authority and explains how these are to

be carried out can be distinguished from the execu-

tives who visit schools and see that the law is carried

out in detail. These distinctions apply particularly

to Authorities over a wide area: in each school, as

we shall see in a moment, the principal (and staff?)

have a status in organization as well as control of

another kind within the school.

Eeference to principles on which civic organisa-
tion is conducted is of practical importance; for lack

of harmony between the external and internal agen-
cies that control scholars is reflected in the daily con-

duct of school affairs, as a glance at the past will

show. I am perhaps repeating what has been put for-

ward in Chapter VI, but it may be well to restate

the position for the purpose of this chapter. When
i Sometimes lie does, e.g., KM. Inspectors not only organize Part-

time Courses for teachers, but give instructions in them.
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the schools began to be organized in the first half of

the nineteenth century, two theories fought for ac-

ceptance, both of them relying on age-long tradition.

The institutions of religion claimed the school as a

spiritual society, but failed to make good their claims

because they could not incorporate those objective,

constituent, elements analysed in Chapter IV; also

because the Churches were in conflict with each other.

The institutions of democratic politics undertook to

make good the ^deficiency, and a crude theory gained

strength, a theory which regarded the school as a fac-

tory, with the State (local authority or managers),
as the employer, the teacher as the employee, the

child as raw material provided by parents, and the

citizen as consumer. Under this theory social evils

may be combated by( bidding the teacher insert in-

struction in this or that subject into the machine. Is

betting or strong drink felt to be injurious? let us

turn to the State to supply lessons on these evils and

on the corresponding virtues of temperance and

thrift.

Between the two the institutions of property thrust

forward and sought to found a system of education

determined by rates and taxes. As opinion developed

the issues revealed the force of other institutions

which we have reviewed; locality asserted its voice;

the teacher had to be reckoned with, and finally

parenthood is beginning to be recognized as an entity

distinct from citizenship. The statesman has com-
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posed these conflicts of opinion as best he can,

thinking of the immediate end to he achieved
;
but the

time is surely come for a more detached and conscious

regard for principles. In general social theory reflec-

tion has gone far, but so far as I know the specific

application of political philosophy to education has

scarcely been attempted; we have lived from hand

to mouth, trusting to the subconscious working of

the mind, having no time to examine our processes of

thought in the light of a comprehensive survey.

We can now review the different types of Authority,

noting in each case their composition and the duties

which they discharge. We shall only include Authori-

ties which take actual responsibility for places of

education; there are supplementary authorities, such

as Examining Boards and Trusts, whose functions are

important; but to give attention to these would carry

us beyond our tether. There appear to be live typical

forms of Authority, over places of education ; the first

two have jurisdiction over one school or college only,

(a) principal and staff, (6) managers or governors.

The third, which I have to call self-governing, are

concerned with many schools and may extend their

interests throughout the country. The fourth, the

L.E.A., embraces all the schools within its area, and

the last includes the whole nation. If the reader ac-

cepts the organization of advice within the ambit of

Authority he will include as a sixth the International

Survey of Education, now brought within the scope
of the League of Nations.
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The Teacher as Authority. In Chapter VI we in-

cluded teaching among the institutions which claim

a voice in organization and in Chapter VIII we saw
how the calling has come to be trained and recognized
as a profession, acquiring a legal .status. The teacher

as "authority" within his school, which worts through

personal relations with the scholars, is distinguished
from his relation to other authorities. The first kind

of control operates in all schools, although it varies

greatly in different types of school; we shall consider

this in Vol. II, as an important problem in school-

keeping. When we are dealing with the organization
of education "Authority" is used as a technical term

derived from modern law rather than scholastic

tradition.

Used in this sense, it is evident that the classifica-

tion of schools based on the nature of the ownership
involves widely different functions for the teacher

viewed as an authority. In a private school (p. 142)

no one intervenes between the teacher-owner and the

supreme authority of the State. This at least was

true until the Act of 1918 empowered the local author-

ity to view and report upon every kind of school

within its area. But neither has yet gone far in the

exercise of their powers, and public opinion would

perhaps not approve auch intervention, for the confi-

dence placed by parents in private establishments is

partly due to the belief that their merits are en-

hanced by keeping aloof from the public system. If

we turn to the topics included under Oversight in
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Chapter IX we see that the private school falls chiefly

under public regulation in matters of health and

of public examinations. Among the institutions

which claim a yoke in private-school education the

family is most in evidence, for the proprietor must

win the regard of those who intrust their children to

him. But neither the family,, religion, vocation nor

culture exert formal control; their influence, however

great, is indirect and unorganized. The principal is

a law unto himself and sole executive. I myself think

that all the benefits of private ownership could be re-

tained even if the private schoolmaster shared Ms

responsibilities to .some extent with public authority.

It would be tedious to survey the position of the

teacher as an authority in the various types of school

distinguished in Chapter VII; the other extreme is

witnessed in many primary schools and departments

of schools, where the State, for good and bad reasons,

sometimes reduces the teacher almost to the level of

a clerk (p. 242), allotting both to head teacher and

staff the minimum of administrative power consistent

with retaining sufficient control in discipline. A
difference is acknowledged between primary and sec-

ondary schools, because the adolescent (p. 8T) is

not so submissive and requires the controlling hand

to be more manifest in the personality of those who
take charge of him. When he approaches maturity
in college or university, he needs another kind of dis-

cipline^ and sometimes this new attitude la
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nized, as e.g., In the charters of certain modern uni-

versities where a legal position is assigned to a

Students' Bepresentative Council.

Corporations for higher education usually allot a

far higher status to the staff, as distinguished from

the head teacher, than do our secondary or primary
schools. The ancient universities, Oxford and Cam-

bridge, may be contrasted with many American col-

leges where the president is often the sole executive.

Modern universities in Great Britain occupy a middle

position and their charters and statutes are well worth

studying in detail as exemplifying many principles

of organization. For example, officers of administra-

tion are assigned a distinctive place, some of them,

the Vice-Chancellor, and the Deans, being both teach-

ers and administrators, while others may be solely

concerned with, official duties. The staff, organized

in Faculties, possess statutory rights in internal

affairs, and the senior members, grouped as a Senate,

undertake external duties (e.g., in recommending per-

sons for appointments), that elsewhere are wholly

outside the province of a staff. This recognition of

"the assistant" as something more than an assistant is

one of the points in which, as I believe, reform in

organisation lags behind the spirit of our time. It

lias relations to the movement in industry which seeks

to improve the status of the worker over against the

employer or company director, and is easier to attain,

since a school or college is under no obligation to show
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a profit (p. 249), And it has a close bearing on the

efficiency of the teacher, for the best can only be got

out of him when he finds that his value as an expert is

appreciated in Oversight as well as in the practice of

Ms profession. On the continent of Europe the status

of the .staff is better appreciated, for they have long

acted as a faculty in awarding certificates (p. 269) ;

in the upheaval of authority consequent on the war,

the experiment is here and there being tried of mak-

ing the post of Direktor or ReJctor an annual office,

occupied in turn by members of the staff. It would

be premature to recommend the innovation, for time

is needed to judge of its effects; as an old head master,

I see difficulties in adopting the plan in English sec-

ondary schools; the system at Oxford and Cambridge,

where the Vice-Chancellorship is held for a three-

years' term, offers points of analogy. Such devices,

diminishing the authority of a chief, and exalting

the status1 of his colleagues, can at least only be

adopted when public opinion holds the teaching pro-

fession in high esteem. In England the same sense of

regard for the teaching office has been shown in

another way, as we noticed in Chapter VIII. The

principle of representation is employed with us to

allot some voice to a group of teachers on a gov-

erning authority (see p. 204). In universities this

is a statutory right, and local authorities since 1902

are empowered to reserve places on Education

Committees to persons nominated either from pri-
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mary or secondary groups or from universities (see

p. 284 above). While the effects of these measures

certainly enhance the prestige of the teacher, the

motive is quite different from the plans above noted

for dealing with the executive functions of principal

or staff. Such representatives enjoy full membership
on an Education Committee or on a University Coun-

cil, but their presence is regarded both by themselves

and by their lay colleagues as mainly serviceable in

deliberation. From this point of view they usually

render capital service, but the plan is not a substi-

tute for an Advisory Body, and they do not usually

undertake the functions of such bodies as I have de-

scribed in Chapters VIII and XI. They are adopted

as a ready means of putting a Committee or Council

in touch with the minds of those whom they employ
without the formalities involved in setting up advi-

sory machinery such as we see in the Faculties and

Senate of a University.

Managers or Governors:. We have assumed above

that each college and school should be managed by

some group which takes it in charge; such a group,

whether called Managers or Governors, or Council,

are usually also Trustees, a "juristic person'
7 in law;

but this is not of the essence of their position. They

stand on behalf of all the institutions, other than the

teaching profession, which are considered in the well-

being of that one school. Thus, the managers of

Council Schools under the Act of 1902, Clause
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6 (1), do not own the school property, and in

boroughs there is no obligation to appoint snch

a body at all, i.e., the L.E.A. Committee may itself

discharge the duty of management for a whole group
of schools (Clause 12 [6]). Why, then, are mana-

gers required? Why add to the machinery unless

aome important principle is at stake? I conceive

that the practice rests upon tfie two aspects which the

school as a community displays. First, each school

has a life of its own, it is a permanent association, en-

during in time and fixed on some spot which sym-
bolizes its permanent character. Every school society

therefore displays a distinctive outlook and expresses
its own needs; these cannot be known or fully met
from a distance, even in modern days when communi-
cation is so much more rapid than it used to be.

Those who hold that the teaching staff can alone at-

tend to its needs, and can communicate them to an.

education office, depreciate the benefit that accrues

when a small body of laymen are placed in a position
to share with the staff in promoting its corporate
activities. I know that teachers are often of the op-

posite opinion, for conflict in any social situation

may replace harmony; and they are already cumbered
with authorities; the L.E.A. and the officers of White-
hall are ample. Our principle reverts to the concep-
tion we form of the aims of education : if we regard
schooling mainly as occupied with the growth of in-

telligence, with courses and methods of study, con-
trolled by codes and regulations, management may be
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'dispensed with ;
if we regard the association as a mode

of life for children, we shall stress the importance of

a managing authority. I therefore uphold this link

in the chain of authority as invaluable even in those

which receive abnormal scholars (p. 160) : it being,

of course, premised that the mode of selecting the

managing body and its duties will vary according to

the type of school.

The second aspect springs from the external rela-

tions of a school, from the institutions, especially

tho,se of Family and Locality, which are concerned in

the advancement of education. This point refers

more especially to day-schools, and I regard the prob-

lem as one of capital importance at the present time,

for it is often ignored. A city .school does not draw

its scholars wholly from one small area, such as a

ward or parish, but as a social unit its members are

neighborhood folk who often come to know each other

better because their children make friends at school.

The institutions of Family and Locality are, in fact,

closely identified, although the source of interest in

the local schools differs in the two cases. I have

handled this theme in Chapter VI and wish that space

permitted of an extended exposition, for it has en-

gaged my attention for more than thirty years, ever

since I realized how the spirit of Pestalozzi had in-

spired teachers here and there in Central Europe to

win the regard of parents as the first factor in a vital

system of organization. In later years I have been

privileged to test the theory in the affairs of two
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schools of wMch I have had charge, and have watched

closely the slow (alas, too slow!) development of

similar ideas elsewhere in this country. I am well

aware that most of my fellow-teachers distrust any

plea for recognizing parents as a group, although.

the best teachers have always welcomed inter-change

of ideas and advice from individual fathers or

mothers; and this distrust is supported by the ten-

dencies in our epoch (p. 97) which challenge par-

ental authority. But the most fearless of revolution-

aries will not deny that parents are useful up to
? say,

sixteen years of age; so they should not disdain the

argument here advanced, so far as primary and sec-

ondary schools are concerned.1
It rests indeed on a

solid base of fact, which there is no necessity to

weaken by over-emphasis. The friction .so often

reported between teacher and parent is a witness to

repressed sentiments; when, these find a natural out-

let both parties are the happier. I picture the child,

in Ms unconscious feelings, as longing to take the

parent by one hand and the teacher by the other, HO

that they may all unite in a triple alliance,

There are belated signs that our legislators are be-

coming conscious of this situation. Up to 1918 there

was no recognition of the parent, so far as I am aware,
in English law except as the provider of cducable ma-
terial (p. 252), to be coerced if need be by penalties

i
Colleges and universities are exceptecl, for the ntudont h more

independent (in mind even if not in purse) of hi homo. Old
Students' Associations sometimes serve the same purpose in these

corporations that a Parents' Association wires in a school.
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and magistrates. The Act of 1918 discovered Mm as a

person, along with "other persons interested/' and,

therefore, entitled to share in deliberation. The dis-

covery was greater than they knew; for when the

Board of Education drafted its Circular x
instructing

L.E.A.s how to secure parental advice, they failed to

apply the doctrine of institutions and treated all these

persons as individuals rather than as group persons

(p, 40) who express their mind through representa-

tion. They were content to notify that the law would

be complied with by publishing an invitation to these

persons to acquaint themselves with the LJE.A.

Schemes, and, if they chose, to tender advice. The

immediate result, so far as parents were concerned,

was trifling, for the parent, qua parent, is not inter-

ested in a Scheme as a whole, but only in those parts

of it which affect the school which his child attends.

But the clause has served a useful purpose; on the

strength of it some persons interested in education

tmlted as a Central Parents Committee, which sought

to stir public interest on behalf of parents; the fact

that such an effort (the successor of other associations

with a similar title
2

) resulted from the Act of 1918

shows the strength of the principle, although its spon-

i Board of Education, Circular 1140, Dec. 18, 1919.

a The Parents League (about 1900) promoted by Dr, Knox (at

that time Bishop of Coventry) aimed at supporting the Institutions

of religion in edtieation: The P.N.E.IL founded by Miss Charlotte

Mason was concerned with Class, but it came much closer to the

real status of the parent, for it united parents who maintain a

school in the home (p.
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sors, in my opinion, were misled as to the field of par-

ental interests.

Granting, then, that the proper venue of the parent

is in a single school, our unit of educational organiza-

tion, what part should he play? He can assist, first,

in advice and deliberation., secondly in management.

As we have seen teachers and sometimes gover-

nors often welcome the views of individual parentss

but this relationship is unorganized and casual. A
great step is taken when the body of parents are in-

vited to come to a school and exchange views with the

teachers; even when the exchange of views is only

casual, as, for example, at a prize distribution or on a

Sports
7

Day, or an Open Day, much is gained, for the

"group" is already in being when the members of it

meet face to face. When, however, the teachers sum-

mon courage (very little is
!

needed!) to recognize the

group as collectively interested in school affairs and

to invite them to discussion, a great step forward is

made. The group is now organized, it comes quickly

to consciousness of its solidarity; it finds itself. In a

few schools this step has already been taken, and the

L.E.A. in Middlesex gave the problem an important

place in its Scheme. Usually the organization takes

the shape of a Parents' Evening, where discussion fol-

lows on music or drama, furnished by the scholars

both as entertainment and as evidence of attainments,

In the Hornsey County School a vigorous Parent'
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Association *
exists, and this is a further step which

few teachers would as yet be prepared to sanction; un-

til they are I would deprecate any proposal by other

Authorities to intervene, for these plans cannot suc-

ceed unless the teachers are ready for them : the lead-

ership in any such meeting must be taken by the head

teacher, for he and his colleagues are masters in their

own house. Even in the presence of royalty, Busby
refused to doff his college cap; much more would he

have kept his place were the Chairman of his Educa-

tion Committee a visitor.

An alternative, or additional, plan relies on repre-

sentation
;
a parents' committee is formed, elected by

the parents and guardians, or, as in Bradford, a com-

mittee called by that name but containing repre-

sentatives also of the L.E.A. and of the school staff.

I am told that this organization was dropped after

a year or two because the L.E.A. was embarrassed

by the extensive requests made by the parents for

improvements involving expenditure; but the fail-

ure can be adequately explained from the circum-

stances under which this plan was devised. A
superior authority cannot successfully order repre-

*The development of such associations in America would repay

careful study, but if my analysis be accepted they are not so effective

because they are federal, uniting
1 a number of schools in an area

instead of being based on the separate activity of each school.

On the continent of Europe, most interesting experiments are in

process, and I am indebted here to investigations made by Miss

Arncptt and recorded in a thesie not yet published.
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sentative groups to confer unless it knows that the

mind of those whom they represent is prepared.

Now there is much interest in public education among

the citizens of Bradford, but this will not display it-

self In parents' committees until more exchange of

sympathy and counsel has taken place between par-

ents and teachers in this and that school.

This stricture applies still more forcibly to any

proposal for including representatives of parents on a

board of managers or governors. If the representa-

tion is genuine it can only spring from the corporate

sense of unity created by gatherings such as we have

noticed. Even if the persons chosen were not parents

of children actually attending at the time, their voice

would be effective, so long as it expressed the common

mind; but if the sense of unity has not been created

the representation is a farce, for you cannot represent

the mind of a community which IB not in being, 1

doubt,, therefore, if schools generally are ripe for the

formal recognition of parents as sharing in manager-

ial functions,
1

although I believe that, some clay, two

parents, a father and a mother, will find a seat on all

such boards; meanwhile, the family will continue to

exercise its influence indirectly, and through organ-

ized plans for deliberation, such as Parents' K
In these last paragraphs I have had d

iThe Middlesex Education Committee, howovor, are prepared to

take this step at once, for Parents' Unionfl as well an X'aruntH* Eve*

nings are well on their way in tliat countj ($heme> 1020, pp.

1246).
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chiefly in mind; in boarding-schools (pp. 98 and

175) corporate sentiment among parents is slight;

locality has some weight in county secondary schools,

but the public schools draw their clients from all

parts, and might be better described as national. The

governing bodies of public schools always include rep-

resentatives of culture, sometimes persons nominated

on behalf of religious bodies or of the State; indi-

rectly their members necessarily foster the insti-

tutions of class, since such schools cultivate corpo-

rate sentiment even to excess. Most of the members

of the governing bodies have been former scholars.

The influence of other institutions than those of

family and locality in the sphere of management need

only be glanced at. Ecclesiastical corporations are

directly represented in all schools which are on a re-

ligious foundation; non-provided schools, must how-

ever
?
admit two managers to represent locality. The

claims of vocation are directly represented in all tech-

nical schools which enjoy, the support of Chambers

of Commerce, Trades Unions and the like; they are

naturally predominant in schemes for apprenticeship

and for professional training, which suffer sometimes

because they lack the broader outlook which might

come from institutions of culture. Indirectly these

claims are prominent in the minds of many managers

in all types of school and college, for public opinion is

still disposed to over-value the bread-and-butter aim

in education. Learning finds direct representation
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through the nominees of universities on the governing

bodies of endowed schools, and on the L.E.A. Commit-

tees which control a large number of municipal sec-

ondary schools, colleges of art and technology.

We have dealt already (p. 291) with the represen-

tation of teachers. The influence of political institu-

tions has been illustrated throughout these chapters;

indirectly, through discussion and deliberation, citi-

zens take what part they will in shaping the opinions

of their representatives; the extent to which these

representatives should pass beyond their functions in

administration and discharge executive duties as man-

agers has been considered in Chapter VI. Wherever

a State Authority is owner or trustee of a school it

will certainly make sure that its representatives have

a majority voice in management; the claims of other

institutions to a minority voice in management is

naturally contested by those who believe that demo-

cratic government can only be practiced on a collect-

ivist theory of politics (p. 28).

These arrangements for representation become at

times very complicated : many public men spend most

of the working day attending committees or councils;

others have their names, down as representatives and

are summoned, but only attend at rare intervals to

qualify, or on some special occasion, and can then

only give a silent vote, for they have not kept track of

affairs. Vigorous administrators who want to get

things done grow impatient with these elaborations.
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There is no doubt that there Is a vast expenditure of

time, much of it wasted; but what is time for? Men
who like wasting their time may as well spend it on

committees. If we accept the principle of representa-

tion we must work it through. Even if a nominee

carries no weight he stands for an interest
; harmony

and confidence are sustained by giving a direct voice

to groups which can stake a claim. Devices have been

invented to help representatives in doing their work;

sub-committees undertake the chief labor in discus-

sion :

* since oral group-dialectic can only be effective

among a few, the large body is refined down until the

minimum for face-to-face intercourse is reached; then

the typewriter and printing-press put the results be-

fore the larger body.

Duties of Managers. The grounds on which this or

that institution should find a voice on a board of man-

agers are based on one's conception of the functions

the board will discharge. Thomas Arnold laid it

down quite emphatically that Ms governors had noth-

ing to do except to select (or, if need arose, to dismiss)

the head master;
2 in a primary school, when ques-

tions of child welfare and employment become promi-

nent, the L.E.A. appoints committees whose members

will be helpful in that direction. Such committees

i This touch of sociology merits further study. Cooley and Gra-

ham Wallas pay great attention to it, I discuss it under the

category of Number (Chapter II in Introduction to Sociology).

* Stanley's Life> chapter iii.
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are not identical with the managers contemplated in

the Act of 1902, but it would simplify local adminis-

tration if management were arranged so as to include

them. The question most in dispute is the right

of a managing body to choose the teachers of its

school : how can we manage teachers, it is said, whom
;we do not appoint? The position illustrates the con-

trast I have noted between government by influence

and government by command
;
there are many useful

duties, at least in day-schools, that an authority can

discharge even if it has no direct voice in the selection

of staff. There was lively controversy on this point in

Parliament during the years 1902-3, and the Acts of

1902-3 solved it by leaving to managers of non-pro-
vided schools the right to select teachers, but granting
to the L.E.A. that finds the salaries the power to reject

selection, on educational grounds only; the import-
ance of this clause has recently come to light (1924)
in the action taken by the Sheffield L.E.A., which haa

been contested in the law courts. A similar right of

confirmation is retained by the central government as

regards the principals of various colleger to whom it

allots grants. Such intervention by a higher author-

ity causes friction if it is made much of; on the other

hand, the existence of the rule is a guarantee that, if

scandal does arise, the higher authority can intervene.

Other modes of compromise are found : the higher au-

thority may select a few names from a list of appli-
cants and then leave managers to choose from these
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the candidate who is most likely to suit local needs
;

plans of this Mnd are specially adapted in selection

for minor appointments.

I need not tabulate a list of the multifarious duties

that a body of managers can undertake, apart from

choosing teachers. If they own the school property

they will look after it; if they do not they can still

look after it and lay their requests before the owners;

but bricks and mortar are not their chief concern.

Our view of their duties will be governed by our ap-

preciation of the nature and needs of school life

(p. 7).

Self-governing Authorities. Passing from the

needs of the single school, we consider a group of

schools, noticed from the standpoint of ownership, in

Chapter VII. I use the term "self-governing
57 for

want of a better to comprise all corporations which

comprehend a number of schools, but are organized

on the voluntary principle, although many of them

share their powers with representatives of local, or,

in a few cases, of central authorities. Some of these

have been already mentioned.1 Each takes a com-

plexion of its own according to the special purpose for

which it is incorporated ;
hence the composition and

i The National Society, the British and Foreign School Society, the

Girls* Public Day-school Trust. The chartered corporations control-

ing professional education and apprenticeship are even more im-

portant. Other examples are the W.E.A., with its rivals, Labor

Colleges maintained by Trades Unions, the Boy Scouts and Girl

Guides, Barnardo, Btepheneon Homes, etc.
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duties of the governing bodies are equally diverse.

The university and a few academies for science and

art of university rank can be more readily identified,

especially as the oldest of them inherit traditions

which reach back to the time when Parliament itself

was taking shape and included university burgesses

among the members of its Lower House. Thin long
tradition accounts for the unique position which uni-

versities hold in the educational system of Europe;
this is also true, to some extent, of the older universi-

ties of America, in contrast to the State universities.

Since the days when London University was founded,

and evoked lively controversies,
1
the public mind has

awakened to the services these corporations may ren-

der both as places of education and as authorities

(compare p. 118). Our modern British universities,

when starting on their journey, are protected by char-

ters and statutes which afford a capital illustration of

the distribution of authority between institutions.

Although each university is named as if it were a

single group of teachers and scholars, it is really a

collection of schools, departments, colleges, called by
a diversity of names, and united in a bewildering va-

riety of relations. Since it is evident that umverai*

ties are increasing both in numbers and resources, the

conditions on which they are established become of

increasing importance to the public : such questions,

* J. H. Newman's Idea of a University was the most fitrikiwg con-
tribution to these debates.
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e.g., as whether the organization should be federal, on

the plan proposed for a Midland University (Notting-

ham, Leicester, etc.) ,
or should only comprise a single

body of students and teachers.

It is often overlooked that corporations of univer-

sity rank are intrusted with authoritative duties in

the control of other schools through inspection and

examination. As regards inspection the Oxford Dele-

gacy and the Cambridge Syndicate did pioneer work

for some twenty years after 1887, but when the Board

of Education (1899) and the L.E.A. (1902-3) as-

sumed authority over secondary schools, the universi-

ties, to their own advantage, as I think, diminished

their activity in that field. But their control of sec-

ondary school examinations (p. 276) though still

paramount, is now shared with representatives of

other bodies on the Secondary Schools Examination

Council.

The Local Education Authority. After what has

been said in previous chapters I need not dilate on the

powers of the various authorities set up by the BaL

four Act, nor on the promising development in repre.

gentation for advice (Chapter XI). The rivalry be-

tween central and local authorities in recent years

concerned us in Chapter IX, since it is viewed mainly

as a financial issue. The discussion has also brought

into relief the difficulty of defining duties and powers

as distributed between this and that corporation. The

(situation which has arisen is due to the circumstance
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that the Board of Education had only been created

three years before 1902, when the L.E.A. came into

being; both authorities, in the interval, have grown
more conscious of their capacity, and desire to exe-

cute their own will. The need for harmony is evident

when the Association of Education Committees thus

describes the present position of the Board of Educa-

tion: "Practically independent of Parliament, out*

side the jurisdiction of the courts of law, the Board

to-day enjoys a measure of autocracy, within their

own sphere of operations, greater than that possessed

by the Crown itself." The Board might retort that

autocrats are to be found in the provinces as well as

in London !

A sharp distinction is now made between duties

which must be performed by an authority and permis-

sive powers which it may exercise for the extension of

education, subject, or not subject, to the approval of

the national government. The Board of Education

takes power to issue regulations which confirm its

right to approve : the decision of the Board shall be

final. This is resented by the L.E.A. Committees
;
but

I imagine that the claim is based on the congested

state of parliamentary business; program*? which in

earlier days were "laid on the table of both Houses"

cannot now receive parliamentary attention- The

Board, therefore, takes on the functions of a parlia-

mentary committee, and the L.E.A. objects to having
to plead before permanent officials or presidents,
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subordinating the rights of locality to the views of a

central office. If, however, local government is to

submit its plans to any form of government, what

alternative kind of judicial court can be devised to

meet the case? And what evidence should it submit

to prove that its plans are warrantable? I think the

principles on which these queries could be answered

are contained in Chapter VI, but I must not take up

more space with a theme which is as much an affair of

general politics as of education.

We have seen (p. 133) that large L.E.A.s are only

quasi-local; they therefore set up many sub-commit-

tees. The greater the population the more necessary

does devolution become and the nearer this form of

government approximates in character to the national

form, until in the case of London, whose population

tops that of Scotland, a separate Act of Parliament

(1903) was needed to provide that huge "wen" with

a special scheme of government. Every county and

borough works out its own policy, with variations

partly dependent on statutory arrangements between

larger and smaller areas as1 laid down in the Act of

1902. Some difference is witnessed in the attitude of

county and of borough authorities in respect of co-

operation with voluntary groups. This is not to say

that the voluntary service of individuals in cities is

refused; on the contrary, voluntary, i.e., unpaid work,

is performed throughout Great Britain for social wel-

fare of all descriptions to an extent unknown in other
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countries. But in some of our cities education offices

are disposed to ignore educational work conducted

apart from their control (p, 231), except in non-pro-

vided schools, which hold a .strong position in public

regard and are strictly protected by the Act of 1902.

The advance in local authority has been one of the

significant features of English politics for the last

eighty years ;
with the growing consciousness that its

position is unassailable it can afford to share some of

its power with groups that rely on the force of other

institutions. Most cities grant some power to other

groups in the constitution of their education commit-

tees, and are beginning to accept cooperation in

other ways,
1

This process cannot be hastened by po-

lemic; as the conviction becomes widespread that har-

mony and good-will are of more value than the display
of power, suitable measures will evolve to unite offi-

cials, councillors and all types of social workers in the

common cause. Looking back over forty years since I

first held the privilege of teaching in a large city, the

advance has been marvelous; no one can doubt that

large numbers of citizens are now imbued with a

worthy ideal of education, and will achieve results
of which to-day we can only dream.

The National Authority. A separate chapter
would be needed to examine adequately the operations
of national control in education. The fountain-head

*
See, for example, p. 205,
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for deliberation and legislation
* in Parliament IB well

understood, but the complex arrangements by which
various departments of government take a hand in

education are not so easily disentangled; they only
excite public attention when a controversy, ,such as

that recently composed between the Ministry of La-

bor and local authority, comes to the surface. The

Privy Council, the earliest organ of central govern-

ment for education as for other matters, still takes

a hand, e.g., as the authority for granting and revis-

ing charters. The Treasury directly deals with uni-

versities through its Grants Committee; the defense

services
2 look to their own departments, War, Admir-

alty, Air, to regulate the educational concerns of

soldiers, sailors and airmen. The Home Office 2 and

the Board of Health 2 each have their distinct prov-

ince; the Secretary for Scotland, quite properly, re-

gards education as one of the institutions in which

national independence should be safeguarded; and

Wales has secured a separate establishment. The

Board of Education thus stands as only one among
several partners, although its title should give it pride

of place. An onlooker might question the wisdom of

this distribution between departments; it seems

i As regards executive functions, the direct intervention of Parlia-

ment, although small, is quite important, e.g., in schemes for en-

dowed schools, which are "laid on the table." Once and again the

provisions have provoked debate,

a Compare references in earlier chapters (Table of Contents and

Index)*
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simpler to put all schools and educational corpora-

tions concerned with culture under one branch of na-

tional service; but even in Central Europe, where the

Kultur-miwisterium looms larger than our Board of

Education, division of authority is accepted. Thus,

as regards the armed forces, the deciding factor is

the unique quality of corporate life on a battle-ship

or in a battalion. The autocratic disposition fostered

by military control, which "institutionalizes" officers

and men to an exceptional degree, is certainly to be

deplored; but it is an inevitable outcome of the institu-

tions of war, and cannot permit of interference by

other departments of government, although to an in-

creasing degree the soldier avails himself of civilian

aid in his schemes of education, and no doubt the War
Office and the Admiralty exchange views with the

Board of Education. This principle, however, need

not apply to the functions of the Home Office

(p. 163), for when once the magistrate has passed

sentence on children and young persons, their career

should be the concern of that branch of government

which deals not with police but with education. The

same opinion would separate poor-law children

(p. 179) from the control of the Board of Health and

of Guardians. The principle is clear ; while the aims

of military life postulate a separate control, the aims

of the educator with these groups of children should

be to banish from their mindis those class
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which, keep them apart from the rest of the civilian

population. Opinion is moving in this direction, for

already the Board of Education takes a hand both in

consultation and in inspection; but here is a case

where a transfer of authority seems in place, for, with

the best of intentions on the part of officers of State,

the "taint" of a workhouse or of a prison cannot be

removed so long as the administration is conjoined

with those who manage the life of these children along

with the adult criminals and paupers.
1

The Board of Education comes also under criticism,

especially by the teaching profession, in respect of

its composition; both parliamentary chiefs and the

permanent officials are charged with a lamentable ig-

norance of education. I daresay the charge can be

sometimes sustained; and a similar reflection has

often been cast on other departments of State. Was

it not a Prime Minister who, during the course of the

Seven Tears War, discovered that Cape Breton was

an island? It is therefore proposed to constitute

what is called a "real" Board, containing experts,

professional and lay, who know the business. In

other words, it is desired to remove education from

the forms of administration adopted in other depart-

i This reform id sot down only as a principle of policy. Even if I

had the information I should not be concerned to criticize the efforts

of Boards of Guardians or the like. As regards the Home Office,

the advances made in the administration of its educational work

are admitted to be substantial and go as far as public opinion would

warrant*
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ments of government, as a sacred enterprise; but, if

you do, you remove it out of politics. "So much the

better/' replies the expert, and he would appeal with

confidence to the present writer after reading Chap-

ter III. But, on the contrary, I ask him to read on

to Chapter VI, and admit that a man who meddles

with education should hold the balance between all

the institutions which affect the scholar's life
; and,

for that matter, I would look with no less confidence

to a President of the Board or to a civil servant to

cherish the supreme ends of education than I would

to a Bishop or a schoolmaster. "Would God that all

the Lord's people were prophets!" No; we do not

extend the influence of ideals by treating public men

and officials as secular and confined to mundane af-

fairs; if our ideals are worth anything they should be

common property, and, instead of looking for an ex-

clusive display of professional wisdom and virtue in

this one department of State, we should seek to extend

these throughout the body politic, and thus, with poli-

ticians and officials soundly educated, we should have

less anxiety in seeing them handle affairs of culture

and social welfare. Still, it will be urged, you will

surely expect a special experience in school affairs

from men who discharge these high responsibilities?

Again I dissent, and I adhere to the general practice

of public life, which keeps the expert to his role a

adviser and subordinates him to executive control,

which in turn must obey the Legislature, There are,
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of course, exceptions; an expert may sometimes turn

out to "be a fine administrator and even a statesman
;

the names of Bryce, and Arthur Acland are distin-

guished examples of university teachers who have

played a statesman's part in English politics and have

rendered conspicuous service to education hecause

they were much more than teachers. (The reader may
think of others who have never been to college, well

qualified to render equal service if the opportunity

came their way.) All that we ask, both of officials

and politicians, is that they should execute their

duties with a sincere belief in the work; but that the

nation looks for in all its .servants.

When this is granted we may recognize distinctions

between different grades. The Board of Education

consists of Parliament men, and they cannot get our

wishes fulfilled unless they know the arts of (British)
1

government. Their officials are administrators, and

they must know the art, if not the science, of adminis-

tration. When they begin their work as young civil

servants, they need know as little of the job as other

men and women do, who can pass the qualifying

examination: experience gives them the knowledge

they want, and if belief and enthusiasm grow they

will find their own occasions for study. I will haz-

ard the opinion that this interest grows among the

education officials of all authorities up and down the

country; comparison with other departments would

be invidious. It is this specific acquaintance with his
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own department that distinguishes one officer,

whether at Whitehall or at the Town Hall, from the

officers of another department. All alike cultivate

the personality that marks the good administrator,

viz., the judicial frame of mind. From the men in the

field, the inspectors, one looks for something more;

nowadays a man is seldom appointed to this branch

of the service unless he has actually done school

work.1 A teacher is justified in looking for expert

knowledge in those who visit his school to assess his

work.

As regards the powers and duties of the Board,

these have come under notice at every point where

we have considered the functions of the State in edu-

cation. Efforts have often been made to define these

powers and duties but in vain. The law constitut-

ing the Board (1899) avoided putting any limit

upon the range : it used the term "superintendence,"

which implies undefined supremacy, within the limits

prescribed by other measures' of Parliament or of

customs which a court of law would uphold. An thorl-

ties and individuals who have relations with the

officers of the Board may accuse the latter of taking
action which is beyond the scope of raperintendeaee
and may protest, but the only remedy, if they cannot

persuade, is to voice their grievance through repre-

sentatives in Parliament. The legal limitation on its

powers were specified in the Acte of 1002, 1907, 1918,
i Graham Balfour. loc. cit., I, I, a*
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etc., where the powers and duties of the L.E.A. were

laid down
;
and it has also to respect the functions of

the Privy Council and of the other State Departments
mentioned above. I presume that sometimes the edu-

cational functions of these departments are also speci-

fied in Acts of Parliament; but I have not looked

them up, for they are only of interest to the special

student of politics. In any case, "dog does not eat

dog" in public : we know, e.g., what difficulties were

created when the Ministry of Labor engaged in educa-

tional enterprise which at other times would have

been in the hands of the Board of Education; but

these domestic differences are usually and very prop-

erly composed within doors.

Within these limits, I take it, the Board is supreme,

for no doctrine of national government can evade the

constitutional position of state supremacy. Some

duties it must discharge; many others it can under-

take if it is so disposed. As national representative

of the people's will in. education, it deliberates and

researches, prepares the ground for legislation, ad-

ministers and superintends, in response to the general

desire for progress. If it neglects to make this re-

sponse it IB not complying with the spirit of the Acts

which have endowed it with power; but, apart from

the mastery of Parliament, no one can challenge the

rights of the central government. Its mission, in the

field of education, is to give scope to all citizens and
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all other authorities who seek in education the path

to a finer mode of life.

International Education. We have now reviewed

all the forms of authority which extend their jurisdic-

tion over young folk in England and Wales : the same

principles of organization have been at work in the

neighboring nations of Scotland and Ireland 1 and

the daughter nations of the commonwealth. I have

made no reference to them in these pages, because the

exposition of principles is best achieved by taking
one's illustrations from the home field. Scotland,
with an educational history all its own, has done

much to influence the course of development in Eng-

land, and although Ireland has followed a course still

more her own, I cannot but think that the experience
of English statesmen in dealing with Irish education

influenced them a good deal in handling the most

thorny problem that confronted them in both coun-

tries up to 1902 I mean the relations between the

institutions of religion and of the State. It will be

recalled that the Act of 1902 was due to a Prime
Minister who had been for some years an Irish Sec-

retary. The Education Act recently passed by the

Northern Parliament of Ireland would serve as a use-

ful commentary on all these chapters.

When one goes farther afield to Canada or the na-
tions under the Southern Cross one sees how

^ Graham Balfour, loc. cit., takes Great Britain and Ireland Into
Ms survey; but the scene has changed since 1902.
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gently the leaders of education in those Dominions

have followed the steps taken in the homeland, and

.sometimes, to my view, adhered to them too closely.

In India the stamp of British education was imposed

(especially by Macaulay and Ms contemporaries)

with a confidence which we can no longer entertain in

the sufficiency of European institutions when con-

fronted with the wisdom of the East. All these na-

tions are jstill united under the supremacy of the King
in Council, a rule which extends to education along

with all other business of the State; but no attempt

has been or could be made to standardize educational

procedure, even if that were thought desirable. The

only sphere for cooperation is in the preliminary field

of inquiry and deliberation which I have included as

essential to progress in government. From the '90s

onwards we see this exchange of ideas developing,

sometimes under official patronage in imperial confer-

ences, still more through voluntary associations such

ae the Universities Bureau of the British Empire ;
the

most recent step, the exchange of teachers, goes fur-

ther, for it places teachers of one nation for the time

being under the education authorities of another.

When we pass beyond the bounds of our common-

wealth of nations, we find that the influence of foreign

conceptions of education upon England began at a

muck earlier date (p. 94), and proved a wholesome

cheek upon national conceit. Indeed, the modesty

of some teachers led them to believe that England
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had everything to learn from Europe and nothing to

teach. There was certainly much to learn: Kay-

Shuttleworth was a disciple of Eellenberg and Pesta-

lozzi, and it would have been well for his successors if

they had sought $uch enlightenment ;
Matthew Arnold

taught the country the meaning of secondary educa-

tion, in the light of his journeys in France and Ger-

many. In the '90s the value of comparative studies

came to be fully realized; Mr. Bryce sent his Assistant

Commissioners east and west to gather reports, and

Mr. Sadler, from his office in Whitehall, left no chan-

nel of information unexplored. The example was not

lost on the teaching profession itself; while most of us

took such excursions in order to get at principles con-

cerned with curriculum and methods, we found that

organization also could be rescued from "chaos" x
by

taking thought. Finally, these travels became au-

thorized and were supported by funds. Not* was this

pursuit wholly one-sided; even in the '40s Dr. Wiese

had discovered Eugby and told Germany about the

English conception of corporate life in schools; and

nowadays many visitors from all over the world ac-

knowledge that we are not wholly a nation of barbar-

ians. Statesmen and citizens encourage those interna-

tional studies because they know that chauvinism can

only be defeated when scholars are educated by teach-*

ers who know the world; for the purposes of organka-

i The fashionable term twenty years ago to disparage our
or lack of system, in England*
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tion, with. wMcti we are here concerned, the value is

no more and no less than that secured by comparative

research in every field of science and learning. It is

by no means necessary that the explorer should set

down in report or print the results of his inquiry;

often enough he could not do so, for the process works

largely in the subconscious. I need not labor the

point ;
those who are content to sit at home will not

walk abroad for my bidding; Bacon long ago said the

right thing.
1

In the last four years the world has taken a new

step in International Education. The League of Na-

tions has realized that the best way to breed out the

vice of war is: to occupy men's minds with worthier

thoughts : "the expulsive power of a new affection" is
2

being tested on the international scale. The cause of

child-welfare has already given matter for delibera-

tion at Geneva, and history here repeats itself, for

our national authority controlled the attendance of

women and children in factories before it made a start

;with general education. It is neither likely nor de*

Birable that this, or any other international agency,

should trespass on state prerogative; but, with the

example of the federal Bureau of Education before

m (p. 280), we can readily picture what an enormous

influence the League might exercise in education if

it were widely supported as a world-center for counsel

On Travel.

2 A fine phrase from Thomas Chalmers-
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and report, which the nations would support, throw-

ing their resources into the common stock.

With this glimpse into the future we complete the

circle; at this moment in Geneva a visitor will find

investigators collating data in law and organization

gathered from all over the earth, next door to the

institutes conducted by Clapar&de and Dalcroze who

busy themselves with the nature and needs of chil-

dren.
1 The organizer and the teacher too often live in

separate worlds and even regard each other's labors

with distrust. But here, by a happy chance, they are

found side by side, although their efforts are unre-

lated
;
side by side in a country which has no enemie%

and which gave us Eousseau and Pestolozzi to renew

the foundations of education. The coincidence is but

the image of a future harmony, when the teacher,

watching the development of a single m\il
,
will join

hands with the statesman, watching the evolution of

a world of soule. The day will come; we are only

at the dawn.

In England, if not abroad, this separation hag been

pronounced: it looks as if we could only keep one

aspect of education in mind at a time. During the

thirty years from, say, 1894 to the present time, the

majority of active minds engaged in education have

turned to the organization rather than the practice

* The J.-J. Rousseau Institute of Pedagogics itncl tbe Jioquei Dal*

croze Institute of
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of education,
1 for they felt that all the resources of

politics must be summoned if the work of scholars

and teachers was to bear good fruit. The problems
which will engage our attention in the second volume

were by comparison disregarded. Teachers in all

grades welcomed the chance of service as inspectors,

committee-men, flecretaries, if only as an escape from

conditions within their schools which offered little

satiwfaction to energetic minds. I believe that this

period is drawing to a close; a balance has now been

struck botwoon the inner and the "outer aspects of

education; organization will Buffer further change,

school practice will not stand still, but the gulf be-

tween them in being bridged* For without ques-

tion the work of organization has been well done, and

whon the history of thi# period cornea to be written

this wrdtH will bo cmlomMl. Teachers of the gen-

uine typo, who would always wither be with students

and children than in committee-rooms, should not be

impatient at the long delay, or even at the seeming

obHtruetlvottOHH of red-tape. This mountainous load

of boardn and laws, of conferences and reports, was

all necessary: oven the* waste, which was sometimes

prodigal. I have, therefore, felt justified in devoting

a large part of tMff volume to principles of organisa-

tion In the belief that both teachers and education-

Thin refers only to wtnj women tua^her* toave mot toeew drawn in

thii direction to anything Uk tht extent And ie Note H,

tolow.
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alists * are ready to apply their minds to the social

and political ideas on which the structure is based.

In the .second volume we shall enter the school doors
and take up threads which we dropped in Chap-
ter V.

i A monstrous term, coined during this period, which one avoids
when possible; but who will furnish a substitute?



NOTE I

JUVENILE UNEMPLOYMENT

(To p. 185)

ON Feb. 24, 1925, the House of Commons resolved, "That
it is desirable that all possible steps should be taken to

prevent the demoralisation consequent upon juvenile un-

employment" a striking
1 confirmation of what is said on

p. 185 above. The Board of Education is seeking around

for methods by which oversight can be ensured for the

multitude* who leave school at fourteen years of age without

employment, and the President, Lord Eustace Percy, ex-

pressed the hope that Parliament would give power to

Local Authorities to compel the attendance of all young

persons who are under sixteen years of age, and are out of

fMploynic.ni, at HONK* place ot education. It may be worth

while to offer some comment on the situation, for it will

certainly claim, a large share of public attention during the

next few years, and may possibly raise questions of acute

controversy.

In the first place, many teachers and some administrators

object on principle to any form of part-time education.

They woxilcl request the Legislature* to meet the unemploy-
ment difficulty by raining the compulsory leaving ago to

iiftwm or Hixtuan all over the country. To the organizer

thin in an eany solution: lw much prefers to have the young

wholly under h"w supervision, without dividing his control

with that exerted by employers. And ho dintrustft (often

with good reason) tie quality of the education provided in
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the factory and shop, which are not mainly concerned with

the benefit of society, but with Individual profit".

They should, however, note that the proposals now being-

considered by the Government do not conflict with, the

policy of extending the compulsory leaving age: com-

pulsion for the unemployed youngr person during- part-

time may well be viewed as the first step towards the mo-re

complete compulsion that is their ideal. It is evident

enough that this policy is only an ideal at the present time :

the public mind, both among the working class and the

employer class, is a long way from assent to any extension

of the compulsory inferior limit for whole-time schooling.

The extension of whole-time compulsion to fifteen or

sixteen would in fact leave the problem of part-time versus

whole-time exactly where it is now, except that the timo of

transition between school and industry would be postponed

to an older leaving age. The employer, in the great

majority of industries, wants a number of young people

who, for a year or two, are doing somewhat inconsequential

work; if he does not get such help at fourteen, he- m\it

take it on at sixteen. So the half-time or part-time problem

will still have to be faced, only the age will be sixteen in-

stead of fourteen; similar difficulties of unemployment and

of division of responsibility between school and industry

will still confront the nation.

The legislation which Lord Eustace Percy foreshadows

is an extension of the powers of the LJLA. [Tho Act of

1918 empowered every L.E.A. to compel young- peraorm,

whether in or out of employment, to attend school for an

average of 320 tours per year, before 7 p.m. Only ono

such Authority, namely Rugby in WarwickHhirft, ha*

adhered to that clause of the Act of 3918, and it may b

hoped that this remarkable exception will bo fully report**!

upon for the public benefit.! The new proposal will irive
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them power to enforce attendance for any number of hours,

provided (a) that the young person is out of employment,
and (6) that the attendance does not prevent him from

securing employment. Let us see what is involved in this

change.

Firstly, this proposal follows the example of the Act of

1918, and leaves the L.E.A. to decide whether it will en-

force the new rule or no. Now we ought to cherish the

rights of locality (pp. 127-135 above), but the experience
of what happened in London and elsewhere shows that

compulsion to attend IB a power that cannot with success

be imposed in one area while it is declined in neighboring
areas. The demoralization deprecated by the House of

Commons it* a national evil: no locality should be per-

mitted to neglect its juvenile unemployed, but all should

be required to join in finding' a remedy for a national mis-

fortune. Tho coat should not be divided between L.E.A.

and Whitehall on the 50-50 principle* (p. 234), for the

locality m not responsible for the decline in industry which

liaa created the liability. The new law will, therefore, have

to be imposed on all families throughout the land, if it is

to achieve the pnrpone of it** advocates

Secondly, the law tnnst define
"
employment/

1
This in

itself nbowH the ueeeHHity of making" the compulsion national

from the tart. For a Local Authority can only supervise

the iloingH of young* peracmn within ita own aroa, and if the

home (on which aompulwou in imposed) is in one area,

while the IndtwtrleB whore* employment in sought and found

arc wtuatwl ovor the boundary, in a non-compulsion area,

the tank of administration will be intensified, I do not

think the diflteulty of defining employment for the purposes

of thiH Act will be itiauperable, but tjiey will not be easily

miiHtorwU They will involve an Inquisition by the L.E.A.

into the activities of all aorte of tuxxall businesses, some of
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them domestic and semi-domestic, which may be expected

to resent the inquisition, especially as the inquiry implies

the registration of the employment as being such as comes

within the terms of the Act. For,

Thirdly, the carrying out of the Act implies what I hold to

be the one great step in advance for which it is worth while

to enforce it. Every young person throughout England
will henceforth (assuming that the proposal becomes law)
be under public supervision and receive the necessary guid-

ance and care of
' i

authority
' '

up to sixteen years o age. As
soon as he leaves school (public or private, bo it noted) at

the age of fourteen the L.E.A., which already has his name
enrolled on the register of some school, transfers his name
to the 14-16 register, and for the ensuing two years keeps
track of him. If the boy or girl goes at once to a job, tlio

employment is registered and (assuming iii to bo genuine

employment, as defined by the law or by consequent by-

laws), no further action is taken; but, if ho Icavas the job,

the L.E.A. intervenes, and requires him to attend school,

again.

Fourthly, when these legal aspects of the rcgiHtnition and
control are dealt with, the problem of how to educate tlio

young person during these weeks or monthw of HI form!
"idleness" will need great consideration. The ftxpwtTnonta

already made here and there have been disappointing in the

extreme; they serve at least to show that a more ttxtwwion

of the curriculum of the elementary school will bo of little

service. The problem is not one of curriculum HO xmieh us
of personal guidance and stimulus rtho host work of

Clubs, Boy Scout and Girl Guide troopR (p. 208)
affords a safer indication of what* in Bfloctod than anything

1

that has so far been attempted. The taaclwr for thNc*

unemployed should, in, fact, be as much a "social worker"
as a teacher trained for the regular school someo. And I
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cannot but think that some association with the voluntary
efforts of good Sunday-schools, in their senior departments,
would be wise, making use, where feasible, of Sunday-school

buildings throughout the week. Such organization would
have this great advantage-, that the young people, when
leaving the temporary school to enter on work, would not

be lost sight of, but would retain social contact with their

teachers. It is well known that many of them only remain
in their first employment a few weeks or months

;
the task

of getting them back to school for another breathing-space
before obtaining new work will be immensely facilitated

if the school is a sort of institute to which they are con-

timioiwly attached by affection, m well as by the compul-
sions of attendance officers.

No doubt a great distrust still prevails (often, alas, too

well founded) of the association of religious corporations
with the work of L.E.A. OommittooH, but compromise has

boon achieved before (HOC pp. 107 and 150 ff.)? m(^ ^ *lie

aioed in felt, a way out will be found again. For it is clear

enough that what tho adolescent desires above all (p. 87)

is the guidance of an elder friend, tutor rather than official

toucher, whose influence will touch the spring of the inner

life. And, while otw has no right to nay that mieli guides

cannot be found among* those whom State Authorities are

likely to appoint, it; IB quite certain that a system of control

instituted wholly by Htato functionaries in likely to bo

leant effective in tho sphere? of unorganised personal rela-

tionMhips, wuch iw should piny the chief r&lo In, the care-

of young ixirHonn, One fours that very few relipjiouB cor-

porations n'co^ni^e HKT urpoticy of tins call to duty; it is

for them to oflVr a holping hand, to nhow their willinpries

to be pmneern in a new realm of educational adventure,

aw their formmnm were in tho (surlier ntagos of elementary

oducsation u century ago.
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Fifthly, some difficulty may be experienced in adjusting
the relation between the Juvenile Labor Exchange and
the education proposed under this scheme. The idea, as

Lord Eustace Percy says, is
* '

simple,
' ' but the execution will

be complex, and will defeat its own end unless the Ministry
of Labor (p. 319) and the Board of Education can devise

between them a harmonious scheme.

Finally, a word of warning is needed against proposals
to associate national insurance with the duty of registra-

tion and control over adolescents. It may be right or wrong
to include juvenile labor within the province of insurance ;

but the principles on which the State assumes a measure of

authority over employer and parent in control of young
persons has no concern with wages or deduction** from a

wage. This association has already created difficult lea in

some areas where young persons of sixteen years of ago
are being compelled to return to school when, ori the dole,
after being absent from school for two years.

References. I ought to acknowledge my obligation here
to former colleagues, writers of papers in The Young W<ty/<?-

HJarner (Sidgwick and Jackson, 1918), atid nine to an tin-

published thesis by a former stxident, Mr. George Guant
f

Director of Education at "Wigan (see p. 235 in. The Chil-
dren of England).



NOTE II

THE TBEND OF BBSBAEOK IN* EDUCATION

(To pp. 197 and 326)

IT may be well to enlarge a little on the last paragraph of

this book, for, as will be seen from the preface, It presents a
review of experience through which the writer has lived;
and wo have now reached a time when the end can be seen

from the beginning. It IB fairly correct to say that in the
7
B()s o the last century there wan no research in Edu-
cation : a few ontlmsiasts made contributions, here and there

in the training collagen effort** wore being made, but the

three groups which would naturally foster nnch studies

were openly indifferent, and even contemptuous of the value

of what in sometimes called "theory." The first group, the

teaching profession Hmlf, could meareely be called a pro-

fosnion, for tltOHo of Its members who possessed the requisite

attainments (p. .198) had no training, and those who
received training in the collages designed for that purpose
foil Badly short in uUninmontH.1

Tho Heecmd group, the organs of Qovcrnmcmt at White-

ball and in tho localtlt*
f ware eciuiilly indifferent, and had

Hcatwly begtm <p(> roali/iO that problems in Education,

merited tlm mitw care in reBeardi that wan bestowed upon
or Teclniology, ITiuvorgitles, which compose tho

m liiwl IIMM ntiglti ait^mptH at reform. Tins College of ?re-

wiiH <Um2Kii<Hi (IH4II) to atlvatuu) th profoMHion on lines

io l!nw^ of llw (*o)!t^ of PhyMtoSanH, Imt it <xm found

that Itn dilirf plwr< 0! activity wotild Ho In the conduct of oacamina*

tlmm for ncljiool'boyM and
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third group, were equally unconcerned. Except for a

Teachers
' Examination instituted at Cambridge, along with.

a few lectures (see p. 263), there was no trace of interest

in pedagogics, although in foreign countries the study had

received some attention in university quarters right through
the nineteenth century.

These strictures on the indifference of groups and cor-

porations must not be taken to imply that no one engaged
in teaching or in administration took pains before 1890

to think about such work, or to write upon it. There were
a few books to be had, going back to the Renascence, with

Erasmus and Ascliam, or earlier, and ending with Stanley
7

B

Life of Arnold, Thring, Fitch, Quick, to mention a few
names of authors who were read. But one must distinguish

study from research. I take it that research k just a more
elaborate and organized kind of study. The researcher

usually works either under direction or in the company of

fellow students engaged in his own or in allied departmonte
of study; he holds himself responsible for surveying what
has already been arrived at in his chosen Cold, and he pro-
duces sooner or later some statement of results Further-
more (and this constituted the chief hindrance to effective

research in Education) he brings his work into relation

to larger, more fundamental, studies.

Now it has taken this period of roughly forty yearg to

establish Education as a respected, field of rewwirah in thin

seme of the word "research," to. an <listinui8he<i from
empirical or disconnected studies* To-day one can, look
in each of the quarters referred to above? ami nee Bigiw of

genuine advance. As regards the teaching profusion then*
are not a few men and women, actively wigagod in teach-

ing or administration, who give their lemuro tim to ad-
vanced study in education, often in co*0pt*ration with a
University Department of Education, exactly m nomo
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medical men, clergy, or scientific men do when they have

"gone down" from, college. In another respect there has
been a still more marked change. Hundreds of the most

reputable? secondary schools now welcome students-in-train-

ing, acnt to them either by the Universities or through the

agency of Whitehall. I nay "welcome" advisedly, for until

recently they were tolerated but scarcely accepted as

colleagues. The change IUIH been most marked in secondary
schools: in the primary Behoolw it had come at an earlier

date. The significance of thw change can scarcely be

exaggerated, for you cannot thrust study and research

upon a profession any more than upon an individual. So

long an the teachern tluttUHolven were atisfied with their

attainments, and declined to regard the calling as open to

investigation, neither the State nor the Universities could

effect much ;
but IIH the general body of teachers come to a

tuncon* belief in them* tttudieft the rate of progress will be

greatly accolerat ed *

In Universities
1

Departments the study of Education,

obtained entry by it Hide-wind, o to speak, in, the early

'DOs. It muted both tin* Board of Education (of that day)
and tlw provincial colleges (whicU were on, the road to

becoming Universities) to receive s number of aspirants

for the work of elementary 'teaching within tho larger body
of HtudwilM. Tho ground for admission wiw that it would

bo ii grunt aciviintaK^ fof tlimn young* people to enjoy uni-

vc*rity temthiftff in Artu or Kcuenco (Arts WEE mostly in

favor at flrt) The profeHHionul training wiw not regarded

an of great Important, and wa mmmml to bft adequately

looke<l after by a junior member of 1hn KtaiT, called Manter

or MMrwtft of Metltmt AH tlie work expanded It was found

iicwMNary to put it in tlm hatuto of moro important people

anil in Urn uttwer lfiiivnriiitli (hairg of Kducation were

l. of tbii for this ad?aaeo were
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genuinely anxious to promote the study of the subject on

lines- accepted for other university departments, I.e. they

believed that Education or Pedagogics -was a proper field

for research, and that professors of education would enter

upon it with the intention of being something more than

foster-parents to young scholars. It is worth noticing
1

,

however, that another view was entertained, and avowed

quite frankly in some cases by vice-chancellors and prin-

cipals. They were skeptical about research in education,

but realized that university staffs needed supplementing by
men of capacity, who could both handle the Day Training

College and could lend a hand in the multiplied relation**

which sprang up between a new or provincial "University

and the various schools and authorities in its neighborhood,

A double task was, therefore, thrown upon these profOHHors :

as colleagues of men of eminence in various departments

of research they could not help being stimulated to study
of the subject in which they held a "chair"

;
but they had,

at the same time, to fulfill all sorts of duticB of an ndminiH

trative nature. In spite of this handicap a great dual of

reputable research has been undertaken
;
and it way Iw now

safely asserted that members of Education Department**
in Universities (if not in Training CMlegen) will be ex-

pected to take rank side by side with alt other university

teachers as capable of advancing the studies appropriate
to their profession- There is still no doubt considerable

distrust of the whole business in, academic csirclf dintruHt

similar to that' witnessed in earlier days when Beienee first

asserted its claims to academic prosti^e on an equality with

Arts. But the atmosphere han changed : partly Iwcaune it

has become clear that the pwsuit of "Kdiuwitiou" an a spe-
cific study by school-teachers can only advance by the aid of

scholarship and research in other branches of learning.

Education is not a study that can bo evolved in vacwtf It
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can only find a firm foundation on the basis of progress in

philosophy and history, in psychology and physiology, in

medicine and law.

The third group which might have been expected to

promote this ntudy was the State, in its Central and Local

Authorities. The development here has been of "unusual

interest, for a revolution has been effected without those

eoneorned realising what they were doing. This is per-

haps an exaggeration, for the first Director of Inquiries

and ReporlH (see p. U7H) wan fully aware of the importance
to the Ktate of an organised department for research into

problems of administration. But the circumstances under

which Mr. (now Kir Michael) Badler left the Government

service in 190*1 ' showed that Authorities were by no means

prepared to establish for public use a machinery by which

the study of Public Education could be promoted under

Government auspiwH. What has happened in the interven-

ing yearn in that; the Board of "Education itself, its inspectors

ii rul other ofllwaln, have themselves become, on their own

behalf* Horioiw students of 'Education, A great deal of the

work of research done at Whitehall IB of necessity con-

fidential, and I can write of it with no more knowledge

than that of the general public, but the published reports

and dotntmetttB issued in recent ycar t
if compared with

the Hcant.y HIU! Hup(rfiial Httiff produced in the '80s, is

widfww- <*n<nt|ch. There were certainly a few exceptions

in lh ol<l <lnyKs Mowrtny, Kny-Shtittloworth, Matthew

Arnold ntity be reealleiL Here a^aiii, AH in the instance of

the UfilwfHitieH, the example of other State Departments

ha* no doubt neted m a spur; the spirit of the times has

made n eitll upon tho intollifctmoo and research of public

ciflieialH which wilt only oocafuonaUy displayed in the last

eentury-

Itepwt to tho Emm of Comrnom of that date
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The situation at the Board of Education has been

paralleled in the provinces : the clerks to the School Boards
of the '80s were excellent clerks; the secretaries and
directors of to-day are usually men who know IDducatiou,
studying- it as keenly as the schoolmasters.

I must not extend this note into an essay : a book might
well be written to survey the advances which have been
made since Bain published his now forgotten volume on
Education as a Science (1870).
The point I have made in the text (pp. 324-326) is t how-

ever, worth elaboration. I am convinced that in dayn to

come the years from 1894 1
to, say, 1908, will be recognised

as a period of unique activity, as regards study and research
in the organization of English Education.

i Bryee Commission.
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